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FOREWORD

When the news of Bishop Fisher's withdrawal from the Episcopacy reached India, his numberless friends and admirers were shocked. In a critical time, when there are so many changes in India; when there is such an awakening in the country; when people do not know about the future; when there are so many problems and difficulties before our Church in India; when people are anxious and demanding many positions and responsibilities in the country and Church; when we need a devoted friend, a great leader, scholar, messenger, and helper, Bishop Fisher's unexpected absence from India will be a problem, which it will take some time to solve.

Bishop Fisher gave thirteen years, three years as a Missionary and ten years as a Bishop, the best of his life, for India. In these thirteen years he suffered much for His great cause, and paid such a price for India, as very few Missionaries have...
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paid. His close touch with the people, his vision, his messages to Christians as well as to non-Christians, his sincerity, his magnetic sermons and lectures on many subjects, his unceasing love for India and Indians, will always remain in the hearts and lives of the people. Perhaps there are only a few servants of the Master who have been valued, admired, and affectionately honoured and respected by the great non-Christian leaders in India more than Bishop Fisher. The students in the colleges and universities, the preachers in the Conventions and Conferences, the laymen in their gatherings, the Christian workers in the revival meetings, and healing and educated Hindus and Mohammedans were always eager to hear and meet Bishop Fisher.

In Bishop Fisher India lost a disciple of Jesus Christ, an admirer of people, a helper of every kind of man. In this little booklet out of many some of his readers have written an account of '... his perfections... an appreciation'. Some very prominent and healing Hindus and Mohammedans wanted to
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write chapters in this booklet, but we allowed only a limited space to our Indian Christian leaders,—Ministers and laymen alike.

September, 1906

The Editor
BISHOP FISHER'S EARLY MINISTRY
IN INDIA

When Bishop (then the Rev. Mr.) Fisher came to India for the first time in 1864, he was appointed Pastor of the Methodist Episcopal English Church at Agra, where I was Pastor of the Methodist Episcopal Hindustani Church. It was my high privilege to become acquainted with this young, intelligent, and active Missionary. In a few weeks we all understood that we had a Missionary who was going to do some great work.

Agra is a large town and a very famous place and, though our work, compared with other denominations, was not very prosperous and great, yet to have such a healing, energetic, great preacher in Agra was the beginning of the reputation of Methodist work in this famous city.

Though he was in English work he very soon began to take an interest in the Hindustani work and in the Indian congregation. From the beginning he open-
ed his home, heart and purse to push forward the Hindu work, and showed a keen interest in, and love towards, Indians. I still remember some of his activities which put new life in our work.

First of all I found that the young preacher took a great interest in the young men, and they all shared in his love. He used to call young men to his home for private and public meetings and conversation. Young men felt that he was a disciple of Jesus Christ who had good counsel, a message and love to offer. There were students in the Medical School, high school, and other training schools and colleges, who began to run to this young Missionary, and they were helped.

Socially, spiritually, and educationally they were greatly encouraged and helped by Mr. Fisher.

In those days the social contacts were not close between the Indian and white people — the Hindus in India. But Mr. Fisher went into and no distinction neither race, religion. He used to invite his Indian friends as freely and as happily as he would the Europeans.

From the group of young men and students who were encouraged and helped spiritually by Mr. Fisher, I see now very many shining like stars in Church work, as well as in other departments of work in our country.

Then I noticed that Mr. Fisher took a leading part to help in the (rural) Christians. He visited their homes, conducted group meetings, and preached the gospel to these needy and poor people. In the night he went to see sick people in their homes, he took an interest in their illiterate children and suggested some ways to help them. These people were not living in clean homes, did not have clean clothing, or good and comfortable homes. They had many problems on account of poverty. They did not have a decent income to support their families. Some of them were in debt. He always sympathized with them and showed his concern. He thought how to uplift them. He taught them how to finance their education and was sympathetic with those depressed and derelict children, and they all enjoyed his high ideals and hopes.
Within a few months as Pastor of the English congregation he proved himself a powerful and stalwart preacher. Very soon his reputation as a strong preacher went throughout Agra city, like wildfire, and people were eager to hear him. Those who never cared to attend services on Sunday began to come; not only Methodists but members of other Churches, until the number of worshipers so increased that every Sunday the Church was full and on many occasions there was no room in the Church building.

People realised that his voice was impressive, he was eloquent, a deep thinker, strong speaker, and had a message for all. Very few preachers of our own Church were so much admired, loved, and respected by the congregation as Mr. Fisher. Though he was not Dr. nor Bishop in those days, nor an accredited Missionary, but was only Mr. Fisher or Rev. Fisher, a young, but growing and coming leader, he won the confidence of his hearers.

He showed a clear way of salvation to many who needed our Saviour. He always convinced people of their spiritual needs. He always uplifted the souls who had lost their spiritual experience. He put Jesus Christ and His Cross before those hopeless and far from the Heavenly Father. He always brought the thirsty souls to the living water. He fed the hungry with the living bread. He preached the gospel of peace, healing and victory. And, thank God, for full three years he helped many souls to find the truth and salvation, and brought them to a higher spiritual experience.

In his sermons he preached only Christ, His cross and grace, and always asked his congregation to have new hope, life, and joy such as he proved by his own spiritual experience. In the midst of a successful ministry, though Agra needed him, he had to leave the Church and place in 1886, and return to America.

In May, 1896, he was elected Bishop and was assigned to India again. He gave another successful ten years for our dear land as our Chief Pastor. It was a great privilege to have Bishop Fisher in India, for he pushed His great cause forward; he
put new responsibilities on Indian shoulders; he started many things which will help to extend the Kingdom in our country. He loved, uplifted, and helped the Indian Church. And now when I hear that he will not return to India, I feel very sad. I miss him, and remember that Bishop Fisher was a man of God, a disciple of Jesus Christ, and a friend of Indians and India. In this critical and changing time he is not with us. May God grant His unbounded and unlimited blessing on this consecrated servant of Christ and man.

RAM SINGH,
Former Minister of the Methodist Episcopal Hindustani Church, Agra, U.P., India.

BISHOP FISHER AND LAYMEN
A prince amongst missionaries, and a great worker amongst the preachers was Bishop Frederick R. Fisher in the course of his sojourn in India, where he made his mark and achieved brilliant success. Establishing mission stations was far from his mind, and the only objective of his mission was to form an Indian Church and to create Indian leadership. He made no secret of his intentions and even in the teeth of opposition he lifted Indians to higher positions giving them his full sympathy and support.

He was not subject to the worst frailty of the human mind, viz., jealousy, when the Indians in the mission service or outside it thrived well and donned nice accomplishments and shone in the European style. He delighted to see the Indian Christians improving in status and wealth. Prosperity of the Indians was his greatest concern. All this won for him the hearts of the Indian laymen who stood in a body to help the church of which Dr. Fisher was a Bishop—an ideal Bishop indeed.

Endowed with the highest qualities of head and heart, he was a true leader, a prophet, a judge, and a father. By his wise influence the church could mould the Indians to wealth and position and vouch-safed their aims elevation and support, and he utilized his power of
galvanizing people into activity wonderfully well in connexion with the laity. He carried conviction home to the laymen and inspired them to do their duty towards the church, which after all, was their own, in contradistinction to the mission.

Through Bishop Fisher's ministry and influence the laymen began to cooperate more in church activities and increased their financial help. Consequently the number of self-supporting, self-directing, and self-sustaining churches doubled during his incumbency. Many stations which were devoid of places of worship started building them, the greater responsibility whereof was undertaken voluntarily by the laymen, the Bishop giving substantial material help.

It is difficult to find a leader like Bishop Fisher. His love for India and the Indians, his solicitude for their welfare and progress, his constant desire to create Indian leadership, and last, but not the least, the harmonious relation between his practice and speech, were sterling qualities which the laymen admired immensely. He drew all men towards him and the laymen flocked to meet him. His inspiring public lectures and convincing private talks gave laymen a new vision of the church and the community, and through his instrumentality the laymen conceived the idea of an Indian Church.

The Calcutta Area Convention, convened by Bishop Fisher, was an eye-opener to the laity, and they displayed a considerable zeal in helping the formation of an Indian Church. Bishop Fisher's plan and vision appealed to the laity—especially those who were young. His appointing them to the Finance Committee and the Area Council has been hailed with joy. Thus has given the laity a greater sphere of service and an additional strength to the church. The sincerity, candor, optimism, and efficiency with which Bishop Fisher did all this for and with the laymen has won for them greater activity, and they will not fail to give a good account of themselves in whatever position they are placed in the church programme.

The endearing zeal of Methodist India and its laity must sorrowfully deplore the
loss of such a good and real friend. The shock to the laitymen is real, but they rejoice to find that even in accepting the pastorate Bishop Fisher has set an excellent example of the true spirit of service as distinguished from working for name and fame. It is my firm belief that the laitymen have already taken note of this and will not belie the confidence our beloved Bishop placed in them, but will continue to serve the church in its onward march so successfully started by him, building up at the same time the edifice of the Indian Church on the foundation laid by him.

W. WILLIAMSON,
Confidential Assistant to the
District Magistrate, Murshidabad,
Bihar, India

BISHOP FISHER, AN INSPIRING PERSONALITY

The news of the resignation of Bishop Fisher from the Episcopacy has been a great shock to the Methodist Episcopal Church in Southern Asia, for his plans in building the Indian Church were immeasurable and encouraging to all of us who were under his jurisdiction and who enjoyed his fellowship and counsel for the last ten years while he was in India.

Bishop Fisher is a seer. Seventy-four years have passed since the foundation of the Methodist Episcopal Church was laid in North-India by the late Revd. William Butler and since then the church has been increasing. But the responsibility for her growth was not contemplated seriously in completing her structure till Bishop Fisher, a man of God, explored the power and ability of the Indian ministers and laitymen who could carry up the hands of the pioneers.

Bishop and Mrs. Fisher love the Indian Christians. This does not mean that the other missionaries do not love us but in certain respects the love of the former excels. They are of the opinion that good, moral, upright, and zealous Christians are their brothers and sisters, which they proved and exhibited by controlling, migrating, and home needs with us. Whenever they would any IndianDistrict they preferred to stay with the superintendent.
They thought it a great joy and privilege to sojourn and dine with their Indian brother and sister. At conferences and social meetings they always arranged that all the members and visitors live and eat together. These starts were quite new things and exhibited their real love to Indian Christians. It is true that the Indian ministers generally do not have big and comfortable houses but their joy always prevailed over this inconvenience.

Bishop Fisher is just. He has been our Bishop for the last ten years but no one ever got a chance to say that he was unjust. Generally people overlook justice under the influence of a stronger party, but Bishop Fisher, being a just and bold man, never acted contrary to his conscience as his motto was “justice”.

I know of a case when a certain missionary in charge of a District, under the dominating influence of an Indian minister, wanted to bring a charge of maladministration against a member of the said District. So he referred the case to the Cabinet. On hearing this the Bishop was very angry and became reticent. Another District Superintendent, who knew the facts of the said District, threw some light on the case to the Cabinet. On hearing this the Bishop transferred the dominating brother and the missionary to other Districts and thus saved the helpless victim.

Bishop and Mrs. Fisher had a great programme for the Indian Church. It was Bishop Fisher who, before his election as a Bishop, pushed forward the Laymen’s movement in America which perfumed the Indian Church so that many educated Indian Christians dedicated themselves to the Master’s service. During his Episcopal term in India he and Mrs. Fisher invited in November, 1869, to a Convention at Calcutta, four hundred ministers and Laymen to talk and further the church activities so that all the Indian Christians may perceive the responsibility of the church, and again in Feb. 1870, they held an Annual meeting of seventy-five Laymen, ministers and mission ears to learn from them how much progress had been made in this direction and to consolidate and encourage them by their advice and counsel for this very purpose that
began to issue the Calcutta Area which is sent to all missionaries, ministers, and prominent laymen of the Church in the Calcutta Area. They also put more responsibility upon the laymen and invited the prominent and zealous ones to respective Finance Committees.

We would wish Bishop and Mrs. Fisher could be here in India to see the result of this great programme. We assure Bishop and Mrs. Fisher that though they are separated from us in person yet they are never absent in our hearts and prayers.

S. R. Fincke,
Scuual Indian District Superintendent in Southern Asia, Raisen, C.P., India

BISHOP FISHER IN THE PULPIT

Before saying anything about Bishop Fisher's lectures and sermon, I deem it my privilege to point out what seems to me to be the chief characteristics of his personality, to others played an important part when he was in a pulpit.

A robust constitution, dignity in simplicity, aLearned and liberal disposition were

the outstanding features of his personality. In short, when he was on a platform his very appearance inspired the minds of the audience. The fluency of his tongue, the flexibility and ease of style, and the elevation of high ideals could not but leave a vivid impression even upon the most rigid minds of those who listened to him.

It was a real joy to us when we heard about the Calcutta Area Convention which was to be held in Calcutta from 30th October to 4th November, 1929, and the kind invitation of the Bishop.

Although I had heard him speak several times, yet the Convention meant new experiences. It was a privilege to me to listen to our great friend—the friend of all Indians—from the pulpit of Thoburn Church in Calcutta.

It was interesting to note that in the evening, when he spoke to the audiences of over a thousand people, not one of them seemed disinterested. This was a definite proof of his giving the message of the Word of God with flattery of language and charm of expression, inspiring the exceedingly large audiences.
Even from the balcony of the church every single word was distinctly audible, and the very tone of his sermons displayed that it was not he who gave the discourse but the Spirit of God Who spoke through him.

"Bring a blessing with you, add to it while here, and carry a greater one away"; these were the words printed at the end of the Convention Programme. I do realize the increase in my blessings and the strengthening of my Christian character never were such freedom of speech and absence of racial superiority observed as were displayed during the Calcutta Area Convention of which Bishop Fisher was the guiding force.

Though we are deprived of his amiable presence and his inspiring sermons yet I am confident that the effect that his sermons and lectures have made upon our hearts will remain long with us.

D. L. Lorenc,
Proprietor, Indian Leper Asylum,
Calcutta, India

BISHOP FISHER AND A LEPER ASYLUM.

In his successful ministry to our dear Lord, Church and community Bishop Fisher had a place in his heart for all kinds of people.

His messages were timely, and inspired many lives in all the groups. His visions were to see in the future a strong Christian community, and to work toward a self-developing and self-sustaining Church in India.

He did not neglect any section of his duties but helped everybody by his prayer, counsel, messages and money. In his heart and life there was room for everybody. He enjoyed the fellowship of all kinds of people. He extended a helpful hand to poor, sick, needy and suffering men and women.

We have under our supervision a Leper Asylum, run by the Mission to Leppers, head office in London, and approved by the Government India, and manned by Indian and mission doctors, and assistants. We have about sixty men, women and children.
who live in this Asylum. We are responsible for their food, clothing, medicines, and always try to help them as far as possible. Whenever Bishop Fisher visited our District headquarters he showed a special interest and eagerness to see these poor and suffering creatures.

Always a special programme and meeting was arranged for Bishop Fisher to speak to, meet, and visit the lepers in the Asylum. He would show his sympathy, would go around to all the wards and quarters, would speak a word or two to every man or woman, and these poor people soon discovered the Christian love, sympathy and interest of their Chief Pastor. The Hindus and Mohammedans were always surprised to see the interest in the lepers of such a person who was the head of a Church. In the service he always enjoyed the playing of these lepers on their Indian instruments, which they played very nicely. He used to give them a solid spiritual message in which he always cheered them, uplifted them, and gave the hope of new and eternal life. He always told them very frankly that
"Sin is also a kind of leprosy of the soul".

His visit to our Asylum was always full of good and useful suggestions, which showed the deep love he had for these people.

By his able and wise suggestion we secured enough money to build a dressing room, compound wall, and had general repairing, cleaning, and whitewashing of all the quarters and compound which made the Lepers' Asylum practically new. When he last visited this Asylum on February third, 1929, he opened the new dressing room and was delighted to see the cleanliness and beauty of the whole Asylum compound. In his letter to the Superintendent he always asked about the Lepers' Asylum, and sent his greetings and good wishes. The poor lepers remember the Bishop's visits and messages. They often ask to send their salutations, respectful regards, and compliments to their good friend. The other day when I told the lepers that "Bishop Fisher will not come to India", they were all very sorry and were grateful for all that he had done for them. They said one to another, "Oh
we will miss a great friend and sympathiser", and requested the Superintendent to send their greetings to Bishop Fisher and request him not to forget them.

Really India sustained a great loss in the withdrawal of Bishop Fisher who was backing, helping and uplifting all the departments of the Indian Church, and now in his absence even the poor and needy people, like lepers, miss him.

G. L. Lorenzo,
Superintendent,
Leper Bungalow, Musaarpore,
Bihar, India.

BISHOP FISHER AS A SPEAKER AND LECTURER TO EDUCATED NON-CHRISTIANS.

"Come again soon", came a voice from the dark. It was the voice of an Indian worker at the Imperial Institute of Varanasi. I was speaking to Bishop Fisher as his car was moving away after his lecture at the Patna Recreation Club. Bishop Fisher left Pusa. He has left India, but his memory lingers and his friendship remains as a solid fact in the minds of a large number of educated non-Christians.

What is the secret of this bond that keeps alive the contact between a representative of the educated class of Americans and the educated Indians belonging to many different creeds? It is love. Bishop Fisher obeyed his Master's call to spread the good news that had its beginning in Galilee. His life was guided by the commandment, "Love ye one another". And Bishop Fisher drew to him all that came near him.

An eminent Hindu scientist, who has spent several years in the Universities of Europe and is himself a thinker of no mean order, told me, "that a public address of Bishop Fisher's cleared a mental cloud" under which he had been labouring. He acclaims Bishop Fisher as a "great man". It is the mental sympathy and psychological help that is today needed by the educated non-Christian in India. They seek for light and more light, to see what they can do for themselves and for others, and to see in its
fulness the divine beauty that their own great teachers have shown them inadequately in pictures and philosophical teachings.

"There is no God but God" says the follower of Islam. "Thou, God, art in everything that has movement and in everything that is stagnant!" says the Hindu, and both reach their hands and say, to men like Bishop Fisher who follow Jesus and in whom, therefore, they find inspiration to have faith in their own heritage of wisdom contained in their Shastras and great books, to have hope in the creative freedom that is every man's birthright that he may progress to higher planes of understanding and achievement, and to have love that conquers everything and transforms what is human into divine. "Sir! We would see Jesus!"

The educated non-Christian will miss Bishop Fisher, but the memory of his presence will remain.

J. A. JAYA, L.Â. M. Sc. London. Professor, Imperial Institute, a Nizam, Cultural Research, Patna, Bihar, India

BISHOP FISHER AND YOUNG INDIAN MINISTERS

It is indeed a privilege to know Bishop Fisher, for to know him means to gain experience. The writer has known him only for the last five years, and during this short period his love, faith, sympathy, inspiration, and joy, which the Bishop bestowed on young Ministers wherever he went. His interpretation of creative personality and his mode of impressive preaching have exceedingly strengthened the young Ministers to work better in the vineyard of the Lord, to stand firm against all storms and to bear more fruits for Him.

His messages to Christian congregations, delivered with the power of the Holy Spirit, were always convincing and full of meaning. One would feel an hour to be a minute, while Bishop Fisher preached, and young Ministers, who are learning to preach, should follow him in seeking the imitations of the Holy Spirit's influence.

His public lectures to non-Christians have been so appealing, thrilling, and
gripping that very highly educated men, at the close of his meetings, have confessed that their souls had really been well fed, and those, who once heard him, were simply longing to hear him again. Young Ministers, who are on the road to success, should take guidance from him in presenting the Lord charmingly to non-Christians.

His books of up-to-date style are one of the best selections for young Ministers for their guidance.

Young lives are Bishop Fisher's great concern. Once when he was at Muzaffarpore, besides visiting poor converts and village school children, giving inspiring messages and impressive lectures, and cheerfully associating with high and low alike, he specially called all the young Ministers of the district for a personal interview at an after-dinner meeting. He talked to each one on matters relating to his life, his family, and his past, and at the end he gave an instructive address ending them to uplift themselves physically, morally, and spiritually, in order to serve the Lord more successfully.

He was always anxious to entrust young Indian Ministers with duties of responsibility and to build up Indian leadership. In appointing Indian Superintendents in all the districts of the Lucknow Conference he created a new precedent, increased the value of Indian workers, and encouraged the young Indian Ministers to aspire to greater service.

Who can forget the Calcutta Area Convention? "It was the largest body of Methodist men and women gathered together anywhere outside the U.S.A. to plan for a great forward movement in the Church," has been said in this connection. It was a new order of the day in our Church and the plans formed on the occasion of this unique Convention will be of real value after a quarter of a century, when the present young Ministers, who were inspired with new visions, will be in a position to launch the whole scheme and program of the Church.

No doubt we have other men of better vision among us, but Bishop Fisher's personal touch, inspiring messages, magnetic per-
sonality, high visions, and his confidence in promising young men always encouraged and drew young Ministers to reconsecrate their lives for the Saviour and His Church in India. We, young Ministers of India, wish Bishop Fisher every success in his new undertaking as the Pastor of the Ann Arbor Methodist Church.

Surely it is regrettable that such an attractive and prominent personality will no longer be in personal touch with the young Ministers of India, but his love and sympathy, I am sure, will always continue to help us—no matter what distance separates us.

Patrick S. Gardner,
Pastor, E.F. Church, Munafgarh, Bihar, India

Bishop Fisher and Church Buildings

It was a rare privilege for me to be associated closely with Bishop Fisher for several months during his Area Tour in

1929. I was with him as an amanuensis in some of the important districts of the Lucknow Conference. In the most remote villages he sat on the cots of the poor Christians asking whether it was possible to have a house set apart for the worship of God. His eyes gleamed with joy when he saw a humble cottage in one village dedicated for worship. He said, "We must have a Church house in every village where our Christians live". "We ought to be able to build our Churches first before we build dwelling places for our workers," was his remark in February, 1930, during the Area Council meeting in Calcutta. He loved to see Churches and he spoke to people saying, "It will be my greatest joy to see some one design church buildings after some good Indian pattern where even a stranger coming to the village will say at once, 'This is a Christian Church'."

He saw beauty in simplicity and always advised people kindly who had elaborate plans for church buildings and could have never accomplished anything in that line, saying, "A church house can be as simple
as anything yet beautiful and attractive. The Central Methodist Church built under Bishop Fisher’s administration in the heart of the great city of Calcutta is a model of simplicity, yet beautiful, attractive, and large enough to hold a crowd of worshippers. This house of God will stand for centuries.

After the morning service in Muzaffarpore on the first Sunday of February, 1929, Bishop Fisher invited the Official Board and friends to go over with him to the new church building which was under construction and the foundation of which he had laid in the previous year. He conducted a short service standing within the four walls with no roof overhead. There he handed over a cheque which was a part payment of his promise towards the building cost to the Church Treasurer. Bishop Fisher’s name on the foundation stone of the Lock-oon Memorial Methodist Episcopal Church at Muzaffarpore will stand for generations in connection with the history of Methodism in India. He had a very keen interest in this church building and made it possible for Rev. G. L. Lorence, District Superintendent, to go to America to represent the Indian Church last year where some of his generous friends subscribed toward the completion of the building.

The third Sunday of the same February will go down in the annals of the Arrah Church for there Bishop Fisher conducted the evening service on the site of the new church. A little picture in my files which I had taken will always remind me of this auspicious day. It never occurred to me then that after a year I would be sent to Arrah to complete this house on the strong foundations which my predecessor, Rev. M. C. Singh, had laid. Both the churches were started on the Luther co-operation, and generosity of friends, who showed the vision of a church house in these places. Who promised to stand by these men in time of need? Who said that he had some very good friends and that these superintendents could write to them for help? Who so kindly sent the plans and the estimates of these church buildings? Who is still busy getting help and giving help to the Arrah and Muzaffarpore
Churches? It is Bishop Fisher who has done all this and is still doing it, even though he is not in India. We have lost the presence of a sympathiser, organiser, helper, councilor, leader, and lover of Indians and the Indian Church. It may be true that he will be doing mighty things in his homeland, America, but at this time we are sorry to lose him from India.

He was not only fond of places of worship in the Districts of his Area but he also converted a room in the Methodist Headquarters at Calcutta into a beautiful “Bishop’s Chapel”. He told me once, “Missie, my house is more or less a business centre, but I am going to have a Chapel where we will all worship together and make this house a Spiritual centre too,” and he did it. The devotional services held there during the Area Council days made a deep impression on the hearts of many just before his departure for America. Now we may not see him again as the distance has placed us on opposite sides of the world, but the work he has left here in India will always speak of the good name of Bishop Fisher. I wish him and Mrs. Fisher all success in their new work and enterprise.

G. M. Massey
District Superintendent, Methodist Episcopal Church, Jerusalem, Bihar, India

BISHOP FISHER AND VILLAGE WORK

Bishop Fisher was interested not only in the development of the work of city or urban churches, but he was also very keen to build up the village work.

Concerning it he has given solid materials in his recent book “Building the Indian Church”. He tried to raise the leadership among the city and village communities equally.

While I was at Bhaba as a superintendent of that indigenous Mission, which was under Bishop Fisher, he visited this field and made great plans for the progress and advancement of its work.

His visits in its surroundings were a real inspiration during his administration in Bhaba Mission considerably impressed in all its activities.
Bishop Fisher, with his honoured and beloved Mem-Shiban, Mrs. Fisher, always felt it a great privilege and joy to go around to see the work of the villages in every district of his Area. Wherever they went, they captured the hearts of the people with their personality, conversation and lectures. The people had full confidence in them.

Bishop Fisher hardly found a chance for rest. Day and night he travelled all over India and Burma, to spread and promote the Kingdom of Heaven. He was always busy with his plans and programmes of this great achievement which he undertook. Just before he left, he dedicated a village church in Bengal Conference. His whole heart was in “building the Indian Church” of both cities and villages.

Two missions in connection with the Baltimore Mission were started during his Episcopacy. These missions are doing a splendid work of soul-saving, where many non-Christians receive spiritual refreshment. Bishop Fisher has baptized many inquirers in the villages.

Indian Methodism has lost a great leader in Bishop Fisher. During his ten years of Episcopal administration Indian leadership has developed in a very strong manner and the work of his area has grown and flourish in every respect with good results.

Indian men and women were appointed Principals of the College, High Schools, Middle Schools, and Heads of the Institutions and College departments. In Bengal, Lucknow, Central Provinces and Burma Conferences many of the District Superintendents are indigenous leaders who are the living monuments of Bishop Fisher.

Mrs. Fisher developed the Indian women’s leadership and activities in the church. Everyone who was present in the Calcutta Area Convention (the first of its kind in the history of Indian Methodism), which was held last year, witnessed that women took part in all its programmes.

Mrs. Fisher has helped in many ways to raise the standard of the womanhood of India. She always had high ideals for Indian women and girls. Through Bishop and Mrs. Fisher many boys and girls were
given a chance in the colleges for higher education with the hope of high and strong leadership.

The Bishop has left many lovely remembrances in universities, colleges, and high schools because of beneficial and useful lectures and addresses which he delivered.

Bishop Fisher is a man of sound judgment, and a great spiritual leader and administrator of the church. He is really a soul-winner. Whoever met him once became attracted by the influence of his noble and beautiful Christian life.

His soul-saving sermons and lectures which he delivered in Conventions, Annual Conferences, District Conferences, Church services and other occasions will long be remembered.

Bishop Fisher was greatly loved by Indians of every caste and creed. He was highly respected by great men and Government officials of India. He was a true friend and well-wisher of India. We were greatly shocked when we learned that Bishop had withdrawn himself from the Episcopal office at the time when he was required here more than any other place, but we trust and believe in God's plan that He has called His servant to serve among his own countrymen.

In the end I want to say this also that Bishop Fisher is a brave soldier of the Cross of Christ, and a shining star for the Glory of the Saviour and His Kingdom.

WILLIAM H. SOUTI
District Superintendent,
Methodist Episcopal Church,
Gomati, Bihar, India

BISHOP FISHER AND YOUNG MEN

Never has the student world been more appreciated than during the last ten years in the history of Methodism in India. The great pioneer, leader, and friend of students, Bishop Fred. R. Fisher, will remain a magnetic personality among the youth of India.

He is a man with a method, the method with a principle; the principle based on a sound experience. He had a philosophical attitude of expression, an unselfish and altruistic way of service, a matchless use of knowledge.
No doubt, many hearts have been struck deep with the news of the change of appointment of their beloved Indian friend—Fred. B. Fisher—an American with an Indian mind and an Indian heart.

The interest of Bishop and Mrs. Fisher in the University House, Lucknow, won a high place in the hearts of the Christian students of the University. He delivered valuable lectures at Lucknow University where both the Staff and students were uplifted by the metered and rhythmic phrases which he used to open up new mental vistas. Mrs. Fisher was the champion of Indian women in their social uplift. In her stirring speech at the Students’ Rally last November at Lucknow, she won an al-round appreciation.

Bishop Fisher was very much interested in the Student Christian Movement and his occasional informal talks were a great source of inspiration to Indian youth. He was welcomed as a speaker at the last S.C.M. Camp at Lucknow where he charged the whole atmosphere of the meetings with the vital purpose of modern Christianity.

We will miss them now, but their work shall ever stand as an example to succeeding generations of this land.

ARCHIE M. LORENZO,
V.P., Students’ Christian Association, Lucknow, U.P., India

BISHOP FISHER—A SINCERE CHRISTIAN AND AN ATTRACTIVE PERSONALITY

It is always a pleasure to write about those we love and admire, and so we have much joy in paying our tribute to two of the finest people in the Methodist Church to-day—Bishop and Mrs. Fisher. To know them is to love them. They won our affection and esteem when first we met because of their keen interest in the Church and everything pertaining to it, their sincerity as Christians and Methodists, and their charming personalities.

Bishop and Mrs. Fisher always identified themselves with India and Indians. Their whole thought and work was to help the country and people they had associated themselves with, and India knows what a
success they were. They inspired us in spite of ourselves, infused enthusiasm wherever they went, and encouraged their co-workers to reach the highest step of the ladder in Christian service.

What a debt India owes them! Indians—Christian and non-Christian—loved them because they knew they were friends. How we miss them and shall miss them more and more as the years go by. They gave their best to us and for us. India and the Church is richer for having had them. Rapid strides have been made during their leadership and Indians have come into their rightful and deserved places in the Church through their efforts and encouragement.

Bishop and Mrs. Fisher have wide and clear vision which everyone had to admire. They spared not themselves in working out their vision in the interests of the Kingdom of God in this country.

We are proud to call them friends.

BISHOP FISHER AND EVANGELISTIC WORK

In the withdrawal of Bishop Fred. B. Fisher from the Episcopacy, India has lost a great prophet of the new day. He was acknowledged a great spiritual leader and a prophet even outside the Christian Church. His high ideals regarding the evangelistic program of the Church, when put into practice, could really make India the first righteous nation. According to his thinking 'evangelism' is a spiritual approach to all the problems that trouble people. "Evangelism," he says, "that neglects the physical welfare of the people touches only one side of its problem and therefore fails to complete its full duty. The great Evangelist, Jesus, did not spare Himself any efforts to strengthen the bodies of men, from giving food to healing the crippled and the blind." He further declared that the evangelistic urge of the Church has, as a part of its future program, the study of those inadequate social systems which keep people poor. Without a clear knowledge of the conditions which grind down men and women and
His eloquent and forceful preaching always had the desired effect on people of all ages. Even the most formal and polite of the audience would be struck by his words. He was a master of the art of persuasion, and his words had a way of reaching deep into the hearts of his listeners. People of all walks of life would come to hear him lecture, drawn by his ability to make the deepest and most complex ideas understandable and accessible.

The Bishop's style was always engaging and captivating. He had a way of speaking that was both informed and inspiring, and he always left a lasting impression on his audience. His lectures were characterized by a mix of personal anecdotes, biblical references, and clear, concise explanations of the subject at hand. He was a master of both the art and science of evangelism, and his words were filled with a sense of purpose and passion.

In his recent book, 'Building the Indian Church,' he has laid out a plan for the future of the Church in India, and his recommendations have been widely praised. His vision for the Church is one of growth, with a focus on reaching out to those who have not heard the Gospel. He believes that the Church has a vital role to play in the lives of all people, and he is determined to ensure that it is fulfilling that role to the best of its ability.

His dedication to the Church and his commitment to serving God have earned him the respect and admiration of many. He is a leader who is not afraid to take a stand, and his words are filled with a sense of conviction and purpose. His message is one of hope and renewal, and his influence is felt far and wide.

In conclusion, the Bishop is a man of great talent and determination. His words are filled with a sense of purpose and passion, and his influence is felt far and wide. He is a leader who is not afraid to take a stand, and his message is one of hope and renewal. His dedication to the Church and his commitment to serving God have earned him the respect and admiration of many. He is a man who is truly making a difference in the world, and his influence is likely to continue for many years to come.
the type of Bishop Fisher in the rank of the missionaries in this country to show the light which Bishop Fisher shed for so many years."

(Sd.) Ramchandra Prasad,
Hon. Secretary, Theosophical Lodge, Mussoorie.

I was talking to another Hindu professor recently who has studied in a Christian College and has had the privilege of knowing many missionaries. When I told him about Bishop Fisher’s resignation from the Episcopacy and about his decision not to return to India at this time, he was shocked. He said, “The loss would not have been so great if a dozen missionaries had withdrawn from India instead of the august personality of Bishop Fisher. This is the hour when your Church and our country needed him most.”

Bishop Fisher had a vision not only for the Christian Church but for the whole nation. He is a recognized world leader. Isn’t it a pity for India that he decided to stay away at this time?

His addresses during District and Annual Conferences were spirit-filled, refreshing, and most uplifting. His messages at Conventions and other evangelistic meetings were always heart-searching and convincing. Oh! What a great evangelist Bishop Fisher is! Hundreds of my countrymen and women, young and old, ministers and laymen, can testify with me today what inspiration, hope, and joy they have received through the powerful, life-giving, and soul-penetrating messages of Bishop Fred. B. Fisher.

A. H. McDonald,
District Superintendent,
Buxar, Bihai, India

BISHOP FISHER—A MAN OF GREAT HEART AND BIG SOUL.

I feel it a great privilege and honour to write a few lines in appreciation of the services of Bishop Fisher of the Methodist Episcopal Church, who left India only a few months ago. I was a member of the Wesleyan Methodist Church until six years ago, when I joined the Methodist Episcopal Church, and I may mention here that it was only due to Bishop Fisher’s great
personality that I was attracted to transfer my connection from my mother Church.

What little I can write about his greatness is wholly based on my personal experience of him and Mrs. Fisher. During this brief spell I have had the opportunity to come across many occurrences which bore testimony to the great and noble heart of Bishop and Mrs. Fisher. There took place many incidents for which the Bishop exhibited his wonderful patience. I think that it would not be a lie if I say that the beloved Bishop still cherishes in his heart of hearts the sweet and sunny recollections of his Indian friends and admirers.

He was the very source of charity and benevolence. He was, as it were, the father and mother of the poor. In his noble heart there was no place for racial distinctions and class prejudices. He helped all and taught most stubborn and smitten for everybody’s cause, when it was for good—no matter whether he was a Christian or a non-Christian. His spring of love and charity that emanated from his heart was spontaneous and perennial. I never found him hesitating to take up the cause of any that came to him in distress—he always lent his helping hand.

I am familiar with many cases where the Bishop helped many with money, so that they might go on with their studies. But for him, perhaps, many would have been deprived of the benefit of academic qualifications had he not extended his true Christian charity and ever helping hand. The present good and glorious names of many boys and families would have been completely effaced or obliterated from the face of the earth had it not been for his sympathetic and generous help. There are many, I think, who would not have been able to achieve the present lofty positions they are occupying if they had been deprived of the support given by Bishop Fisher.

I have personal knowledge of several instances when he gave monetary help for the welfare of members of other communities. Every Indian who came in contact with him will, I dare say, bear testimony to his sympathy towards Indian
He was eloquent in praising the great Indian Saint, Mahatma Gandhi, and his ideals and aspirations. Whenever our culture and tradition were attacked by any foreigner, Bishop Fisher was one of the first to take up the challenge on our behalf. It is still fresh in my memory how vehemently he condemned the malicious criticisms of "Mother India" and challenged statements of the book.

I would also mention that he was always keen about giving high positions to qualified Indians, after having trained them in the best possible way he could, and many instances can be cited when responsible posts were given to Indians in the ministry first in his time and area.

I would like to narrate an instance where I saw his real sympathy for our widows and orphans. One occasion, I was collecting money to help the Christian widows and orphans belonging to our Church in the way of giving them clothes and food on Christmas eve. I was hopelessly discouraged when, in spite of my strenuous effort to raise the required amount, I could not collect sufficient money to meet all expenses. At last, with a sense of reluctance I approached our beloved Bishop and spoke to him all about it. He gave me a patient hearing and then without any hesitation gave me a substantial sum to cover all the expenses, and thereby lessened all our anxieties.

This is only one instance where I saw his great heart and generosity. But I know of many such instances in the course of the few years that I came in contact with him and Mrs. Fisher.

I noticed in the recent Area Convention that no distinction between groups was made at the dinner given by Bishop and Mrs. Fisher. Everyone ate at the same table and chatted freely with neighbours of various races. We felt as if we were all brothers and sisters of the same family.

In conclusion, I wish to say that Bishop Fisher's activities were so numerous and many-sided that it is simply impossible to do full justice to them. I have only given glimpses of those noble qualities of heart and heart which attracted my eyes, and with the hope that readers will
not fail to appreciate fully the Bishop's greatness from these humble tributes of an admirer.

B. K. Basuji
a member of the Central Methodist Episcopal Church, Secretary to the Metropolitan of India, Calcutta, India.

BISHOP AND MRS. FISHER IN INDIAN HOMES

Though we all claim to be one in Jesus Christ, yet on certain occasions and times it seems only theory but not practice. When in the Church there is a distinction of colour, race, nationality, superiority, there is always division, difference, disunion. And that's the reason we cannot call ourselves one body of Christ. But it does not mean that all Christians should be alike. There are many followers of Jesus Christ who love all the nations of the world and they treat one another with love, and admire and respect all other members of His body, though they belong to other countries, nations, and group.

Bishop and Mr. Fisher have set a new example in India before those who al-
ways find it difficult to mix with Indians socially. In 1927 Bishop and Mrs. Fisher toured in the Calcutta Area, and when they were in Lucknow Conference and visited nearly all the Districts they were entertained in Indian homes. If I mistake not they were the first foreigners in their capacity who liked and desired to be in Indian homes.

I heard from one place after another that they enjoyed very much being in Indian home, and not only that but Indians thought that it was a great privilege to have the Bishop and his wife with them. Perhaps in some places, especially in smaller towns, they were not very comfortable, and also did not get proper food in some of the places, yet they were happy all the time and appreciated the Indian hospitality. We cannot forget their fellowship in our own home. Our children had their first very pleasant privilege of seeing the Bishop with his wife in their home.

We admired the way they adjusted themselves in the Indian home in spite of inconveniences. They enjoyed everything.
Indian food, Indian things, Indian children, Indian manners and etiquette.

There was another thing which encouraged me a great deal. I noticed that Bishop and Mrs. Fisher made themselves as members of the family. We did not feel any time that there were big officers or superiors in our home. Who can deny that their treatment, love, willingness and presence one did but feel that they were the members of the family? Those who know Bishop and Mrs. Fisher through close contact will certainly agree with me that their fellowship is always a benediction. The more you know them the more you will love them, the more you love them the more you will believe in them, the more you know them the more you will respect and honour them.

Our growing children will never forget their fellowship, their conversations, their delightful and cheerful spirit, and their admiration of everything that was done for them. Sometimes the young boys were surprised that a bishop who is the head and highest authority in the Church was so humble, and spoke and mixed with them as a friend.

Indians always like people with appreciation for anything done for them, as Indians themselves try to be grateful and appreciative. We were very grateful when we saw that our leaders appreciated everything that was done for them in an ordinary Indian home. We knew that they were not getting the kind of food they should get, and that they were not as comfortable as they could have been if they were in some big house, yet they showed such a humble and Christian spirit the hosts were delighted to have such guests.

In these last ten years when Bishop Fisher served India, he had the confidence of all Indians, as he loved India and Indians without any distinction of colour, race, caste, or division.

It was my first experience and privilege of having a Bishop in my home, but the short time they were with us will not be forgotten for the spiritual uplift, warm fellowship, and the wonderful time we had with them.
And now when they have withdrawn from India, we are lonesome and I think the Indian homes will miss the genial personalities of great friends and capable leaders, who always helped Indians and India and uplifted Indians to big responsibilities and undertakings to serve their Christ, community, and country.

We wish them all success and pray for their long life and prosperity.

Lily L. Lorenzo,
Superintendent,
District and City Zenana Work,
Macassar, Bihai, India

BISHOP FISHER—BUILDER OF THE INDIAN CHURCH

The Building of the Indian Church was a master passion with Bishop F. H. Fisher. When I came in contact with him I realised, he was a personality with something unique in him. In course of time this acquaintance ripened into friendship, and I had an opportunity of looking into his soul. I say he was a unique personality—why? Whatever has this uniqueness?

I found the Bishop was not simply a big dignitary of the great church he represented—not simply a man of great intellectual calibre; not simply an administrator administering his big area with ability, firmness, and shrewd tact and judgment—the general characteristics of Bishops whether Anglican or Methodist.

When I had an opportunity of studying the Bishop I had an insight into his inner and real self.

ij) I found the Bishop had a soul aflame with love for India and her people. I found he was colour blind. He was not suffering from any superiority complex.

This is a great thing in a foreign bishop. One of the reasons why foreign missions have not made a triumphant progress in India is because their representatives—the disciples of the Cross-bearer—cannot forget their colour altogether, and in their heart of hearts there is the lurking belief that they belong to a superior race dealing with people inferior to them. I found the Bishop an exception—such honorable exceptions there are no doubt in the Mission field and Bishop Fisher is an illustrious member of this noble group. May
God hasten the day when the great Mission band from Europe and America shall be so completely transformed as to forget the complex of race superiority.

(iii) I found the Bishop really believed in Indian leadership and was greatly anxious to encourage Indians to take places of leadership and responsibility. The Missions are to a great extent responsible for a certain amount of slave mentality in the Indian Churches. The Bishop was resolved to knock this. He hated any kind of servility or servility. It is for this reason he won my respect and admiration. The Bishop is very anxious to secure an Indian Bishop. It is a matter of thousand pities that he left India at a time when his dream may come true. But I hope the great Central Conference at Cawnpore will appoint an Indian Bishop and God in His Providence will provide the right man who will do honour to this great position of responsibility.

The Bishop realized that to build up the Indian Church—the laity was an indispensable factor and he was in search of the right type of laymen, and he succeeded in impregnating some with his fire and zeal. He realized that Christ started His great mission with a band of laymen and some of these laymen shook the very foundations of the mighty Roman Empire. The Bishop fully realized that to build up the Christian Church in India it was essential to bring the laymen and laywomen of the Church into vital touch with the minister and to give them a real voice in the affairs of the Church to make it self-supporting, self-sustaining, and self-controlling.

(iv) Bishop Fisher was a constructive genius. He was not prepared to be fixed in the old rut. To the solution of the great problem of building up the Indian Church he devoted a considerable portion of his time just to find out what new principles must be accepted; what new methods should be adopted; what drastic re-adjustments should be made; what pitfalls should be avoided and what grave mistakes of the past rectified. He was not prepared to accept the old stereotyped system but was a real believer in Tompsett's pennant line.
"The old order changeth, yielding place to new, And God fulfilth Himself in many ways. Lest one good custom should corrupt the world."

In order to build up the Indian Church we must begin to think anew to try and seek to find out the Will of God and to sink our own individuality and merge ourselves under the leading of the Holy Spirit. This the Bishop realised, and continually waited for God to mould His mind.

BISHOP FISHER AND DEVELOPING INDIAN LEADERSHIP

Having been a resident of the Calcutta Area for most of the time since July, 1917, it was not out of place for me to write a few words as to what I think Bishop Fisher has done for Methodism in this area.

When I come to Calcutta I immediately identified myself with my own church.

Not only because I was and am a Methodist but also because I felt it to be a rare privilege to be a Methodist in the Conference in which my father was a travelling elder when he died in July, 1908.

Indian leadership has been very slow to develop in Bengal Methodism. For those who may be interested in the subject it would be of very great profit to explore the reasons for this retardation. But my object is to tell something else and I shall leave this research work for others to do.

In India, as in other countries, and in Bengal, as in other parts of India, leadership can and is more rapidly developed by practice than through pious hopes, by encouraging words rather than through commiseration. When Bishop Fisher first came to our Area and expressed his hopes and aspirations I was frankly sceptical. I knew the shortcomings of the foreign missionary and I just said to myself and to intimate friends, "pious hopes that will lead us to perjury". I had heard similar words before and had seen no result.

Then I saw and I heard things that caused me to wonder. Then I grew still
more sceptical and said, "he knows that those poor chaps cannot possibly carry such loads and so he will have justification later for not appointing Indians to positions of trust and responsibility. He can always say, 'I tried it so often and I got only failure', then he can go on as usual."

But "those chaps" did not fail. Then I noticed that many of his compatriots were openly and covertly opposed to Bishop Fisher's methods. Being what I am, I always like to back the chap who seems to be "buckling the machine". When I openly backed him, and others of my compatriots supported his ideals and plans, our rate of progress was accelerated.

Now he has gone back to his own country and I look about the Calcutta Area to see just where we are in the matter of Indian leadership. I find that only two District Superintendents in India have tried to build churches without aid from the Board and both of them are Indian District Superintendents of the Calcutta Area. Practically every District in the Area has an Indian at its head. The District Missions are, and are them in keeping up the cultivation of the "home base". Indian Ministers and laymen are doing the very things that so many have so often wished they "might be able to do some day".

Bishop Fisher has withdrawn from the duties of the Episcopacy but he has left enough capable and determined Indian leaders to enable the Church to go forward, unless many people are determined to prove that the "dear Indian people are not yet able to carry such heavy loads".

I trust that he may be as successful in his new field as he was in leading my compatriots to assume leadership.

V. M. KAMHARKH,
Corresponding Secretary,
Board of Home and Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church in Southern Asia, Calcutta, India

BISHOP FISHER—A MESSENGER OF JESUS CHRIST

I feel elated in writing these two lines for a living Bishop, F. B. Fisher, and avail myself of the opportunity...
Physical Power—His body is well built and physically strong. He has a glowing countenance which can adorn any and every place. His voice is so high and strong that no matter how far back one may sit in the audience one can hear distinctly what he says. In short, he is physically fit in every way.

Spiritual Life—He breathes the spirit of prayer which makes him a man of prayer, and spiritually strong. Every work that he does he does with the guidance and knowledge from above which lead him to\n
move forward without any hesitation and unafraid. He has surrendered himself to God entirely and that is the cause of his being successful in every work.

Education—God has given him such a high education that he may be called an educational treasury and an everlasting bubbling spring. He twice lectured in Khambhat and the public came prepared beforehand to open discussion with him after his message. But after hearing his message, they were spellbound and said that, “Never did they hear such a fine, heart-winning, and captivating message.”

Christian thought—While hearing his message, the audience used to listen like a hungry man who rejoices at the sight of fine and delicious food. He had a special attraction in his message that drew the hearts of men unto him. Not only did the audience come to listen to his message, but all drank of the divine message and were satisfied. Like the pearl in the necklace his words and message adorned the human heart.

Effect—His sermons had a great effect on human lives, and men felt that indeed he was a great leader.

His individual work—He has lighted such a fire in India as will never die out; that is, he has created such a fine feeling among Indians as will help them live. Just like the feelings created by Mahatma Gandhi which will never die, even if suppressed, but will ring out in each district, village, and town, from the mouths of young and old, men and women. Thus if the same spirit continues to live out among the Indians, India will very soon be won for Christ. And this was clearly shown in the Calcutta Tea Convention.
where it was made known to all how to use the following methods in winning India for Christ; how to serve Christ; how to be self-supporting; how to treat the community; how to uplift our country; how to gain education and to win young people for the Church; and lastly how to win India itself for Christ.

I I

paid heed even to the demands of the poorest. Nobody felt afraid of him for he was always kind. He was a real friend of India.

Tour in Khandua District—This District was fortunate in that Bishop Fisher paid his visits in the villages and saw the work himself. He stayed one day in a village and became most familiar to the village folk. He talked with them as an old acquaintance. It was a new thing to the people that Bishop Fisher visited them for they had never been visited by any Bishop before. They came to welcome him with Indian music, and garlanded him and listened to his message very patiently. Only one-fourth of the journey was done on a good road, the rest on a broken and trodden path. His visit to Khandua had a great effect on the people.

Fisher J. T. Middle Boys' School—The splendid school building ever suggests to the onlookers to think and to take lessons from the life of the great man whose name it bears.

Bishop Fisher helped this school by giving all the furniture required. Also...
BISHOP FISHER—A FRIEND OF INDIA AND INDIANS.

To call a missionary, who has before God and men dedicated his life to India, a friend of India and of the Indians seems ridiculous. For what else can he be if he is here to "spend and to be spent" for the country and her people? And yet do we not also realise that there is a constant danger for a missionary to assume the role of a benefactor and to treat with condescension all those who come in contact with him? The Indian of to-day resents being treated with pity or with condescension, but his heart warms up when he finds sympathy and love. He is not slow in detecting the heart that beats true, and is drawn towards it.

Thank God for those men and women of God in our midst who have identified, and are constantly identifying, themselves with the people of India and are endeavouring to push them forward even if they themselves have to take a back seat and even become insignificant. The fact that such people
come from the West is of little consequence. They are constantly reproducing themselves in the lives of those whom they touch and "their works do follow them". As friends they live for others, and those for whom they live in return love and respect them. Love transcends all racial and national barriers and draws men into a closer bond of fellowship.

Bishop Fisher belongs to this type and although his stay in India was of comparatively short duration people do now and will, for years to come, rise up and call him blessed, because of his life and ministry in India among and for her people. Even when physical suffering and ill-health seemed to thwart his plans he stayed in India and worked for her and her people as long as he felt it was God's will for him to do it. Some of us remember how unceasingly he gave himself to the people in trying to help them in their personal problems and in the problems pertaining to their work. Till late at night, and sometimes even until one or two o'clock in the morning he would interview people, listen to them and help them. Once when he was very tired after a very heavy day some Indian friends came to see him late at night. He was my guest. I advised the friends who had come to see him to let him rest and to come the next morning. He at once turned to me and said, "Don't send them away. I am not too tired to see them. They have come at some personal sacrifice to see me and I will not disappoint them. You look tired. You go to bed. I will see every one of these, no matter how long they stay". It is needless to say that I felt reproached and never again tried to do a thing of this kind. Many people in worry and distress found help and relief through him.

In his dealings with people Bishop and Mrs. Fisher made no distinction of colour or race. They had Indian as well as Western guests in their home and made them feel quite at home. Who can forget the royal hospitality extended to the poor by them? An Indian and his wife and children were once not very far from Calcutta and were therefore advised to give their children an opportunity to see
Calcutta. He wrote incidentally about it to Bishop Fisher who was in Darjeeling at that time. By almost the return post a letter came from the Bishop offering the Indian and family his Episcopal residence and the entire staff of his servants at 3 Middleton Street. The offer was gratefully, though somewhat hesitatingly accepted. The family found themselves in full possession of the entire furnished apartment and everything in it. Bishop and Mrs. Fisher had also sent instructions to Calcutta that this Indian family was not to be put to any expense of food, servants, etc., so long as they were in Calcutta. The family was not a small one and they spent a whole week in Calcutta! There were little children in it who might tamper with the things in the house. But Bishop and Mrs. Fisher with their characteristic trust in the Indian people fully trusted their house with this family and even in their absence royally entertained them. Such "little deeds of kindness" touched the hearts of Indians and drew them to Bishop and Mrs. Fisher "with the cords of love". It was not so much the free and generous hospitality as the hearts behind it which drew these Indian hearts to them. I think this is what Paul meant when he said, "Though I bestow all my goods... and have not love, it profits me nothing."

Bishop Fisher was a firm believer in Indian leadership. Of this he gave repeated evidences. Sometimes he even suffered for this stand. His advice to his missionary colleagues was, "Let the Indians increase and let us decrease". In his Conferences he appointed Indians to positions of responsibility. In one particular Conference all the District Superintendents appointed by him were Indians. In the Calcutta Area Convention numerically the Indians dominated, and the chairman of almost all the Committees were Indians. It was because of this leadership that almost all the delegates to the last General Conference from his Conference were Indians. He was not afraid to trust the Indians with responsibility for he strongly felt that in order to make people trustworthy we must trust them, and that men of the right sort will...
grew under responsibility. The Episcopal address of the 1928 Central Conference, for which he accepted full responsibility, is a bold, unequivocal declaration of his policy, especially in regard to indigenous leadership. It grieved him very deeply when he saw some one who did not measure up, failing to justify the confidence reposed in him by him, but he never lost faith in the Indians and in Indian leadership. As a rule, those who were entrusted with responsibility did their best to measure up to his expectations and to prove worthy, with appreciable success. He launched out into the deep. His vision and faith were contagious, and those whom he inspired with his leadership were heartened to attempt great things. They, too, tried to launch out into the deep.

The Bishop did not push the Indians to put down or to exclude the non-Indians or to make any malicious distinctions between the Indians and the non-Indians. So far as I know no non-Indian has ever felt this. In fact the non-Indians have followed his lead in the matter. To appoint Indians merely for the sake of Indianising is a grave blunder, but to recognise worth, wherever it is found, is a sure sign of leadership. Domination kills initiative. The Indian thrives in an atmosphere of love and trust, but from a heart that distracts him or is suspicious of him he shrinks like a sensitive plant.

Bishop Fisher’s principal objective in his missionary work in India was to build up the Indian Church, as a self-supporting and self-directing Church in India. Whatever he did was largely influenced by this one thing which he had set before him. Even now when he is in America he will do all he can to help his missionary colleagues and us in making this objective a reality. And after all is not this the ultimate end of our missionary work?

He was ever mindful of the fact that he was a “foreign” missionary and a guest of the British Government in India. He was in sympathy with the legitimate national aspirations of the people of India and was always at their service to further their cause. Notable personalities like Mahatma Gandhi, Dr. Tagore, and Mr. K. Natarajan were among his par-
sonal friends. He believed in Indians and in the possibility of India becoming a great nation, great enough to take her deserved position alongside of the nations of the world. In his own way he tried to encourage the people of India to move forward “heart within and God overhead”. The result was that our Hindu and Mohammedan compatriots also looked upon him as their friend and a friend of India, and many say that they have lost a real friend of India by the Bishop’s decision to stay in America.

Such was Bishop Fisher who, with his devoted consort, gave himself unreservedly for India and the Indians. Their decision not to return to India came as a bolt from the blue, for it means a distinct loss to our country and to our Church. More persons than one have felt that his leadership is still needed in India. However, we submit to the inevitable. But we still look upon him as our friend and our father, and are confident he will continue to help us to realise the ideal placed before us by him and also to help us in “Building the Indian Church”.

JASHWANT RAO CHITTRANJAN.
Principal, Christian College, Lucknow, India

BISHOP FISHER AND INDIAN LEADERSHIP

Men have passed in the history of the Church on whom, when contemplating, we find that they had some individual influence on the lives of others. No doubt these men were sent for some special and extraordinary work, who again and again preached the good tidings, but with the idea that the Church was decaying, but for the general advancement of the Church on its way to God and success.

Time after time such men were produced in the Churches, and Bishop F. H. Fisher was one of them in the Methodist Episcopal Church of India, fit and suitable to the modern time. During his service in India for thirteen years, from his sermons, through his articles, and by his
personal talk, I found out that he is a true Christian, a man of high intellectual merit, and would have made his mark, even had he not been a Bishop.

Bishop Fisher had such a strong personality that he never forgot others while leading a true Christian life. He was so far-sighted that he always cleared away the dangers that daily befall human beings. Nothing could ever tempt him to step away from the path of his duty.

He was a great lover of truth, wisdom and knowledge, and ever forgot himself while thinking of others. This was on account of his great and excessive love for others and the firm faith he had in the loving Saviour, who sacrificed all for the world.

He was a great leader and well-wisher of the Indian Church, and by the good qualities in him won the hearts of all the Indians with whom he came in contact. Thus all of them never took him to be a foreign Bishop, but thought of him as their own Bishop and leader. He had always before him a vision of the Indian Church becoming independent and standing on its own feet, and for the accomplishment of that end he tried his very best.

Not a single man in India thought that Bishop Fisher was leaving India for the last time and not to come back again to India when he left in February, 1880, and never dreamed that he would submit his resignation at the Bishops’ meeting. This sudden departure of his left many things incomplete and many plans unaccomplished which he had started in his zeal for the Church. And from such a seemingly sudden decision we can only deduce this that, thinking that on his retirement from India some Indian Bishop was liable to be elected, he made way for him, a great and loving self-sacrifice which leaves us marvelling at such a high and noble character. This idea was ever prominent in his mind that, according to the time, India needed an Indian Bishop and an Indian leader in its Church, and today the cry for an Indian Bishop is ringing from one end of the Church to the other. In the history of India such an important and critical period has arrived that
Hindus and Mohammedans no longer refuse to follow their respective leaders, but at once hear and act according to their messages. This is an account of the great and noble impression the people have of the self-sacrifice, endurance and troubles of the leaders for the sake of their people, thus winning them wholly and solely to their cause.

The Church today needs a similar leader who, by his noble character and life, may win the confidence of the whole Indian Church so that the Church may follow him as their leader as minutely as possible. Bishop Fisher served as an Indian Bishop for a period of ten years, and during that time he put great responsibilities on the Indian leaders and their families. During his time Indians secured the posts of Principals and Headmasters, and many of the able leaders were made District Superintendents. The Hayman began to recognize their duties and responsibilities towards the Church. The Church showed progress in wealth as well as in Christian brotherhood. And if he had remained a little longer in India the Indian leadership might have made rapid progress and developed on a larger scale.

Nasiruddin Khan,
Superintendent,
Rahna Mission,
Bihar, India

"BISHOP FISHER—A REAL FRIEND AND SYMPATHISER"

The finding out that Bishop Fisher was not returning to India was a personal sorrow and loss to me. No doubt his stay in America and his work among his own countrymen is interesting and pleasing to him. But when I think of his liberality and infinite help which he offered with frank, open-heartedness, it leaves me downcast in his absence. His great compassion, Christian love, and divine message will ever be an inspiration to his Christian life, may he lose, and his seeing vision has made a great impression on our hearts. I lay much emphasis on this point that his real, energetic, and brotherly treatment have turned our hearts towards the advancement of the
Church. Although I have been a preacher for thirty-seven years and had the company of many other missionaries, never did I see such love, such friendly treatment and good feeling, and the best human qualities in any other missionary. And hence it is quite impossible that we should forget his love and kindness towards us.

During his residence in India for ten years his sympathetic eye rested on every individual in his area, especially on the distressed, needy and sick. His kind, loving, sympathetic letters in the homes where somebody was taken sick proved like the cool summer shower for the dry and withered plants. When any family was financially involved in any trouble he always helped when he could. For myself I can say that for a long period cloud of sorrow overshadowed me, my wife fell seriously ill and expired, after that my eldest son caught phthisis and remained sick for a long period, and then departed from me. But during this trouble and suffering period of my life, I found out that my Chief Pastor, Bishop Fisher, had a sympathetic eye on me. Not only did he send me sympathising letters which relieved me a great deal, but also helped me financially. From his life and service I learnt two lessons: (1) to uplift the fallen, and (2) to help the needy, sorrowful and sick, and to sympathise with them. We find many of these depressed ones now serving the Church in the Calcutta area who were really saved by the kind and helping hand of Bishop Fisher. Those who have personal acquaintance with him know how strong and firm his personality is, and how wonderful and effective his sermons are to our lives.

In the end I must say that I will ever remember him in prayer. May God grant him success in all his endeavours and may the Almighty Father bless and keep Bishop and Mrs. Fisher sound in health and may they live long as they prove a blessing to the Church.

M. L. Samson

V.F. Church, Bethan,
Calcutta, India
BISHOP FISHER AND YOUTH

My grandfather served our Church for forty years as a preacher and now he is retired as an old Methodist worker. My father and four of my uncles are in the ministry and serving the Master in different parts of our dear land. My idea about the Bishop was always very high. I thought, "He is such a high man and such a big man of authority that youths and specially young boys cannot reach him". I always heard that a Bishop can transfer men, rebuke workers, can do big things. He can appoint men to big jobs, like D.S. at other high offices in the Church. So I had a sort of fear in my heart and always hesitated to go and talk to a Bishop ever when he came to our town, Church, or Conference. I also noticed that always big men of high position went to Bishop to speak and shake hands or to discuss their problems and difficulties.

But all my fear and shyness was removed and my ideas were changed when Bishop Fisher came to our city, Church and home. I found that the Bishop talks to everybody, shakes hand with all kinds of men, even with young men. It was my first privilege and opportunity to speak to a Bishop, though my two brothers were baptised by Bishops. And I found that Bishop takes an interest in youth. He calls us by name, he asks questions concerning our welfare, he wants to know about our education, future plans and programme, and advises us to be more steady, intelligent, and to become big men. Bishop won the hearts of all the youths by his sympathetic attitude, interest, and love. Really we were very much encouraged. Bishop Fisher is a learned man and a very successful messenger of our living Master and Saviour.

It was the privilege of youth to hear him in the Church, Conference and special meetings. He had a magnetic message for youth. Though a big man and a great leader, yet youth had the privilege to go to him for private talk and conversation. His wonderful personality is always a blessing to his young men who are invited to be in his fellowship and presence. I learned from him to depend
on God through my prayer life. His counsel and fatherly advice to youth will always be a source of progress intellectually, spiritually, and socially. He always encourages youth to go forward and his counsel really will make lives useful, if they follow his good advice. His own personal experience, his devotion for the Master and His Church, his bold, frank but sincere counsel and talks will help youth in a future progress and advancement. He is cheerful, bold, courageous, and helpful to everybody, and especially to young lives.

I heard him, I talked with him, I was in his fellowship and learned many things which will help my future life. He was creative, progressive and helpful to the young people he met while in Mazaffarpore. He never discourages youth, he never finds fault, he never criticizes to dishearten youth, he never throws cold water on one's energies, efforts and activities, but stands with the youth who will go to him with confidence for help, encouragement and comfort. He has a spiritual treasury for youths, and those who were

with him, or heard him, or talked with him, always returned with new hopes, new ideas, and new decisions.

At this critical time when the youths of India needed this great friend, leader, and supporter, Bishop Fisher's withdrawal from our dear country, Church, and community will take him from youth in many ways. But we hope and pray that his counsel, messages and prayers will still help us in all the difficulties before us. May the loving Heavenly Father use these great leaders, Bishop and Mrs. Fisher, in all their undertakings in the places where they live and serve Him.

Samuel Bassey Longevo,
Student, High School, Mazaffarpore, Bihar, India

Bishop Fisher, India's Loss, America's Gain

India has lost a great soul and a brave heart. Bishop Fisher's great heart and work shines like the bright sun in the midst. The Board of Bishops have expressed their
high appreciation in the following glowing words:

"In addition to the formal action taken by this board with reference to the request of Bishop Fisher, the bishop wish to record an unqualified expression of affection for their colleague. We have greatly enjoyed his ten years' association with us, and have had great pride in the wonderful magnetism and earnestness which he has consecrated to the missionary platform and programme. We have the fullest confidence that he is now acting in harmony with his consciousness, conviction in his decision to surrender the office and work of a bishop. Loving him in the most brotherly way, we wish him a most prayerful God-speed as he goes to take up some other form of service for the Master's kingdom."

Bishop Fisher's ten years of administrative and spiritual relationship with India cannot be forgotten. From the time he assumed the Episcopate of the Calcutta Area he kept a forward-looking vision. In order to understand the problems of the Church from the missionary and Indian points of view he held a series of retreats at Darjeeling in 1921, inviting people from the various centres in Bengal and the United Provinces; and in order to understand the soul of India he made intimate acquaintance with the greatest men in India—poets, philosophers, priests, politicians, statesmen, economists, industrialists, etc. This was the reason that when he spoke, he gave something definite, direct, convincing, appealing, thrilling, inspiring, gripping the hearts and minds of the people. His was an interpretation of life and his message grew out of experience. In humanity, whatever its state of society, he did not try to see the dirt but the lily and the lotus which bloom out of it. In it he found something great, something noble, something worthy of the world's attention. It required a Frederick B. Fisher to pour himself out over the welfare of the Indians, and the Negroes in South Africa, in peace with the Australians for good will towards Oriental races, to express indignant condemnation.
of the mischievous propaganda of Miss Katharine Mayo's "Mother India."

It is impossible to over-estimate the value of the work he did for the cause of education in the Calcutta Area. The education of Methodist youth was his great concern. The greatest educational institutions for Indians and Europeans, both boys and girls, were in his area. Through his adventurous efforts the Darjeeling institutions found new quarters. Through his leadership the Jubbulpore Methodist Theological College was put on a strong foundation. The Lucknow Christian and the Isabella Thoburn Colleges had the fullest share of his efforts and leadership. Who can estimate the value of the life he gave to Ushagram and the vision he gave to Arrah, which are in the process of development? The village educational problems were heavy on his heart. During his visits to the districts of his area he visited village after village, seeing the actual conditions of the village Christians, sitting in their mud huts, visiting the children of the future Church in their village, feeling in his great heart what a mighty force they would be for Christ if they could be socially and spiritually uplifted, and he vigorously expressed himself by saying, "Every Methodist child has a right to education" and, "We ought to have an educated Church." He expected every preacher to be a teacher of two or more schools. Even on the eve of his departure from Calcutta in February last, the Calcutta Area Council, according to the Bishop's very definite programme, appointed the Rev. B. C. Harrington of the Lucknow Christian College to make a complete survey of the area with special emphasis on the educational side of it. An ordinary man could not have carried such a heavy educational responsibility.

The way Bishop Fisher travelled in his area is surprising. If one were permitted to cast a hurried glance over his diaries for the last ten years, he would be surprised to know how many hundreds and thousands of miles he travelled throughout the connection. It I remember correctly I am open to correction during his tour on the area, from October, 1928, to March, 1929, he said that he was hardly twenty
days in his own home. I well remember his visit to Arrah. I had prepared a very heavy programme for him, hardly giving him time for rest—visiting of villages in the day, returning to Arrah in the afternoon, with only an hour's rest (largely taken up by interviews), public lecture or some other meeting at five o'clock, dinner meeting, after-dinner meeting, retiring very late at night, then getting up early next morning for another day's full and heavy programme. What a strain! As a student of realities Bishop Fisher knew the districts in many respects better than the District Superintendents themselves. There has not been one problem in the districts of his Area, which came to his notice, to which he did not pay deep attention.

From the very beginning, Bishop Fisher's chief idea was to develop Indian leadership. In his Area he appointed one Indian after another to places of high responsibility. In appointing Indian Superintendents he did not create Indian districts for them, but he appointed them to those districts formerly occupied by Missionary Superintendents. It was Bishop Fisher who placed a new value upon the Indian minister, infused in him new hope and new courage, showed to him new visions, and reposed absolute trust in him in his position of high responsibility, letting him have entire freedom of action. Not many Indians ever attempted to build Churches on their own initiative and responsibility, but at least two in the Calcutta Area have done so under Bishop Fisher's appointment! The Indians in the Calcutta Area have assumed responsibility in a sense which makes the burden their own. They acquired this consciousness from Bishop Fisher's attitude of generosity and overflowing zeal. What a magnetic personality!

Bishop Fisher longed to see a NEW ORDER in the Indian Church, and so he prayed continually, planned hard and worked hard. Who can forget the Calcutta Area Convention—one of the largest bodies of Methodist men and women ever gathered togethers outside the United States of America—to plan for a great forward movement in the Church? Who
can forget the striking figure of Bishop Fisher as he stood on the high platform of the Tabernacle Church, handing over a "Magna Charta" to the ministry and membership of the Methodist Episcopal Church, at the opening hour of the Convention. The four hundred delegates, who attended the Convention, felt for the first time in a very real way that they belonged to a great Church. Whose leadership, whose courage, whose faith, whose personality, whose idealism did all this for the Kingdom of Christ in India.

Bishop Fisher is always known in public to be very pleasant and cheerful. In conferences, in social gatherings, in dinner tables, his genial nature was always a source of cheerful radiance on the faces of the people. He knew his business well and performed it well at all costs.

But there is another side which few people knew. The writer himself does not claim to know it except from his glimpses. Once, talking to a few in secret, the Bishop said that people saw only his physical suffering and not his spiritual suffering, which were greater than his physical ones. I could not realize the import of this saying until I saw him actually suffer. One of the occasions was in October, 1919, when it was our high privilege to entertain him and Mrs. Fisher in our home. He had an awful burden on his heart. His hunger and thirst were gone. He remained in his room. Mrs. Fisher would kindly tell us something about his condition. On the third day with special permission from Mrs. Fisher I went up to his room. I found him sitting on a chair straight, drenched in perspiration, looking very weak. I asked him how he was feeling. He said, "O, I am not sick. I am weak." Then he was quiet. What I saw I could not but understand. When I took leave to go he asked me to wait. He got up from the chair, went up to the writing table, took out a letter from his portfolio, and handed it over to me. Asking me to read it in quickness, he then turned it over. I read the letter out and then I understood that he was not a physical but a spiritual sufferer. Almost three years had passed since perspiration.
which was really his blood, were the results of his "internal suffering." This was one of the many burdens of administrative responsibility which weighed heavily upon his shoulders.

Like a good shepherd of his flock, Bishop Fisher suffered. There have been a few other occasions in which I have had personal glimpses of the Bishop's sufferings for the sake of others. Even with his constitution he would have broken down in health six years ago when we met for the Central Conference at Calcutta if it had not been for the comfort he derived from the sufferings of Christ. Then, too, a godly companion and constant co-shepherd, Mrs. Fisher, was sustaining him through his internal agonies. No wonder that Bishop Fisher desired his soul to be free from "managing technical administration." Thus fittingly the editor of the "Western Christian Advocate" states:

"The action by Bishop Frederick R. Fisher of Calcutta will be received on the part of those eminently men with considerable commendation. When a man follows his conviction by the way of a great decision, men applaud him. In this case hundreds of men will read the story, bow their heads, and thank God for the example set by this intrepid world leader. It is what Christ did on Calvary. He did not back up, neither lie down and surrender to the status quo. He went forward even to Calvary as Bishop Fisher descends from the Episcopacy as though from his Calvary hearing the marks of the cross on his hands and feet, he will enter into a glorified ministry that will be greater than anything he had ever dreamed in the days before he had achieved."

Bishop Fisher has become a Pastor again. India's loss has become America's gain. His resignation from the Episcopacy at this time, when India was looking towards a great forward movement in the Church through his leadership, is a serious blow to Indian Methodism, the Indian church, and Indian nation. We will miss his in-prime personality, his prophetic leadership, his creative vision, and his
very practical idealism; but what he has achieved in India will abide.

M. C. SINGH,
District Superintendent, Cawnpore, U.P., India
The new secretary of the Methodist Laymen's Missionary Movement, Fred B. Fisher, is the right man. He is "right by family, by missionary experience, by service in the movement, and by every spiritual test. The movement is putting all of its strength into the work of relief and reinforcement which Bishop Lewis is so valiantly leading.
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 J. E. Eustis</td>
<td>4 John J. Bratton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Rev. N. A. Templeton</td>
<td>6 J. E. Pickard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Mrs. S. Moore</td>
<td>8 Miss B. Reager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Mrs. J. Chassell</td>
<td>10 Dr. A. E. Conrads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 Rev. P. C. Wayant</th>
<th>2 Mrs. F. A. Woodruff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Mrs. W. H. Van Benschoten</td>
<td>4 Mrs. Watson s. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Mrs. A. F. Woodruff</td>
<td>6 Mrs. F. M. North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Dr. Van Fleet</td>
<td>8 Mr. E. A. Dent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Miss A. Richards</td>
<td>10 Miss E. Arnold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 Rev. P. C. Wayant</th>
<th>2 Mrs. F. A. Woodruff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Mrs. W. H. Van Benschoten</td>
<td>4 Mrs. Watson s. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Mrs. A. F. Woodruff</td>
<td>6 Mrs. F. M. North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Dr. Van Fleet</td>
<td>8 Mr. E. A. Dent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Miss A. Richards</td>
<td>10 Miss E. Arnold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hotel Commodore, October 30, 1922

TABLE 77
1 Dr. F. E. Broman
2 C. S. Stach
3 Charles Johnson
4 Rev. John Johannson

TABLE 17
1 Rev. E. K. Thelm
2 Guest
3 J. H. Bachmeir
4 Mrs. J. H. Bachmeir
5 J. Reifsneider, Jr.
6 Miss Reifsneider, Jr.
7 Arthur Lally
8 Mrs. Arthur Lally
9 Fred Reifsneider

NEW YORK EAST
1 Rev. I. A. Marsland
2 Bradford Rhodes
3 Guest
4 Guest
5 Guest
6 Miss Robinson
7 Miss Bartholomew

TABLE 71
1 Rev. Dr. Moore
2 Guest
3 Guest
4 Guest
5 Guest
6 Guest
7 Guest

TABLE 91
1 Rev. G. M. Brown
2 W. T. Hanley
3 Guest
4 Guest
5 Guest
6 Charles Kerby
7 Mrs. Charles Kerby
8 Charles Lent
9 Mrs. Charles Lent

TABLE 47
1 Rev. A. I. Hubbard
2 Dr. W. A. Kelly
3 Guest
4 Guest
5 Guest
6 Guest
7 Guest

TABLE 9
1 Dr. W. K. Quimby
2 Mrs. K. K. Quimby
3 Miss S. Daniels
4 Mrs. M. S. Daniels
5 Edward S. King
6 Mrs. Edward S. King
7 Mrs. P. H. Kohler
8 Mrs. A. P. Mayhew
9 John P. Rogers

TABLE 51
1 Dr. W. A. Layton
2 Mrs. W. A. Layton
3 R. F. Woodhuff
4 Guest
5 Margaret E. Thorpe
6 E. L. F. Lawrence
7 Guest

TABLE 21
1 Guest
2 Guest
3 Guest
4 Guest
5 Guest
6 Guest
7 Guest
8 Guest

TABLE 10
1 Rev. H. C. Whitney
2 Guest
3 Guest
4 Guest
5 Guest
6 Guest
7 Guest
8 Guest

TABLE 11
1 Rev. W. B. Maskell
2 Mrs. W. B. Maskell
3 L. B. Pailey
4 C. W. Codling
5 Mrs. G. M. Hopke
6 Rev. E. C. Hoag
7 Guest

TABLE 96
1 Dr. J. R. Henry
2 Mrs. J. R. Henry
3 J. Gregory
4 Mrs. J. Gregory
5 Miss McConnell
6 Mrs. Conover
7 Mr. Haikoffsky
8 Mr. E. E. Foote

TABLE 92
1 Miss Banta
2 Miss Forsythe
3 Miss Fallwell
4 Mr. LoelIn
5 Mrs. Robinson
6 Miss Bartholomew

TABLE 87
1 Dr. H. E. Wooliever
2 Mrs. H. E. Wooliever
3 Rev. G. L. Thompson
4 Mrs. G. L. Thompson
5 Rev. A. M. Davidson
6 Rev. C. E. Williams
7 Isaac S. Hendrickson
8 Guest

TABLE 50
1 Rev. H. M. Hancock
2 Guest
3 Guest
4 Guest
5 Guest
6 Guest
7 Guest
8 Rev. S. O. Currie
9 Guest

TABLE 30
1 George H. Raymond
2 Rev. C. E. Bash
3 Guest
4 Alfred P. Sloan
5 Guest
6 Rev. P. H. L. Hammons
7 Rev. H. V. Rose
8 Guest
9 Guest

TABLE 106
1 Rev. Fred Saunders
2 Guest
3 Miss Winfield Wood
4 Miss E. B. Walker
5 Rev. F. B. Stockdale
6 Rev. J. F. Dunkerke
7 Guest

TABLE 26
1 Rev. E. S. Jackson
2 Guest
3 E. L. Frost
4 Guest
5 A. H. Goldsmith
6 Guest
7 David Hill

TABLE 67
1 Rev. A. J. Smith
2 Guest
3 Guest
4 John Anderson Leach
5 Guest
6 Guest
7 Guest
8 Guest

TABLE 32
1 Rev. A. B. Beebe
2 Frank A. H. Bramer
3 Mrs. Frank A. H. Bramer
4 Mrs. H. C. M. Ingraham
5 C. Gay
6 Mrs. C. Gay
7 M. W. Sutton
8 Mrs. W. M. Sutton
9 Mr. Beech
10 Mrs. Beech

TABLE 66
1 A. E. Smith
2 Inez L. Brandt
3 Dr. Finch
4 Mrs. Finch
5 Dr. W. H. Kidd
6 Frank C. Langley
7 Guest

TABLE 90
1 Rev. H. B. Behnert
2 Rev. H. E. Wilson
3 Guest
4 Guest
5 Guest
6 T. S. Hixson

TABLE 72
1 C. N. Reed
2 Mrs. C. N. Reed
3 S. M. Archer
4 Mrs. S. M. Archer
5 W. H. Pomeroy
6 Mrs. W. H. Pomeroy
7 W. N. Page
8 Mr. W. N. Page
9 W. T. Godfrey

TABLE 9
1 Rev. Oho F. Bartholow
2 Mrs. Oho F. Bartholow
3 Rev. W. E. Schoonhoven
4 Daniel Chichister
5 Rev. A. J. Martin
6 W. J. Johnson

TABLE 6
1 Rev. B. F. Saxon
2 Thomas Nugent
3 Guest
4 A. A. M. Riggs
5 Guest
6 Rev. H. J. Hartman
7 Rev. C. A. Whittemarsh
8 W. H. Booth
9 Rev. J. E. Zelter
10 Guest

TABLE 46
1 C. S. Porter
2 Mrs. C. S. Porter
3 J. R. Ware
4 Miss J. R. Ware
5 Mrs. H. H. Beatty

TABLE 52
1 Rev. H. H. Beatty
2 Charles W. Harman
3 Howard M. Miller
4 Guest
5 W. C. Evans
6 Mrs. C. W. Harman
7 Mrs. W. C. Evans
Good Friday

to

Easter Day

Frederick B. Fisher
1882 - 1938
Good Friday at dawn, just three minutes before five, his spirit took wings and left his body. The waning moon was setting, but the light of the rising sun was lifting the darkness into what was for him an Eternal dawn. Songs of birds broke the awful stillness, and made a symphonic overture to accompany His universal spirit so ready for the Great Adventure.

On Maundy Thursday afternoon he was in his little Ford when he felt an overwhelming pain. Friends took him to a doctor’s office where the nurse sent word to a physician at the Ford Hospital who came immediately and, after a short consultation, accompanied him in the ambulance to the hospital.

I reached him as soon as I could be traced in this rambling city, and was at his side by seven. He described to me the feeling of overwhelming pain that seemed to beat down upon him, as he said like many bolts of lightning, and finally left a concentrated pain in his heart that never left him. He was to have confirmed a class of children that evening and to have administered to them their first communion. He would doze under the opiate, and once he told us that he had gone
to the church in his dream and laid his hands upon their heads. He loved all children, but many of these children were especially precious to him. During the night he seemed to be resting under his oxygen tent, so the doctor and I went away to rest. But at 4:57, on Good Friday morning, the nurse called the doctor in haste, and before he could cross the corridor, Fred's spirit had gone.

All the year he had been so well, and had not only put radiance into his great work in Detroit, but into his lectures and sermons to universities, ministers' and school teachers' conventions in many parts of the country. And, in addition, he was always helping to stand individuals on their feet. We had an accident on February 27, the first night on our way to Florida, and after that for weeks he complained of a soreness over his heart, and he soon began saying how tired he was. That was unlike him, but we thought it was the pull and press of so many people and causes that needed him, and that soon we would get away for a complete change—perhaps a rest on the sea which he loved. But a possible internal injury proved too much. And so he left us—just dropped this bodily mantle as quickly as though he were undressing for rest, and left us staggered.

The Tre Ore Service which he was to conduct, and where he had chosen for himself the words "It is finished," went forward. The thousands who came and left during the three hours will forever be awed by the presence of such Christian reality.

Sunday morning his Easter sermon was to be "Learning To Live Forever." Well, that theme was his life's message, and had been incarnated in his daily living.

Robed in his preaching vestments he lay at Hamilton's chapel all day Saturday. The young crucifers and book-bearers, whom he had consecrated only a few weeks ago, offered to stand as a loving guard through the long hours, while so many hundreds passed in and out. Tarini Sinha, his Hindu chela (disciple), came on from Chicago University where he is finishing his Doctorate, and sat all night beside him. "India's silent tribute," he said.

Sunday at one, after the morning throngs had left their Easter worship, the casket was brought to the church and was placed where he would want to be, inside the sanctuary just before the altar. Between one and four, when the service began, they tell us that six thousand people passed through the church to the chancel rail in silence. Men of all creeds, of all social stations, of all races.
Catholics knelt and crossed themselves, Jews bowed in reverence, and Hindus kissed the flowers. The service, conducted by our own Bishop Blake, began with “I am the Resurrection and the Life.” The scriptures were read by the Rt. Reverend Herman Page, Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Michigan. Dr. Edgar DeWitt Jones, president of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, spoke earnest words that only an understanding friend could speak. “His was a global mind,” he said, “he belonged not to a part of Christendom but to all of Christendom. There was a touch of universality in everything he said . . . . He was interested in the Old World Religions, and searched them for the good they might contain, and finding that good he baptized it in the spirit of Christ.” Cameron McLean, his Scotch friend with whom he loved to do team work, sang “There is No Death,” one phrase of which his Hindu disciple grasped as the climax of the hour, “He has become divine.” Bishop Blake quoted from one of Detroit's noble citizens: “Dr Fisher ended his labors on Good Friday—laid to rest on Easter Day: a glorious victorious completion of a life always Christian! He dared to ‘die daily’—to live as if each day were to be his last! His death and burial to me perfectly sym-

bolize how he gave himself to the Christ ideal and daily program of living sacrifice—and now—Resurrection!” At the last, his disciple whom he fondly loved, Shurley Johnson, read the committal. Perhaps some of you do not know what radiant adventures in living we have been making these last years in America, for Fred Fisher was scientific in religion and in living. When we needed an associate minister three years ago, he immediately thought of Shurley Johnson who was with us for five years in India. When the Johnsons came, we said, why not make an experiment in living together as one united family? And the experiment became a growing experience of harmony. We took a house that had formerly had a bar in its recreation room. Fred said, “This room shall be transformed into a sanctuary. Just as every Brahman in India has a worship room, we shall have a chapel in our own home here in Detroit, in this greatest of industrial and mechanized cities.” And so the home deepened and the chapel mellowed until it became a spiritual reality. We hurried back from Florida to keep our tryst with fifty DeMolay young men who came for an evening service of Holy Communion at the altar of the little chapel. Almost a hundred weddings have already taken place there.
How he loved to have wedding parties linger so that he might explain the chapel. The muraled walls done by our young friends the twins, David and Elliott Skinner. For three months they spent their days with us. Fred selected all the themes and these lovely artists carried them out to the letter. The altar, with its Syrian dossal and altar cloth, its Buddhist tabernacle, its Hindu candle sticks, its Confucian vases—all crowned by the magnetic cross of Christ. He loved to feel that this was a prophetic symbol. By labyrinthine ways the world might find Him, but only as his cross was incarnated in individual and social life, could He magnetize them.

I have said all this to speak of Dr. and Mrs. Shurley Johnson who have been our intimate colleagues for three glorious years.

Dr. Johnson read the committal. Then we all stood while the grieving but believing choir sang the Hallelujah chorus.

Cremation took place Tuesday. The people have asked that his ashes be placed in the church that he re-created, and the Indians have asked that a part of his ashes be taken to India which he loved beyond human understanding. This shall be done.

There is so much I would say, but I cannot write it all. You will be interested to know that when we were in Lakeland, Florida, so recently, we fell in love with the Southern College, with its President and its spirit. Fred promised them the Hindu temple we had brought from Benares ten years ago. All these years it was packed in our Hingham, Massachusetts, garden. We planned to create a garden of meditation there that would become a spiritual mecca to friends. The temple is now in Florida. We sent it happily, just a week before he left us, and he rejoiced at the beautiful garden sketch which our friend Dorothy Probst had made. The garden picture too, had gone, and soon I shall go down to help them build, near the Stanley Jones School of Religion, the Fisher Garden of Meditation—a memorial to the mystical Fred.

All of your understanding and beautiful words, whether in telegrams, letters or flowers, have burned deep into my waiting soul, and I am sending this to you, printed, as the writing to each one was a physical impossibility—at least so soon, and I wanted you to know some of the details.

With appreciation,

873 Berkshire Road
Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan
The Youngest Bishop.

BISHOP FRED N. FISHER of Calcutta, India, is the youngest bishop. He was but 28 when he was lifted to the dizzy height, and by the largest majority ever given a bishop in the Methodist Church. And here is his modest story of how it came about: Twenty years ago, at the age of 22, Bishop Fisher was sent on his first mission to the people of India. He had just graduated from Boston University and had studied at the graduate school of religious education at Harvard University. So well does he know India today, that he is recognized throughout the British Dominion as a foremost authority on this largest of England's colonies. It was Bishop Fisher who wrote the book "India's Silent Revolution" which was instrumental in splitting the concentrated public opinion of London in regard to Indian problems at the time of the revolution. Today, Bishop Fisher's utterances upon Indian politics and intimate Indian life are recognized the world over.

During his four years in India Bishop Fisher has gone far. He was not content to merely serve in the capacity of missionary, ministering the gospel to the Buddhist and the Mohammedan, caring for the sick, teaching in the mission schools and preaching in the villages. He sought to know India's leaders. He made friends with Ghandi and was entertained at Simla by the viceroy, Lord Reading. He has spoken at the International University at Tagore and has served as pastor of India's largest Methodist churches. Although he comes as the delegate from the Bengal and Burma Conference of the Methodist Church, he is spoken of as the delegate for all of India.

On his first furlough to the United States Bishop Fisher took the pastorate of the First Methodist church of Boston, but the lure of the mission field was too great for him. At the end of three years he returned to India. He made himself an ardent student of the Indian language and won the hearts of the people. "I prefer my work in India to that which I might have done here," said Bishop Fisher. "for there is so much more to be done there and the people are so much more responsive."

100 Converts A Day Baptized.

Evidence of the response which his challenge to these dark-skinned people has brought, is given in the statistics of Methodism in India which Bishop Fisher held at his tongue's end. "We are baptizing 25,000 a year in the Methodist churches of India. That is an average of 100 a day," he pointed out. The method of baptism to these scores of heathens is a curious one, for Bishop Fisher stated that whole villages are baptized on days set aside with special ceremony for this purpose. The mayor is baptized first, then the selectmen and their families. Finally every man, woman and child in the village is immersed in the chosen river and sprinkles himself along its banks.

Bishop Fisher will return to India the first week of August but before that time, he will lecture on his work throughout the country. We hope Kansas City will be one of his stops.

1 McGow Street, Kansas City. The subscription price $2.00 a year.
ness that may bleed for many years.

First of all attend to the instructions under which the Commission acted. The last General Conference ordered the creation of a commission of seven to inquire into "The expediency of granting to women ordination and admission to the Annual Conference."

Observe: What was it committed to the Commission to report upon? The principle of ordination, the right of women to preach the Gospel? It will be observed that neither the word nor the idea that any principle was to be considered is anywhere in the instruction under which the Commission pursued its inquiries. What first of all must have struck the observer of the debate was the character of it. At first it seemed frivolous. So far as our notes go the question of the abstract right of ordination was never even once raised. Stopping to reflect on that strange fact we make the discovery that the Commission was charged with inquiring and reporting wholly and simply as to the "Expediency of granting to women ordination and admission to the Annual Conference." It conceded the abstract principle of the right of women to preach; and apparently it conceded their right to be ordained, provided that ordination was not to be understood as an initiation into membership in the Annual Conference which would fix their irremovable pastorate by authority a year at a time, apparently, we say, because the Commission proceeded upon that theory inasmuch as it did make the concrete declaration: "Your Commission . . . unanimously recommends that the General Conference enact such measures as shall provide for the ordination of women."

The first finding of the Commission reads: "The validity of a woman's call to preach is not involved in any action which the General Conference may take in respect to the ordination of women AND their admission into the Annual Conference."

This becomes intelligible only when it is seen to be not a veto of "the ordination of women" but of their ordination with a view to "their admission into the Annual Conference." This understanding moreover as we have pointed out dominated the debate. It was a question whether it is expedient to establish at this time the usage of appointing women to charges to be pastors from year's end to year's end—and that we must keep steadily in mind.

I am apt to this sailing chart the Commission undertook "a wide and careful exploration of the mind of our own Church and the experience of other churches." After conducting multiplied scores of questionnaires with the various kinds of people concerned in our own church and in other churches, the results were tabulated and presented by the secretary of the Commission, and the upshot of it all is found in the words, "Methodism has had altogether too limited an experience in licensing women as preachers (local preachers during the last quadrennium) to provide a basis upon which a final decision might be reached, and . . . the knowledge and experience of other churches in which women have served and are still serving as settled pastors, are too fragmentary and not sufficient to merit the Commission in arriving at a final solution."

It did, however, as we have seen, unanimously recommend that the General Conference enact such measures as shall provide for the ordination of women as local preachers, for such they can be under our present laws since 1900.

We cannot at this distance go into a complete consi-
A Last Message from India

MRS. FRED B. FISHER

The following glimpse of India and Burma, taken from a personal letter of Mrs. Fred B. Fisher to a friend, one of the last letters received in this country from her, is particularly interesting and timely in view of her sudden death from influenza. The deep spirit of sympathy with India and the missionary passion which she had are clearly shown in the letter.

How interesting is this Oriental life! What different types we see along the streets! Intelligent Bengalis, wrapped in their various-colored shawls, clean and polite, on their way to university or office; the Rajput from Central India, strong and powerful; the Sikh from the Punjab, with his loose, baggy trousers, and long hair wrapped around his head under his silken turban; the devoted Hindu, with the mark of his caste on his forehead, seated in his shop making up his offering; the faithful Moslem, bowing in prayer, oblivious to all around him; the laborer, seated on the sidewalk, showing his customer in crude fashion; sweet-faced high-caste women of India peeping out through the shelter of a closed carriage, or the new women of India riding by in an automobile with her husband. The poor, the blind, the beggars with indescribable deformities, are always in evidence. Crowds of bright-eyed children playing in the streets are a great attraction.

There is always the interesting mixture of ancient and modern. Autos are numerous, also Jacobins and bicycles, but there is the ever-present bullock cart, slow but sure, the sedan chair, and the phaeton carriage. The buildings of the city are very modern. We have broad, beautiful roads, lined with splendid trees. There are many parks and gardens, both botanical and zoological. The big shops supply American goods of every description, from an automobile down to chimney stacks and boxed buns. Calcutta has the largest market in the world, where can be secured every fruit and vegetable, grocer's, mess, dry goods, silverware, hardware, millinery, flowers, and absolutely anything one desires. Markets are numerous and shop shops flourish. Calcutta is a great commercial center, and at the docks along the river are found ships from every country in the world.

We made a recent trip to Burma. Our Methodist work there is most fascinating. We have work among not only the Burmese people, but Chinese and Indians, both Tamul and Tusun. Then we also have a fine work among the English-speaking people. We attended the exercises given by the children of the Chinese Sunday school, and a more interesting evening we have seldom spent. The little tots entertained us with songs and recitations, some of them in English. In Chinese they repeated whole chapters from the Bible, and one family of four sang "Silent Night" in English, accompanied on the organ by an older brother. We were astonished and charmed with the cleverness and work among the English-speaking people. We attended services conducted in the four languages where the bishop preached through an interpreter to the various congregations, and baptised babies of the four nationalities.

One of the most fascinating experiences we had in Burma was a trip to Thonseeg, a country village. In order to reach there we had to go in a small steamer up a winding river. On the boat we were entertained, which we occupied, and where we ate our lunch. The straight distance from Rangoon to Thonseeg is only twenty-five miles, but the river being so winding and the boat having to stop at so many places, it took us from seven in the morning until two-thirty in the afternoon to reach our destination. It is not possible to describe everything we saw on the way. We spent a few hours in Thonseeg, where we have a Bible training school and a boys' school, visited with the two missionaries there, then went back on the boat and slept on deck and floor, for the boat left at four o'clock the next morning on its return journey to Rangoon.

As we are now in Burmah, the top of the world, elevation over 7000 feet, one house is situated on one of the mountain ridges. The great wide valley is stretched out before us, the mountain ranges encompase us, and above them all the great storms, the highest peak being, Hinghununga, over 20,000 feet high, and which seems to pierce the very heavens. We have decided that this place excels the Alps in grandeur and glory.

But as we see the great masses of India we are ever conscious of the fact that Christianity is the only solution for India's problems. We ask that as you read this letter you offer up a fervent prayer that India may cast off her cloak of superstition and idolatry and accept Christ. Pray for us that our lives may be so filled with Christ's spirit that through us others may be drawn to accept Him.
June 15, 1921

A new plan which renders possible the formation of a corresponding women's organization and thus provides a number of definite positions, with large responsibilities and opportunities, to which laymen of ability can be appointed and in which large service can be rendered to the church. There are the offices of the area association, including the executive secretary in whom is vested the administration of the activities of the association, the officers of the conference associations, including often an executive secretary, the officers of the district associations, the group leaders and the local representatives. In all these positions a layman can give part or all of his time in close relation to all church activities and administration and in definite cooperation and correlation with all area work.

The officers elected by the Buffalo Area Laymen's Association were: L. M. Potter, president; G. G. Stangler, secretary-treasurer; Howard S. Kennedy, executive secretary.

The Buffalo area was fortunate in securing Mr. Kennedy as lay executive secretary for the area in the inauguration of this work. Mr. Kennedy is an outstanding and successful Christian layman of wide business experience, being formerly president of Church Pentinot & Co., the great shirt and collar manufacturers of Troy, N. Y. Having retired from business a short time ago, he now finds himself in position to give his time to Christian work. Realizing the importance and possibilities in this new plan for securing and stimulating lay activities, he has accepted the lay executive secretaryship and will devote whatever time may be necessary without any renumeration. His enthusiastic reception at the lay associations and the joint session in both the Troy and Northern New York Conferences was a great tribute to his worth and past work, and an assurance of future cooperation and success. Bishop Hurt and Mr. Pitman welcome Mr. Kennedy to a position which they have been largely instrumental in creating, and all the Conference and district officers in the area have pledged their hearty support.

The activities of the association will include primarily the great programs of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Particular stress will be placed upon personal evangelism, stewardship, and religious education. Locally the activities will be determined largely by the special needs and opportunities as developed by a comprehensive survey of the entire situation.

The great value of the plan will be in the addition to the present administrative agencies of a number of able lay executives through whom the bishops, area secretaries, and district superintendents will be able to mobilize and utilize as never before the great latent lay forces of our church. In consideration of these increased resources a program and campaign of new and unusual character and of great importance to laymen and the church is in preparation.

Full information concerning the formation and tentative constitution of these area laymen's associations can be obtained from the Division of Lay Activities, 716 Rush Street, Chicago, Ill.

Peace Offerings

In the temple services, after the sacrifices had been made, Peace Offerings of gold and silver were "tossed up" or waved as an offering to God and then given to the ministers of the sanctuary; the aged and widows always receiving a share. Hence the gifts made by American Methodists for the aged ministers and widows of war-stricken Europe are called "Peace Offerings," which will be shared equally by the conferences of the Allied Nations—Italy, France, etc.—and the Central Powers—Germany, Austria and Hungary. Donors may designate their gifts to any conference, country or group in either the Allied, Central or Neutral countries.

Peace Offering Gifts will be invested by the Board of Conference Claimants in the bonds of the great cities of the several countries, so as to share in the inevitable increase of the value of the franc, lira, mark, and koruna, and will be a permanent endowment to help the aged ministers for all time to come. Such a Peace Offering is a perpetual deposit in the "Bank of Illuman Kindness."

We urge liberal gifts. Are you tired of your butter? We are. Then let us give Love's butter. Let those who can, give largely but let all give, bringing their Peace Offerings to the Prince of Peace. The money should be sent to J. H. Hager, Corresponding Secretary, Board of Conference Claimants, 810 Garland Building, Chicago. All should share in this Christly opportunity. Pastors and laymen should show themselves to be "Big Brothers" to their distressed brothers and sisters in Europe, and not only make Peace Offerings themselves, but tell others about it. Be statement elsewhere. (Advertisement.)
to head the delegation. In the General Conference of 1881 he was chairman of the Judiciary Committee. In 1873 he married Miss Cornelia A. Gray, who was a faithful and loving wife and mother, possessed of great character and personal charm, and who, with their six children, remains to mourn their loss. The funeral services were conducted in the First Methodist Episcopal Church on March 3, 1883, by the pastor, Dr. J. W. Holland, assisted by Bishop Charles Bayard Mitchell of the St. Paul Area.

Monument to Edith Jackson Fisher

Mrs. Edith Jackson Fisher, the late wife of Bishop Fred S. Fisher, who had won as many friends in America, soon gathered a large circle of devoted friends in India, where she had labored with her husband for only a few months before her consecration. There have been many evidences of the high esteem in which Mrs. Fisher was held. One of the most recent of these was the dedication on February 28 of a monument in the Lower Circular Road Cemetery, Calcutta, to the memory of Mrs. Fisher. The Indian Witness described the monument as follows:

The foundation over the grave is raised about twelve inches above the ground level, and above this there is a black marble slab, on which rests the beautiful horizontal marble slab, from which the name, “Bishop J. A. Fisher,” is inscribed. Below this inscription, “This slab marks the resting place of Bishop Fisher.” This inscription was placed on the head of the monument. On the left side, in the open book, is an indelible inscription. On the right page in this inscription:

In Memoriam
In devoted service
This devoted woman
Laid down her life
At Darjeeling
June 17, 1901
Aged 41 years, 11 months,
Gone to be with Jesus.

On the right page in the following:

“Wilt thou give me a little water for my tongue?”
I gave thee back the life I once
Thou, in thine own depth, its new
Thou order, father be.

“A cross that thrust up my head,
I dare not ask to fly from Thee;
I lay in death His glory dead.
And from the ground there, windows red
Life that shall endless be.”

The dedication service was simple and beautiful. The large concourse of people gathered at the main entrance to the cemetery and walked to the last resting place of the body of Mrs. Fisher. Mrs. D. C. Manley placed the many floral tributes from Thoburn Church, the Calcutta Girls’ High School, the Calcutta Boys’ School, the Collins Institute, the Lee Memorial Mission, and many individuals. Each delegation was represented by a large bogy marching together and bearing their tribute. A Lincoln Duke read: “The Resurrection and the Life,” which was followed by other members, breathing the spirit and confidence of those who die in the faith. The Rev. David H. Manley made the dedicatory address, a eulogy of the life and character of her in whose memory this large group of Christians had come together. He spoke of the last stanza of “A. Love that will not let me go,” as especially applicable to Mrs. Fisher, and the last stanza as especially for Bishop Fisher, “A cross that lifted up my head.”
April 13, 1922

Of those ordained to kneel with them, also
requested the spiritual fathers to kneel. One
of the newly ordained elders made utterance
that John Q. Townsend, ex-Governor of Dela-
ware, had led him to Jesus. A call went
out for the Governor. Soon he was coming
up the aisle. Tears were streaming down his
eyes as he bowed himself beside his spiritual
offering. The hearts of all were warm to
know that some men could go through the bull-
ring of politics and not forget to do the work
of an evangelist. Seated in the middle block
sat the boy delegation. To these Bishop Ham-
derson made a great appeal for life service.
He spoke from the motto, “Whatever, where-
ever, whenever pleases Him.” After his ad-
dress he invited any boy who would live up to
that motto to meet him at the altar. There
was a stir. Ninety-one signed the pledge cards
of which number seven definitely decided for
the ministry. It was a service of power and
the demonstration of the Spirit.—The Metho-
dist of Baltimore, Md.

A Meditation by a Veteran District
Superintendent

“I wish our church papers would hold their
subscribers so the pastor would not be com-
pelled to drum up subscriptions every year.”
was the delightful way a pastor began his at-
tempt to save himself personal work by a
public appeal. What good thing runs by per-
petual motion? What church work will go
on and on forever, like Thompson’s Brook, if
the pastor does not give it constant care?
There are some ministers who think an appeal
made last year for the Centenary, or several
years ago by their predecessors is sufficient. In
those churches the Centenary is galloping to a
vanishing point! When one pastor went to his
church he found the largest prayer meeting
in the Conference. He thought it was too
large to need care. In six months it had a
name to live and was dead! What former de-
pends on that year’s source and wording for
this year’s interest? If he does his field is de-
scribed by Solomon thus: “I went by the field
of the slothful and by the vineyard of the man
void of understanding; and, lo, it was all green
over with thorns, and nettles had covered the
face thereof and the stone wall was broken
down. Then I saw, and considered it well; I
looked upon it, and received instruction”.

Bishops McCune, Hart, and Hughes, and
others have been insistently in season and out
of season in urging the importance of church
papers, but none of them have quite come up
to the stature of John Wesley in their advo-
cacy of Christian literature. He insisted that
good reading is essential to growth in grace
and that it is the duty of pastors to lead their
people in this kind of training. The work of
the other has not been difficult and persis-
tent enough to be the representa-
tive of a great world servant to continue
his subscription!

The editorial office would suggest out of
the experience of pastors who have tried it,
that one pastor having difficulty in holding his
old subscribers in getting new ones for the
Advocate World Reading Club. This is
winning numbers of new books for The
Christian Advocate.

The Advocate World Reading Club
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A Last Message from India

MRS. FRED B. FISHER

June 13, 1921

The following glimpse of India and Burma, taken from a personal letter of Mrs. Fred B. Fisher to a friend, one of the last letters received in this country, is peculiarly interesting and timely in view of her sudden death from influenza. The deep spirit of sympathy with India and the nobility of passion which she had are clearly shown in the letter.

HOW interesting is this Oriental life! What different types we see along the streets! Intelligent Bengalis, wrapped in their variegated shawls, clean and polite, on their way to university or office; the August from Central India, strong and powerful; the Sikh from the Punjab, with his loose, baggy trousers, and long hair wrapped around his head under his silk turban; the devoted Hindu, with the mark of his caste on his forehead, seated in his shop looking up his accounts; the faithful Mussalman, bowing in prayer, oblivious to all around him; the barber, seated on the sidewalk, shaving his customer in crude fashion; sweet-faced Indian women peering out through the shutters of a closed carriage, or the new women of India riding by in an automobile with her husband. The poor, the blind, the lepers with ineradicable deformities, are always in evidence. Crowds of bright-eyed children playing in the streets are a great attraction.

There is always the interesting mixture of ancient and modern. Autos are numerous, also aeroplanes and bicycles, but there is the ever present bullock cart, slow but sure, the sedan chair, and the phantom carriage. The buildings of the city are very modern. We have broad, beautiful roads, lined with splendid trees. There are many parks and gardens, both botanical and zoological. The big shops supply American goods of every description, from an automobile down to Helen's catnap and lined coats. Calcutta has the largest market in the world, where can be assured every fruit and vegetable, greengrocer, most, dry goods, silverware, hardware, milliners, flowers, and absolutely anything one desires. Mutes are numerous and small shops flourish. Calcutta is a great commercial center, and at the docks along the river are found ships from every country in the world.

We made a recent trip to Burmah. Our Methodist Church there is most fascinating. We have work among not only the Burmese people, but Chinese and Indians, both Tamul and Telcuin. Then we also have a fine work among the English-speaking people. We attended the exercises given by the children of the Chinese Sunday school, and a most interesting evening we have seldom spent. The little tots entertained us with songs and recitations, some of them in English. In Chinese they repeated whole chapters from the Bible, and one family of four sang "Silent Night" in English, accompanied on the organ by an older brother. We were astonished and charmed with the cleverness and work among the English-speaking people. At the services conducted in the four languages where the bishop preached through an interpreter to the various congregations, and interpreted babies of the four nationalities.

One of the most fascinating experiences we had in Burmah was a trip to Thongen, a country village. In order to reach there we had to go in a small steamer up a winding river. On the boat was a section reserved for foreigners, which we occupied, and were ate our lunch. The straight distance from Rangoon to Thongen is only twenty-five miles, but the river being so winding and the boat having to stop at so many places, it took us seven in the morning until twilicity in the afternoon to reach our destination. It is not possible to describe everything we saw on the way. We spent a few hours in Thongen, where we have a Burmese training school and a boys' school, visited with the two missionaries there, the visit was on the boat and slept on cot and then, for the boat left at four o'clock the next morning on its return journey to Rangoon.

We are now in Mandalay, the top of the world, elevation over 2,000 feet. The country consists of one of the mountain ranges, and above them all the great snows, the highest peaks being Karhinsigna, over 22,000 feet high, and which seems to pierce the sky. We have decided that this place exceeds the Ton in grandeur and aloft.

But as we are the great masses of India we are our expression of the fact that Christendom is the only solution for India's problems. We ask that you act this letter on up a fervent prayer that India may cast off her cloak of superstition and idolatry and accept Christ. Pray for us that our love may be filled with Christ's spirit that through us others may be shown to accept Him.

April 13, 1922

A Monument to Edith Jackson Fisher

Mrs. Edith Jackson Fisher, the late wife of Bishop Fred B. Fisher, who had won so many friends in America, soon gathered a large circle of devoted friends in India, where she had labored with her husband for only a few months before her consecration. There have been many evidences of the high esteem in which Mrs. Fisher was held. One of the most recent of these was the dedication on February 27 of a monument to the Lower Circular Road Cemetery, Calcutta, to the memory of Mrs. Fisher. The Indian Witness described the monument as follows:

The foundation stone the grave is raised above the ground level, and above this rise the marble cairns for about fifteen feet, on which stands the beautiful marble statue of the woman. This stone is a plain black cross, below which is the name, Edith Jackson Fisher. Underneath the name is the inscription, "She Dies, Hes Born." All of this is in black. The inscription descriptive of her life is: "She who was a teacher in the schools of the country of her birth, and in the hospital among the poor and sick, and in the home, her sacrifice and service are remembered. She was a beautiful daughter of the Father." The inscription is: "In Memory of Edith Jackson Fisher, 1884-1922, Teacher and Nurse, Who Leaves Behind Her Young Womanhood to Serve the Master in the Far East."

In America:

To Sarah Jackson Fisher

Laid Down Her Life

At Pagoda

1913 April 8, 1921

On the right page is the following:

"In memory of Edith Jackson Fisher, 1884-1922, Teacher and Nurse, Who Leaves Behind Her Young Womanhood to Serve the Master in the Far East."

The dedicatory program was simple and beautiful. The large concourse of people gathered at the main entrance to the cemetery and marched to the lot, the place of the body of Mrs. Fisher. Mrs. B. H. Mansley placed the many floral tributes from Thoburn Church, the Calcutta Girls' High School, the Calcutta I. C. S. School, the Calcutta High School, the Calcutta Normal School, the Calcutta Institute, the Calcutta Women's Association, and many non-religious marks of respect are expressed by the coffin, which lies in its casket--"a loveliness of dying, and purity of their lives. A moving scene indeed, this sorrowful one, which was followed by the gentlemen, bearing the spirit and consolations of those who die in the faith. The Rev. David H. Mansley, made the dedicatory address, a subject of the life and character of Mrs. Jackson Fisher, the large group of Christians came together. It was his wish that we all may do what we have done with Christ's spirit that through us others may be shown to accept Him."
June 15, 1921

five plan which renders possible the formation of a corresponding laymen’s organization and thus provides a number of definite positions, with large responsibilities and opportunities, in which laymen of ability can be appointed and in which large service can be rendered to the church. There are the officers of the association, including the executive secretary in whom is vested the administration of the activities of the association; the officers of the Conference associations, including often an executive secretary; the officers of the district associations; the group leaders and the local representatives. In all these positions a layman can give part or all of his time in close relation to all church activities and administration in definite cooperation and correlation with all area work.

The officers elected by the Buffalo Area Laymen’s Association were: L. M. Potter, president; G. G. Morgan, secretary-treasurer; Howard S. Rismon, executive secretary.

The Buffalo area was very fortunate in securing Mr. Kennedy as lay executive secretary for the area in the inauguration of this work. Mr. Kennedy is an outstanding successful layman in wide business experience, being formerly president of the Thunder Coal & Manufacturing Company, an activity in which he has accepted the area lay secretaryship and will devote whatever time may be necessary without any remuneration. His enthusiastic reception at the bay associations and the joint session in both the Troy and Northern New York Conferences was a great tribute to his north and south work and an assurance of future cooperation and success. Bishop Bart and Mr. Pittman welcome Mr. Kennedy to a position which they have been largely instrumental in creating, and all the Conference and district officers in the area have pledged their hearty support.

The activities of the association will include primarily the grand program of the Methodist Educational Council; Parochial work will be placed upon personal evangelism, stewardship, and religious education. Locally the activities will be determined largely by the special needs and opportunities as developed by a comprehensive survey of the entire situation. The great value of the plan will be in the addition to the present administrative agencies of a number of state lay executives through whom the bishops, area secretaries, and district superintendents will be able to mobilize and utilize as never before the great latent lay forces of our church. In consideration of these events the church is called upon to give a share. Hence the gifts made by American Methodists for the aged ministers and widows of war-striken Europe are called “Peace Offerings,” which will be shared equally by the conferences of the Allied Nations—Thity, France, etc.—and the General Board of the Episcopal Church. The Conference and district secretaries will be authorized to designate their gifts to any conference, county or group in either the Allied Central or Central countries.

Peace Offering gifts will be invested by the Board of Conference Claimants in the hands of the good cities of the several nations, so as to save in the inevitable increase of the value of the franc, the mark, and the lira, and will be a permanent endowment to help the aged ministers for all time to come. Such a Peace Offering is a perpetual deposit in the “Bank of Human Kindness.”

Peace Offering gifts are a wonderful opportunity. Are you tired of the same old thing in your church? Are you happy with your “beauties”? Do you really believe that the men who are doing the work of the church are being adequately recognized? Send your gift today and you will do your share in the salvation of Europe. The gift you give will be used for the benefit of the aged ministers and widows of the Allied Central and Central countries.

A Meditation by a Veteran District Superintendent

April 13, 1922
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Mrs. Edith Jackson Fisher
As Hostess

Mrs. Fisher was an unsurpassed hostess. Often have Christian leaders expressed the conviction that the bishops' enlarging sphere of usefulness owed much to the quiet, cultured influence of this queen among home makers. It is a rare treat to have her through her guest book and behold the long and distinguished list of enriched guests in this record of her last central missionary work in India. She had made Ada Villa, Dacca, an episcopal residence of power and influence. She numbered among her guests government officials, diplomats, tourists, explorers, scientists, doctors, bishops, district superintendents, missionaries. In her, these guests were of several nationalities. It is not prophetic to say that, in the harm of her hostess in India, she enriched the lives of all who lived in this house as well as the lives of her guests. Yet all was good and beautiful in this image of the marvellous neighbors and friends. No matter how or how few attended her last birthday celebration, she was still there to help her guests. She had a kind soul, a kind heart. She was a living example of the Christian in every word, action, and thought. She gave much during her last earthly month. She was truly invigorated in the hour of triumph. Our Methodist missionaries in Dacca week reviewed the work in India and Burma. Plans for the future were outlined which will live for all time. Thank of the part the lovely hostess had in it! The climax of the Bengal Conference had its framework of vision and planning. Then came that expected week when the educated Indian Methodist leaders gathered in her home for discussion, prayer, fellowship, and prophecy. It was during this conference that she was struck with the malignant typhus influence which so quickly carried her to heaven.

Here is another beautiful account given by Matthew twenty six, where Jesus would lovingly say, "that which this woman hath done shall be told for a memorial of her."}

Her Coronation

Six months of glorious service and then eternal glory! After only a short year in India—months filled with splendid, eager and earnest service in the mission of the church—she received the call to Dacca for the quadrennium. Bishoph Fisher received the call to her Master and entered into rest at Dacca, June 6th, 1871.

Mrs. Fisher had eagerly and energetically entered into the work of the Calcutta area. She had assisted Burma with her husband and his party for the reception of the Bengal Conference, and had won the hearts of all the ministers of the Conference, both ministers and preachers. At the close of the Bengale Conference her helpful interest in the work was again manifested.

At Ada Villa, her summer home in Dacca, she was eager to make it the center of helpful and heartening community life—a home in which her gracious spirit and past hospitality would forward the work of the Master, by strengthening the bonds of union and brotherhood, and by establishing an atmosphere of love which would make all the letters of India a warm-breathed activity.

The first impression of her called with the hands of God until she heard the harmonious melody of the bells. Her welcomeadle was full of her love and understanding to interpret life into its true values of Christ-like activity.
The second group was the Cabinet of the Bengal Conference: the Rev. Messrs. Henderson, Koch, Manley, and Swan. The cabinet was in session for five days, during which time, patient and careful attention was given to every conference problem.

The third group was composed of nine of the outstanding Indian leaders in the Indian Methodist Episcopal Church. Those present were Prof. L. J. Chat–
erji, Rev. J. R. Chitambar, Rev. M. K. Chuckerbutti, Prof. J. J. Corneliussen, Rev. Samuel Datt, Prof. J. D. Dass, Mrs. Smith, Rev. G. L. Lorenzo, Mr. S. K. Mondol, and Prof. M. C. Singh. This conference was an earnest and prayerful earnest of the part those attended it to discuss all the critical and pressing problems which are facing the Indian Church of to-morrow. It was an epoch-making meeting, and its significance can hardly be overstated.

Mrs. Fisher did much to make this a delightful week for all who were there. It was during this week that she was stricken with a very malignant and almost universally fatal form of influenza which has been prevalent in and near Darjeeling this season. From the first, her condition was serious. Every precaution possible was taken. Dr. H. W. Knight of the Bengal Conference, who was on his vacation at Darjeeling, took up his residence in the home. Two fine and capable trained nurses were obtained, who gave continuous care, and Miss Marker, Bishop Fisher's secretary, was fearless and devoted in loving attention to Mrs. Fisher. The careful and capable work of Dr. Knight cannot be too highly praised. He did everything that science could do to save life; but the terrible disease would not yield. Mrs. Fisher was delirious for nine days, with occasional flashes of consciousness. Finally, with a beautiful smile at her broken-hearted husband and friends, and murmuring his pet name over and over on her lips, she slipped away from us on Sunday morning, the seventeenth anniversary of her departure from America to India as a young missionary. Then she dedicated her life to India. Now, the Lord has accepted the dedication, and another name is added to that list of martyrs who have died that Christ might live in this dark and needy land.

Bishop and Mrs. H. Lester Smith, who had been the house guests of Bishop and Mrs. Fisher during the season, were present during the entire time. Bishop Smith took charge of the services, both at Darjeeling and Calcutta; and Mrs. Smith assumed responsibility for seeing that every service possible was rendered to the dead.

The service at Darjeeling was attended by the missionaries and other friends in the station. Bishop Smith was assisted by the Rev. Messrs. Duncan, Exton, Swan, Scholberg, and Warner. The music was provided by a formidable quartet of men and women of the Bengal Conference. The flowers were beautiful.

The Calcutta service was in Thoburn Church, on Thursday, June ninth, at 5 p.m. Bishop Smith was assisted by Bishops F. W. Warne and L. W. Robinson, both of whom made helpful addresses; and by the Rev. Messrs. Henderson, Koch, Lee, Manley, Price of Burma, Swan, Chatterji, Chuckerbutti, and Datt. The flowers were perfectly wonderful in their beauty and proportion—between seventy-five and one hundred feet, besides numerous sprays and bouquets. Mr. Uncle W. Weddell, the American consul-general for India and Ceylon, was among the mourners and brought the word of America and the Consulate to the service. The gatekeeper of the cemetery counted six hundred in the process which wound its way to the grave. The beautiful cemetery, where under a great mound of flowers, which covered the vault entirely, the body of Edith Jackson Fisher was laid to rest.

At the hour of the service in Thoburn Church, simultaneous memorial services were held at Tantihik and other stations in Bengal, and in all our churches throughout India, Burma, and Tamar in Burma.

Mrs. Edith Jackson Fisher, wife of Bishop Frederick B. Fisher, D.D., F.K.S., was born at Green-
castle, Indiana, on May 12, 1880, the youngest daughter of Andrew and Elizabeth Jackson, both of whom survive her. The father is now eighty years of age and the mother seventy-nine. In 1898, Mrs. Fisher graduated from the high school at Muncie, Indiana, and later attended the New England Conservatory of Music at Boston, Massachusetts, where she became an accomplished artist on the piano and organ. Upon completing her musical studies and returning to Indiana, she was married to the Rev. Frederick B. Fisher, in their home city, Muncie, Indiana, on February 4, 1903. He had graduated from college that same year and was stationed as pastor in a neighboring city. They came to India as young missionaries for the first time in 1904 and were stationed at Agra. In 1917-18 they made a tour to the several mission fields, including India. At the General Conference of 1920, her husband was elected to the episcopacy and assigned to Calcutta. They arrived in India on November 25th, 1920, so that Mrs. Fisher's present stay in India has but slightly exceeded six months.

A beautiful soul has left us. A rare devotional woman has been cut off in the very beginning of her larger usefulness. Even more deeply than we mourn for our Church and for our personal loss, we mourn for our friend who has lost the playmate of his childhood, the sweetheart of his youth, the wife of his manhood, and the companion and helpmeet of his responsible maturity. Into his grief we cannot enter. We can only assure him of our sympathy, and pray that the comfort of the Holy Spirit may be his strength, "until the Day dawn and the shadow evil away."

L. Lester Smith.

Christian Education

The need of the hour is not more factories or materials, not more railroads or steamships, not more armies or more navies, but rather more education based on the plain teachings of Jesus. Prosperity, the motives and purposes of the people. These motives and purposes are directed in the right course only through religion. Legislation, bounty, or force are of no avail in determining man's attitude toward life. Religion, like everything else of value, must be taught. It is possible to get more religion in industry and business only through the development of Christian education and leadership. With the forces of evil backed by men and money, systematically organized to destroy, we must back with men and money all campaigns for Christian education.

The call of Christian education is today of even greater importance than was ever the call of the army of the navy. Nearly all the great progressive and liberal movements of history have been born in the hearts of Christian educators. The safety of our sons and daughters is due to the influence of the preacher, rather than to the influence of policemen and law makers. Yes, the safety of our nation, including all groups, depends on Christian education. At no time in our history has it been more greatly needed.

We nurture our homes and keep our communities, and our businesses through mutual and stock insurance companies; but the great amount of money invested in these educational institutions will give greater results. As the state and municipal governments and the school systems are managed, and how they are managed, will determine the health of the nation. We business men shall spend huge sums to develop those fundamental religious attitudes of integrity, industry, faith, and service, which make property last a lifetime of usefulness, not to mention the materials, not to mention the choicest, most valuable materials. We shall spend vast sums to train the leaders of our people in all phases of education.
To Be or Not to Be a Bishop?

Let the General Conference vote on the entire effective list of bishops and decide which members of the board should continue effective and which should retire or accept pulpit.

Fred B. Fisher

This is a sort of autobiographical discussion of the Methodist episcopacy. It is perhaps impossible for one on the inside, after eight years of experience, to discuss the matter with entire detachment, and knowing that this relationship naturally limits me, I have deliberately chosen to approach the problem from the personal standpoint, thus avoiding misunderstanding within myself, and on the part of my audience.

Four years ago I approached the General Conference at Springfield with a well-written resignation in my pocket. I say well-written, because I had studied the matter through many months and had read the paper several times. After consultation with a few very close and intimate friends, I decided to keep the document in my pocket and not to permit it to see the light of day. Since then Mrs. Fisher and I have often been sorry that my friends so persuaded me. This does not mean that we have ever had any desire to show the white feather. The task is of course arduous; the responsibilities are overwhelming; and yet there is a challenge in it which keeps one constantly hoping that he may be able to measure up in capacity and spirit.

One must confess, however, that comparative youth makes it impossible to look with pleasure upon thirty-six solid years of active service as a responsibility of this character. If life-tenure is retained I shall yet have twenty-eight years, after the next General Conference, to serve.

Friends sometimes try to encourage me by the reminder that I was elected at a younger age than any bishop during the last three-quarters of a century, and by the largest numerical vote ever given in the history of the denomination. These things make their normal impression upon a normal mind. But one who analyzes the Methodist system of episcopal elections can well see the element of accident in them all. My election came at that General Conference when twelve men were voted for on one ballot, and many people felt that because of that circumstance a number of us doomed in who otherwise would have been excluded. One often wishes that he might have been elected under conditions which everybody would have regarded as absolutely normal and if anybody can indicate what was the normal year, it would be a pleasure to take that as the criterion. It is of course impossible to avoid a sense of humor when one thinks of these matters in personal terms.

Every bishop should feel grateful to the editor of Zion's Herald for his courtesies, frank, and brave editorial on "Term Episcopacy." The spirit of the editorial was high and fine. It suggested that the bishops in their regular session should side-track all matters except those of vital importance, in order to study the question of the future of the episcopacy. No report has come to us on the far-flung line indicating whether such a discussion was had. However, every individual bishop should accept the challenge to study the facts with sincere humility. I have therefore given my propostional measure of thought to the whole question.

Three episcopal sins were indicated in the editorial, first, receiving special fees; second, following the line of least resistance; third, having judgment influenced by rich and powerful men. In my own thought it is impossible to confess personal guilt in these three particular sins. People have never offered me very much money for anything. They nearly always expect me to give a press address, no matter what the situation. And if I have had any turnover expenses, they have been met out of my own pocket. I think that I have made a just statement of my solicitude for service men. But, in any event, the recipient being a confirmed missionary, that money has been placed to the credit of some form of foreign missionary effort. With regard to the second sin, I sometimes wish my chin would allow me, once in a while, really to follow some easy-going line of judgment and activity. And when I consider the third, I am reminded that on the mission field we have practically no rich men, and very few powerful men, who would attempt in any way to sway the judgment of a bishop.

My job, during recent years, has been to try to prod our Indian laymen and ministers into assuming and demanding absolute control and influence.

But in all honesty it must be admitted that as I look back through these eight years of administration I have been guilty of sins which are much worse than any of the three listed in the editorial.

First and foremost, I have been guilty of irritability. This is inexhaustible in any administrator. Four times I have lost my temper. That is once every two years. And is not this altogether too often for any Christian? Three times out of the four I have made private and sometimes public apology for these unfortunate sins. One time out of the four my self-respect-comply would not permit me to explain or apologize in any way. Sometimes it has been easy to blame one's physical condition for these situations. It could be pleasing to one's pride if he could actually blame internal germ or external climate, for his sins of mind and heart. But, in sober moments, one must always come back to the knowledge that it is not a matter of liver, or internal parasites, or thematic pain, but lack of grace and capacity.

Another sin of my own administration is that of using power when power is the implement to use, love accomplishes many more things than power can ever achieve. Sometimes, after a display of official authority, I have had a desire to re-embellish the whole Annual Conference, to ask them to elect another chairman, and to help them to find a method of transacting business which did not depend upon episcopal authority. The worst taken by a bishop when conversed; the type of decision he must make in his administrative and judicial capacity; the unmerited praise he receives; the unkindest words he suffers; his constant living in the limelight, and away from home; plus his sense of security—all these things make the episcopacy a dangerous position for any man. He who can maintain sweetness, poise, docility, humility, and the Christ-like, self-abnegation under all these circumstances is truly great.

This, I say, to express one's conviction that the municipal difficulty is that the Methodist episcopacy has too much power. I believe that the real reason why this movement for term episcopacy has been a success is simply the democratic desire to reduce the official and personal power of the bishop.
president of the body for the ensuing year, and David D. Jones of Bennett College, Greensboro, N. C., was chosen secretary. It was announced that Dr. Maveety, who has served twenty years as secretary of Methodism's work for Negroes, will retire in the spring, to be succeeded by Dr. Holmes.

Three items of unusual interest came out of the recent mid-year meeting of the board of trustees of Alleghe nan College. First was the establishment of a Student Union Fund, to bear the donor's name, by a gift of $25,000 from Mr. A. A. Culbertson of Erie, Pa., secretary of the board of trustees of the college. Mr. Culbertson promises to build this fund up to $100,000 in the near future. The second item of note was the announcement that in the last ninety days of 1927, more than $230,000 was raised in cash to pay debts and to add a substantial amount to the permanent endowment funds. As a result of this campaign, the college can now claim the conditional gift of the General Education Board of New York. The third item was the vote of the board to construct at once a new recitation building to be known as Arter Hall, named in honor of Mr. Frank A. Arter of Cleveland, O., who has provided the cost of the building. Allegheny is the college of which Dr. James A. Beebe is president.

Dr. Ralph E. Difffenbacher, corresponding secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions, announced that an anonymous gift of $100,000 has been received towards the sum of $200,000 now being raised for the rebuilding of Santiago College, the well-known girls' school conducted by the Methodist Episcopal Church in Santiago, Chile. The gift is conditioned on the raising of a like amount from other sources.

Bishop William F. Anderson has arranged pre-Conference meetings of the cabinets in a portion of the Annual Conference, as follows: New England Southern Conference, Mathewson Street Church, Providence, R. I., Wednesday, Feb. 15, 10:30 a. m.; New Hampshire, St. John's Church, Dover, Thursday, Feb. 16, 10:30 a.m.; Maine, Calvary Church, Lewiston, Friday, Feb. 17, 10:30 a.m.; Maryland and southern states, Monday, Feb. 22, 10:30 a.m. The program will be made later.

The eighteenth birthday of the Boy Scout of America will be celebrated throughout the United States on Wednesday of next week, Feb. 8, as the high spot of the organization's annual Anniversary Week celebration from Feb. 1 to 12. On Wednesday night, hundreds of thousands of Boy Scouts in all parts of the country, standing at attention, will rededicate themselves to the Scout oath and law. There will be Scout meetings, father-and-son banquets, church services, and many other forms of activities with which the occasion will be marked. On Monday, Feb. 6, the Scouts observe Home Day, and on Tuesday, School Day. Thursday will be Citizens' Day and Friday, Camp Day. On Saturday, the boys will themselves demonstrate Scouting activities in the open. The week will close with special religious services on Sunday.

Festivals for Rev. John S. Bridgford, whose death was announced in these columns last week, were held on Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 24, in Mathewson Street Methodist Episcopal Church, Providence, R. I., Rev. W. L. Ward of North Carolina, Mass., Rev. W. E. Kugler of Edgewood, R. I., and Rev. R. C. Raines of Providence read the Scriptures, prayer was offered by Rev. John H. Buckley of Brockton, and addresses were made by three of Mr. Bridgford's most intimate friends in the ministry—Rev. John Pearce of Phenix, R. I., Rev. J. L. Bartholomew of Edgartown, Mass., and Rev. E. E. Wells, superintendent of Providence District, pronounced the benediction. There was a large representation of the members of the New England Southern Conference in attendance at the services. The interment took place at New Bedford.

Five hundred residents of Chicago who are graduates of Boston University will meet on Thursday evening of this week at the Edgewater Beach Hotel for the formation of the Boston University Alumni Club of Chicago. President Daniel L. Marsh of Boston University and the alumni secretary, Robert F. Alston, will be present at the meeting.

An exhaustive study of the "origin, nature, and possible cure of the common cold" will be made by Johns Hopkins University medical scientists with the aid of a fund of $195,000 given by the Chemical Foundation to the university's School of Hygiene and Public Health.

The Mind of Ohio Protestantism

PASTORS OF STATE ASSEMBLE IN NINTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

George F. Barber

The ninth annual session of the Ohio Pastors' Convention, held under the auspices of the Ohio Council of Churches, has just closed at Columbus, O. Nowhere else on the continent can such a gathering be found! Approximately one fourth of the Protestant pastors of the state have been together for four days of fellowship, study, and high inspiration. The enrolment this year was the largest ever. About eleven hundred pastors, representing about twenty denominations, were in attendance. Many churches realize the value of this gathering and are paying the expenses of their pastor to this meeting.

To Dr. Nicholas Van der Pol, former pastor of the United Congregational Church of Chetnut, O., fell the difficult task of presiding over the assembly. He performed his duty admirably. To Dr. E. P. Land, executive secretary of the Ohio Council of Churches, most go the major credit for the splendid success of the convention. The resolutions with which the pastors are charged with his leadership is a real tribute to the confidence that they have in his judgment and character. It is a small matter to provide a program and direct the details of a convention as such, but to keep over a thousand pastors contented and happy for the whole ten days is impossible. The convention should always be open to the offerings of the creative spirit. This year was no exception. The program was enlivened by suggestions of pastors, elders, and laymen, and the convention was made more interesting because of the presentation of these offerings.

The convention met at the Seventh Methodist Episcopal Church in the afternoon on Tuesday, Feb. 2, and was addressed by the Rev. W. J. Bigelow, president and general secretary of the National Council of Churches, who pointed out that the thought of the Protestant churches of America on the various social and religious questions of the day is making itself felt in the highest places.
I am not sure that the abolition of lifetime would really reduce the power, if, during the term of office, the bishops had the same power that is now granted them by our constitution and tradition. This does not mean that I am opposed to the election of bishops for a term of years. I am rather inclined to think that this might be an advance step in the history of the church. Under our democratic American system of government, where presidents are elected for a term of years, and likewise senators, congressmen, and governors, there would be nothing inconsistent in having an American ecclesiastical system under which all officers were elected for a limited number of years.

It is probable that this would not be in any way take away the so-called glory of the episcopacy. There is a certain amount of respect which gathers around the personality of an ex-president, an ex-senator, and an ex-governor. I have noticed in England and Australia that the Wesleyans greatly honor what they call their "ex-presidents." Each Conference has its president and he holds office for one year, or three years, only. I have discovered in my travels that these men, even down to old age, are always held in respect and honor. They are among the first to whom a Methodist traveler is introduced, and they have great personal influence in the affairs of the church.

Personality, I think, I should like the experience of being an ex-bishop, taking a local church, and attempting to see whether by the personal merits of one's life one could again achieve helpful influence unaccompanied with this unprecedented power. Sometimes it seems that one's life is immediately changed by his election to the episcopacy. From that moment darts of criticism, and suspicion, begin to gather around his head; and the effect of these darts is not softened by the episcopal halo. One is placed in a conspicuous position where men call upon him and have the right to expect of him a responsibility for the acts of all. It would be interesting to see again the thrill of independent service, and a purely personal relationship.

Incidentally it might be said in passing that the actual effective life of a bishop is not long in the average. I recently made a calculation of the average length of service of the deceased bishops from the beginning up to now. The average is only eleven years—extremely low, considering the long life of one. This is practically a term episcopacy and may be used with equal force either for or against the proposed plan for change. I was amazed to find the average term of service so short as eleven years.

But let us come back to the further discussion of our thesis, namely that it may be the power of the episcopacy itself that needs adjustment. Would it not be a good thing to reduce the administrative power and to increase the spiritual responsibilities? In the sacerdotal churches such as the Roman, Greek, and Anglican, the bishop has, in his office, a sort of sanctity which the people respect and apart from his personality. He does not have the actual power that a Methodist bishop has, nor is he responsible to a General Conference made up of worldwide delegations. He is responsible for good will and progress in his own diocese, and even there he is regarded as a spiritual shepherd rather than as an officer with executive power.

Suppose the General Conference were to take away from the bishop his appointing power, leaving him as the president of the Annual Conference, but placing the responsibility for the appointments in the hands of the whole cabinet, difficult problems being settled by majority vote within the cabinet, and the bishop having a vote in case of a tie. He would guide the discussion and preside in the cabinet, but his influence would depend upon his personal character and the respect for the office rather than upon actual power.

Suppose also that the General Conference were to provide for the election, by the Annual Conference, of the district superintendents. I do not like the name "district superintendents" and should much prefer the old name, "presiding elder," or better still, "dean." These deans could be elected, as are the United States senators, for a period of six years.

In addition to these changes, the General Conference might enact a law whereby, no bishop, in any part of the world, either at home or abroad, could be resident bishop in any given area longer than an eight-year period. He would be subject to transfer at the end of four years, but could not continue longer than eight. He would reside over the Conferences within his own area only during the time of his official residence and would go to other areas only as a guest, and for special purposes.

Having readjusted these administrative matters, how could we then more largely spiritual responsibilities?

FIRST, make the bishop of the area responsible for the ordination of all ministers within his own area, during the term of his residence, according to the present plan of ordination.

SECOND, make him responsible for personally receiving the church into full connection, all members who come from probation or on confession of faith. This would mean that the bishop would have to be so arranged that he could visit all the districts and most of the local churches within the area. The reception of members would then be expected to be in every case a rich spiritual event with an episcopal address in the area, the publicity asking of the questions, and prayer for the church and its new members. This would give the bishop a personal contact with the growing local churches, and would give him spiritual responsibility which would make his visits and his messages vital parts of the church's life.

THIRD, make the bishop responsible for the visitation, without executive authority, of all the Methodist theological seminaries, colleges, and secondary schools within the area, with comparative regularity, to instruct and inspire the students in the spiritual ideals, moral rules, and ecclesiastical methods of the church. Thus all our students would have vital contact, during their years of study, with the personality and message of the bishop.

This would mean that definite responsibility for certain spiritual contributions would be placed upon episcopal shoulders. All these spiritual tasks would be given him, not merely for the purpose of retaining power, but for the purpose of releasing him of his present duties. Others might think of even better ways in which the spiritual responsibilities could be increased, and the administrative authority reduced. We could love the bishop more, and receive greater blessing through him, if his duties were so adjusted that he could render a social, spiritual, and prophetic service, instead of being responsible for the administration of an authoritative executive office.

PROBABLY we should do away with the word "presiding elder," and allow each Annual Conference to determine its own bishop's name. Certain areas have necessarily a higher cost of living than others. Perhaps these should be shown in legislation; creating an Annual Conference for World service or beneficent purpose, but for administrative responsibility. This Annual Council would in each case fix the salary and allowances of its own bishop, possible for his residence and his office.
and make him as comfortable as any of the ministers within the area. This would mean the break-up of the general Episcopal Fund, so that instead of having a general treasurer for the whole church, there would be a treasurer for each area. Certain areas might be regarded as missionary in their needs and receive proportionate help from the more prosperous. Where a man is paid from a general treasury, and sent by a General Conference, he is somewhat in the nature of a general supervisor and suffers all the misunderstandings of that type of position. If he was actually supported by the area that he serves, and if his responsibility for the eight years was limited to that area, there would be the same relationship of mutual love and understanding between him and his area that exists between a pastor and his people.

The time has come when the churches abroad should have their own racial bishops. Perhaps the movement should be started at the approaching General Conference, by electing one or more nationals from each majority field to a national episcopacy, under the disciplinary provision for missionary bishops. A constitutional revision could then be adopted by the General Conference, and be passed down to the several Annual Conferences for confirmation, making it possible for each General Conference thereafter to elect its own bishops, to define their areas, and to provide estimates for salary, residence, and allowances.

I should be willing to take even a greater leap at this particular time in order to find an adjustment that would solve Methodism's episcopal problem with the least amount of friction. It is to be admitted that this suggestion is bold. Every effective bishop in the church might approach the next General Conference with complete willingness to lay his resignation upon the General Conference table, requesting the General Conference to examine him strictly, and to decide whether he should, or should not, continue as an individual man in this office. It is possible that after a trial of four or eight or twelve years, or more, the bishops themselves, or the church at large, may have discovered that by temperament, health, or adaptability, some of us are not suited to this type of administrative work. If so, why not frankly seek the truth, and let the General Conference decide, whether or not we ought to continue. Let us suppose that all the bishops in the General Conference come to an agreement on the question of the election of a certain number of bishops in all the existing home mission fields, and ask the General Conference, in prayer and spiritual judgment to decide which of us ought to remain effective, and which of us ought to retire or accept fellowships. I cannot imagine the slightest difficulty in this. On the opening of the General Conference the entire Board of Bishops and the entire Committee on Episcopacy might meet in joint session and decide upon some method by which complete understanding could be reached.

I AM twelve thousand miles from home, and cannot know the exact psychology of the church in America. It is problematic as to how my colleagues and the church at large will view these personal remarks and suggestions. However, they are sent forth with the broadest and sweetest goodwill, in the belief that every man, even a bishop, who has any ideas whatever, should offer them at this critical time in the history of our remarkable church. I do not believe that the technical machinery of the church can be given credit for the vast achievement of our Methodism. There are those who think that any tampering with the machinery would ruin our results. I do not believe this. The Baptist Church is a close second to us, even numerically, in America and has no such supervisory system. The Presbyterian Church is in every way our equal, and in some respects our superior. Other churches, such as the Congregational, could be mentioned, but one dare not attempt to list them all. It is certain that our ideals, methods, and doctrines are much more in harmony with these evangelical churches than with the older episcopal regimes of ancient European Christianity. The Lawsame Conference made this abundantly clear.

It is not machinery, but spirit, that makes a successful church. The day of organic unity must be prayed for, and it may be that some adjustment in our own machinery will put us into closer harmony with other evangelical churches, and thus make one step toward that ultimate unity to which we all look with hope. Our Methodist enthusiasm, evangelism, devotion, and high social ideals cannot be crushed by mere mechanism. The life is greater than the form. Let us examine at this hour, not only our machinery, but the personal and official effectiveness of our episcopacy, our district superintendencies, our pastors, and our laity. Only by sincere humility on the part of every officer and member, prominent or lowly, can we reach the highest goal.

The Sex Question

II—THE CONTRIBUTION OF SEX TO CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

Thomas W. Galloway

No individual who thinks of sex merely in its physical aspects, or who regards only the pathology of sex, or who considers it chiefly an interesting field for scientific research after facts, or who deems it a vulgar and perverse subject, can possibly use sex fully to advance the normal healthy development of human beings.

The sex reproductive phenomena range in nature from the most animal and physical at the one extreme to the most aesthetic and spiritual at the other. One does not need to agree with Freud that almost every motive is rooted somehow in sex in order to do justice to the part sex plays in life. Sex begins to influence individual life very early, and either alone or mixed with other impulses it operates throughout life in those relations which mean most to us. The following illustrations will help to make this clear.

The child at the beginning inhabits, in some physical fashion, his sex. All the divisions of the child between boys and girls, and men and women arise at the direct product of the inherent male or female quality. These differences, both physical and mental, and all the attractive and unattractive that grow out of them are united, and thus enable the human being to distinguish himself and become a personality.

All the sex qualities of the body, mind, and disposition which unfold gradually during the youth of the boy or girl are merely the normal unfolding of this initial sex inheritance. They are the gift of sex.

As the child passes to manhood, no single impulse or quality in its life does more than the sex impulse to influence for good or ill his development, his conduct, his happiness, his character, or his relations in life. To these effects must be added the sex influence of his environment, beginning with the home, and extending into the community life.

Many people have preferred to think of the human family and home as a Divine institution. However, the family is not confined to human beings. We find it among animals from very simple conditions up to instances of great practical and emotional perfection. These simpler types of home life enable us to discover the basic elements and their combination to the total result.

The more isolated of the individual does not as well build even the most simple social unit. To create in an individual in such unit, implies some sort of bond—a bond of recognition and attraction. The process of attraction is just as clear as the sex bond, the recognition of mate, was the first to appear and operate.
Mrs. Fred B. Fisher’s Legacy to the Young Women of India

DOROTHY L. MOORE

The greatest legacy of Mrs. Fred B. Fisher to the young women of India, with which no other gift could be compared, is, of course, the memory of a radiant personality. God’s indescribable gift to the world was a life. The greatest gifts ever made on earth cannot be sealed in jewels, nor shipped by express; they cannot be written on books; they must be carried in a human personality. When God was ready to communique His greatest gift to the world, “the Word became flesh and dwelt among us.” So Mrs. Fisher’s greatest gift to India was herself, and when her brave, devoted life came to a close last June, her influence in India only began in a new form. For a large compass of people in India, both natives and missionaries, she became part of that invisible choir—

“Of those immortal dead who live again In minds made better by their presence: live In pulses stirred to generosity, In deeds of daring rectitude, in scorn For miserable aims that end in self.”

Mrs. Fisher’s will, however, recently made public, has thrown a new light on the depth of her devotion to India, for she has left a concrete gift to the young women of that country in the form of an endowment scholarship for Isabella Thoburn College. This gift of an endowment will stand as the outward and visible sign of the inward and spiritual grace of love. The scholarship founded by Mrs. Fisher will send worthy Indian young women to the United States for postgraduate work.

Any one with imagination can visualize the service which this scholarship will render all down the years to come. It will provide trained teachers with the best educational advantages for our Indian girls’ schools. It will induce the girls in the college to study with this great prize in view, and thus equip for larger service many others besides the fortunate ones who win the prize. It will prepare Indian Christian women so that, in the long future, Indian women can do for their own sisters the loving services now being done by foreign missionaries, and thus, to the great unprivileged masses of Indian womanhood peering out from dark rooms behind closed doors, it will carry new life and liberation.

As we think of this gift, we remember the words of President Benjamin Harrison, once spoken when introducing to a New York audience Lilavati Singh, a graduate of Thoburn College: “If I had given a million dollars to missions,” said Mr. Harrison, “and the only results were this young woman, I would feel the money had been well spent.”

It is very touching to think of Mrs. Fisher very quietly and without any one’s knowledge throughout several years saving the money which provided for this scholarship. Though, by the terms of the will, Bishop Fisher was to have the full use of all proceeds during his life, the scholarship endowment fund to be available at his death, the bishop at once decided to put Mrs. Fisher’s desire into effect immediately and guarantees to furnish fifteen hundred dollars annually. At his death the will of Mrs. Fisher becomes operative and will provide approximately this annual amount in perpetuity.

The fund will be known as the Edith Jackson Fisher Scholarship Fund, and the recipient, as the Edith Jackson Fisher Scholar. The selection of the recipient and the school to which she will be sent is to be determined by the principal, in consultation with the staff of Isabella Thoburn College. The principal and staff of the college have nominated Miss Eunice Thilayangdian and Miss Sheela Har, to be the first beneficiaries of this scholarship. Miss Thilayangdian will probably sail in April, 1922, to study at Columbia University, New York City.
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MAINE PASTORS TAKE NOTICE—The address of Rev. H. A. Rich, Treasurer of the Suspension Society, is changed from West Bem-bern, Me., to Kent's Hill, Me.
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Personal Interest

has been causing trouble in the neighbourhood.

Mrs. Ida H. Bevan of Pillohoo has received word of the death of her older brother James D. Harvey of Forest Home, Illinois on September 15th. His death was the result of a fall which occurred a few weeks before. Mr. Harvey was a noted linguist, having studied many foreign languages and having a working knowledge of at least fourteen.

We learn that the Madras District Summer School and Conference will be held November 9-19. An interesting programme has been prepared and the list of speakers include the Rev. J. J. Kingham, Dr. W. L. King, Rev. B. M. Clay, Miss H. T. Davis, Rev. W. G. Gray, Rev. R. B. Imoussei and Miss J. Comstock.

Rev. C. H. Stimson informs us that it is planned to hold a week of evangelistic services in the Hindustani sadar church from November 16th to 23rd. Rev. G. L. Lorenzo and Dr. and Mrs. R. N. West are to be present and help in the services. There are more than one thousand Christians in the schools and community accessible to the meetings and a great work should be accomplished.

A letter from Dr. W. L. Kingsley, nostalgic West from Zurich, Switzerland, states that they expect to arrive in Bombay about November 7th. They write that they have been keeping good health, and that in their tour from Norway through central Europe to Switzerland they have delivered fifty addresses and were touring Switzerland where they were scheduled to speak fifteen times. They say that their itinerary is strenuous but delightful.

The last Number of the Methodist Times contains the following personal items.

Among the recently appointed missionaries who have sailed during the week are—Rev. H. Vincent Shepherd, from the Home Work to Burma; Rev. A. S. Johnson, to the Negapatam District, India; Sister Marlon Doughty, to South Africa, for Johannesburg Central Hall; Miss N. E. Dixon, engaged to be married to Rev. J. S. Walsh, of the Bengal District, India; and Miss W. Y. Aitken, engaged to be married to Rev. H. L. Speers, of the Bombay District, India. Also Mrs. Davis, who is returning to India, to rejoin her husband, Dr. Caleb Davies, of the Bengal District sailed last week.

The Return of Bishop Fisher

"The silver in this bowl which we give you, Bishop Fisher, represents the sterling quality of our loyalty to you." In these words, Miss Ada Hunt, Principal of the Calcutta Girls' School, expressed the sentiments of the Bengal missionaries for Bishop Fred W. Fisher.

It had been a happy afternoon, and a glorious homecoming. The gathering dusky cast a pleasant haze over the group on the lawns at No. 3 Middle Street. Friends and fellow workers had come from distant rural districts, tea parties were spread in clear-aeal meadows, and hearts glowed with warm enthusiasm for the bishop's return.

It was an old-fashioned love feast that will not soon be forgotten. Some were there who remembered how ten brief months before Bishop Fisher had turned his face toward America, a sick and suffering man. Prayers had been offered every day for his healing and his return.

And here he was come again, strong and healthy, eager to share in the tasks and opportunities ahead. And as if the restoration of his health were not enough, he had further graced the hearts of everyone by bringing back the charming Miss Welby Houseman as his wife.

The expressions of love and welcome rang deep. Rev. Henry N. Swan spoke first for the friends and fellow-workers in Calcutta, earnestly welcoming Bishop Fisher to the resumption of work in "the greatest episcopal area of Methodism." Rev. Herbert Archibald, speaking for the Chinese missionaries, held with all the enthusiasm of a "seaside business man," described the great work being carried on in outlying mining communities. Miss Fiddy, representing the women missionaries, brought a welcome that was especially fitting. Speaking directly to Mrs. Fisher, she welcomed her cordially to share with the women in solving the problems of India. An appeal of this kind, directed to the new helper, and counsellor of the bishop, was doubly appropriate.

When Rev. M. G. Ballenger arose to bring a welcome from the Lucknow Conference, a new note was struck. "I feel just now as if I were outside the family circle," Mr. Ballenger began, "because Lucknow Conference has only recently come into the Calcutta area. But our anticipation in the leadership of Bishop Fisher is none the less genuine. The problems of Lucknow and of Bengal are one, and no amount of subdivision can change that. Under united leadership, we hope to accomplish great things in the years ahead." Everyone was of like mind. All hearts poured forth their mutual love and respect. "The unity of our mission family," Miss Haski said in presenting the wedding gift, "is like this silver rose-bowl. It may be dented and strained with much use, but it can never be broken." Goodwill and fellowship prevailed. Mrs. Fisher was so impressed with the spirit of the people that she made it the theme of her response to the kind words of welcome. In captivating manner she told of the marvelous things Bishop Fisher had told her about India and Indian missionaries before she arrived. "Things that she 'just never couldn't be true because people didn't grow that way'!" But now that she had seen some of it, she had to admit that the bishop was right. There never was a country more alluring than India, nor missionaries finer than those in the Calcutta area. It would be a delight to know them all and work with them in a common task.

A last Bishop Fisher himself arose to respond to these overwhelming expressions of loyalty. He seemed as if awakened from a reverie. How different this optimism and these kind words of welcome from that unhappy departure ten months before! God had answered all their prayers. With health restored, and with an inestimable partner to help him he was eager to enter into the work. Bengal Conference, Lucknow, and Central Provinces were now united into one area, and a great piece of united work ought to result. This was the time to co-ordinate the efforts of all three conferences by a spirit of unity and cooperation. Wonderful days lay ahead for God and man.

The sun had set, the tea-cups had been carried away, and the Chinese lanterns gleamed more brightly in the gathering darkness. The chidman, Dr. D. H. Manly, remarked that the time had come to close the wedding. A last few voices were heard in expression of love and loyalty. Some of those left were sad, and the conversation turned to the friends who had gathered returned to their homes. Their faces shone with a new inspiration. Hearts turned with new visions of service for India. And all this simply because men had paused for a moment in their labours and rejoiced in the return of their beloved leader.

WALTER A. MUELLER.
From the Field


The students of the India Methodist Theological College held a memorial service in the College Chapel, Thursday, October 16, 1924, in honor of the Rev. Morris A. Phillips, Pastor, teacher, fellow-student, Christian gentleman, who passed to his reward at Calcutta, Wednesday, October 8, 1924. After singing "The Heavenly Home," prayer was offered by E. L. and A. T. Short addresses were delivered as follows:

By J. W. Anker, in appreciation of Mr. Phillips' service as a Pastor in Bareilly, by J. S. R. L. in memory of Mr. Phillips as a student; by A. D. Vink, expressing the benefit he and other fellow students of the Lucknow Christian College received from him as a fellow-student; and J. P. K. Haro, spoke of him as a man. An appropriate song was sung by a student quartet, and the service was closed by a hymn and the benediction.

Student Camp

The hills of the Western Ghats, looking down upon the old Army Barracks and railroad, and seldom seeing signs of life, must have looked with surprise on the morning of Oct. 17, for what can give greater evidence of animation than a group of college students? It was the gathering of the Students Christian Association in their annual camp. There were some 65 in attendance, including two missionaries and speakers, representing 13 colleges of the Bombay Presidency, from Ahmedabad to Kolhapur.

The fellowship with Christ in his life, in his work, in his suffering, in his glory and in his joy, was the theme of the Bible Study and the morning and evening devotional hours lifted us all into closer fellowship with the Master and left us more keenly sensing the greatness and power of his personality.

The Rev. J. J. M. S. Mr. Phillips, Presiding Bishop of the United Church, gave these helpful messages.

Two thoughts have dominated my thinking as I have had this opportunity of intimate contact with 65 Christian college students and the Christian workers interested in them. Both of these have their roots in the present but their fruits in the future. Does it not suggest something for Christianity in India, and growing Christian Church, to have these representative young men and future leaders, from various language areas and from various Missions, coming together annually for fellowship? Again and again during the four days of the camp the moments of higher thinking and clearer vision were heard the words, "That they all may be one." Dare I suggest that however many may be the needs of Mission work in India, none is more imperative than the deepening of our spirit of oneness. How, otherwise, can we approach the fine measure of the stature of manhood in Christ? How otherwise can we make the impression we seek to make on the minds of India! Herein occurs the other thought. The Colleges of India are filled with student bodies, that shall soon be the leaders of India, socially, politically, and religiously.

Our efforts among college students have neither been abundant nor fruitful in large measure. How are we to approach and influence this large body of thinking Indian youths? It is not conceivable that this may more effectually be done through the small group of Christian students in our colleges than in any other way! This responsibility on the Christian students is a large one and most of them feel unequal to the task. But it opens a doorway of opportunity, the results of which are immeasurable.

How can I, as a missionary, help these young men and women who have gone from our high schools into the colleges; how can I help them to show Christ by their lives and to be actively engaged in making Christ known to the non-Christian students?

Perhaps the hills of the Western Ghats were looking down during those days on a group of young men who shall bring their lives to these great tasks: to bring about a deeper spirit of unity among the Christian forces in India, and to evangelize the colleges.

L. G. TEMPLE.

The Calcutta Summer School for Lyrical Evangelism

Under the auspices of the Andhra Christian Council

The sixth session of this school was held at Donakonda, May 1 to June 1, 1924. Previous sessions have been held, three in Ongole 1919-1921, in Guntur 1922, in Donakonda 1923. Each session has occurred in May and June. One hundred thirty-nine students have attended the school of whom eight have attended for the full three years course.

The session of 1924 had the most hindrances to overcome, yet was the largest in numbers, and most successful in results attained, of all the sessions. A comparison with thirty-two last year, the enrollment was fifty, of whom all but a very few were able to attend practically the entire time. There were forty-four men and six women or girls. These women and girls were from four Mission Stations. Classified by denominations, there were among the students:—American Missionaries, Luthers, three, S. I. United Church four, Wesleyans eleven, Anglicans twelve, Baptists nineteen. Eight Missions were represented as against six last year.

As to their occupations, among those enrolled, students numbered twenty-five, just half the enrollment. These were of all grades up to a college girl in her senior B.A. year, our most enthusiastic student. Among them were elementary school students, high school students, normal school students and seminary students. Eleven evangelists were enrolled. Teachers, of all grades up to V.l Form trained, supplied seven. There were two teachers in Theological seminaries, three pastors and two B.A. women.

The general education of the majority was about H.I Form. Sending younger students means most for the future if they are carefully selected. But sending native men, who are outstanding natural singers, for training in this school, will in a fair proportion of cases give immediate results. Every effort was made to include the "pass it on" spirit, and reports received since the school closed show that some at once tried to teach what they had learned.

The chief difficulty met this year was in the matter of teachers. Mr. M. V. D. taught his usual two courses of Pedagogy profoundly and composition throughout to enthusiastic classes. Mr. Y. John E. L. did his full work in advanced theory, singing, and general harmony. Besides carrying all sorts of extras burdens and giving extra instruction to a number of his classes, the writer taught congregational singing throughout. And Mr. G. J. W. taught a pupil teacher of drumming, taught drumming the entire time, but no other instructor worked from the beginning to the end of the school. One or two classes bad as many as three teachers during the six weeks. This confusion was largely due to the fact that just a week before the opening date a teacher sent his refusal to come. A violin teacher came for three weeks, as he agreed to; then we drafted a student; but illness in his family prevented him finishing his class. Another pupil leader of Kondakonda and singing
Mrs. Fred B. Fisher

A CABLEGRAM from India received on Friday of last week announces the death from influenza of Edith Lower Fisher, wife of Bishop Fred B. Fisher, at Darjeeling on June 2. Bishop and Mrs. Fisher have been living since April in this beautiful mountain resort at the foot of the Himalayas. In her last letter to her parents Mrs. Fisher said she had had an attack of influenza but had entirely recovered from the illness except for a slight cough. Evidently after the letter was mailed a serious relapse ensued which finally resulted in her death.

Mrs. Fisher was the daughter of Andrew and Elizabeth Jackson and was a native of Muscoke, Ind., the bishop's former home. She was born on May 13, 1880, and was a graduate of the Muscoke High School and the New England Conservatory of Music. She was married on Feb. 4, 1918, and a year later she and her husband sailed for the mission field. For three years she taught in the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society school at Agra, India, where her husband was stationed. At the end of that time her health made return to this country imperative.

Mrs. Fisher gave her time to many kinds of church work, teaching in the Sunday School, promoting various enterprises of local churches in the vicinity of her home, and freely contributing her high musical talent to the work of Christ. During 1917-18 she was superintendent of young people's work in the New England Branch of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society. Previous to their recent departure for India, she studied business administration in order to be of use as secretary to her husband.

Because of the length of the cable, it was impossible to send the \( \ldots \) of Mrs. Fisher's parents, who had passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son. Both Mrs. Fisher's parents have passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son. Both Mrs. Fisher's parents have passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son. Both Mrs. Fisher's parents have passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son. Both Mrs. Fisher's parents have passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son. Both Mrs. Fisher's parents have passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son. Both Mrs. Fisher's parents have passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son. Both Mrs. Fisher's parents have passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son. Both Mrs. Fisher's parents have passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son. Both Mrs. Fisher's parents have passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son. Both Mrs. Fisher's parents have passed away within the last two years, after two sons, one of whom was Bishop Fisher's second son.

Mrs. F. B. Fisher

The Indian Witness at Lucknow, June 12, just at hand, gives a few details concerning the illness and death of Bishop Fisher's devoted wife. The editor says:

"The news of Mrs. F. B. Fisher's severe illness at Darjeeling, followed by the telegram announcing her death, was a painful surprise to all who knew her in India, and must have startled the Home Church where she had become so widely known.

"During last month, she was the gracious hostess at Darjeeling of three important conferences, to be reported in our columns, and until prostrated by the serious attack of influenza which proved fatal. Since her return to India with her husband last autumn, she had shared with him in the new experiences and responsibilities of his high office and shown to his deep interest in the problems and the people, her purposeful devotion and missionary spirit such devotion and interest as she had manifested some seventeen years ago, when, with her husband, she first came to India, and would have remained, but for the illness which compelled her to return to America. Her fidelity to her husband was only exceeded by her love for Christ, whom both of them so willingly served.

"After a severe illness of twelve days' duration, Edith Jackson Fisher, wife of Bishop Fisher, passed away peacefully early on Sunday morning, June 3, at Darjeeling. As General Superintendent of the Bengal and Burma Area, the episcopal residence had been fixed for the summer in Darjeeling, where Ida Villa became a center of generous hospitality. During the month of May was held the episcopal meeting in which Bishop F. W. Warne of Lucknow, J. W. Robinson of Bombay, and H. Lester Smith of Bangalore collaborated with Bishop Fisher in planning the work of the ensuing quadrennium. Following immediately came a meeting of the local district superintendents, and later a retreat for a group of Indian leaders. As a gracious house-maker, Mrs. Fisher made each alike, both European and Indian, her friend and debtor.

"It was during this last Conference that she took suddenly ill with the malignant type of influenza, which has been carrying the fever classes of the hill people and which has carried away over a dozen of the Europeans in the station. The body was conveyed to Calcutta and interred in the Lower Circular Road Cemetery, on Thursday. A special service was held at the Thomson Methodist Episcopal Church, assisted by Bishop Warne and Robinson, and the Rev. George R. Hemmings, Superintendent of the Calcutta English district, and pastor of Thomson Church, and by the Rev. D. H. Mansley, Superintendent of the Calcutta Vernacular district. The Rev. N. A. Price of Ranchoom represented the Burma Area and the Rev. M. K. Chakravorty and the Rev. Samuel Dutt respectively the Bengali and Hindustani membership. Members of Thomson Church of the Calcutta Missionary Conference and of the local Indian churches, as well as a large number of the members of the Bengal Conference and other friends joined in the service.

At the General Conference of 1919 her husband was elected to the episcopacy, and, assigned to Calcutta. They arrived in India on November 25, 1919, so that Mrs. Fisher's present stay in India has but slightly exceeded six months. During this period she accompanied her husband on many of his tours and thus became well-known to the Methodist constituency in the area, being especially interested in the child life in the schools and the problems of India's press. The fragrance of her memory will linger in the hearts of all who knew her, many of whom hope some day to see a permanent memorial to her name among the people, and in the land in which she laid down her life."
A Patriotic Service

Simpson Church, Minneapolis, held a unique Sunday evening service on July 3 in celebration of American independence. Governor J. A. O. Persson of Minnesota appeared in the pulpit with the pastor, the Rev. Roy L. Smith, and spoke on the meaning of American Government. The pastor followed with an address on Good Citizenship; the Foundation of Good Government. The Fireman's Band of Minneapolis, one of the best musical organizations in the Northwest, was present and gave a sacred concert. Minneapolis has recently elected a new mayor and city council. The afternoon occupied a reserved section of seats. The audience, in spite of the extremely hot weather, crowded the church to capacity.

The general effect of the service on the city was very fine indeed. The governor is the son of a Lutheran minister and has three brothers in the ministry of that denomination.

Methodist Colleges Send Recruits into the Ministry

Ninety candidates reported by 29 colleges

Considerable publicity was given in June in the public press to the fact that of Princeton's 298 graduates this year, only eight are entering the ministry, and that Andrew is graduating but one prospective clergyman.

A questionnaire on this subject, submitted for the forty-three colleges and universities of the Methodist Episcopal Church—not including its ten theological seminaries—shows that the young men of our denominational institutions are not neglecting the call to preach. The number, however, is much smaller than the Church requires.

Twentynine of the forty-three colleges have replied. They have graduated about 2,000 students this summer. Of these it must be remembered that close to 50 per cent—or 1,000—were young women. So when the statistics show that of 1,500 young men graduating, 188 plan to enter the ministry, the showing is a fair one.

Fifty-six other graduates both men and women, plan to enter other fields of Christian activity, including the foreign mission field. This would indicate a total of about eighteen per cent of the young men graduates as ready for the Christian ministry, or about twelve per cent of all graduates of both sexes engaging in some form of active Christian service.

Wesleyan University, of Middletown, Conn., is this year sending eighteen graduates into the Methodist Episcopal ministry, and two into foreign mission services.

University of Minnesota, Winfield, Kan., graduated men and women sixty-one students. Eight men are entering the ministry, two the foreign mission field, and two are to engage in other religious work.

Of Northwestern University's senior class of 200 in the College of Liberal Arts (one-half of whom are young women), ten are entering the ministry, six are going into missionary work outside the ministry, and ten others are planning for some form of social service work.

There are forty men in the Cornell College, Iow., graduating class of eighty-nine. Seven of these men will enter the ministry; six graduates go into missionary work, four into social service.

Twenty-nine men graduated in June from Baker University, Baldwin City, Kan. Four were in the ministry, one the missionary field, one is the field worker, and six are in other work.

The present class of thirty-four graduates of Western College, E. M., reported thirty-seven out of the thirty-four plan to enter college work outside the ministry.

Ten are enrolled for the ministry and foreign mission service in the class of twenty-six; one graduated from General Wesleyan College, Wartburg, Mo.

Eighteen men in the theological senior class of 110 at Denison University, Granville, Ohio, are enrolled as candidates for the Methodist Episcopal ministry.

Dakota Wesleyan University has eight candidates entering the pastorate and missionary work; Boston University—none including
Conferences for the Conference year beginning with the spring of 1922. After these dates respectively the examinations must be on the new course. The examinations which will be held at the next Conference will be based on the old course.

The Commission has selected Dr. Allan MacKinnon of New York Conference to supervise this very important educational work. The Bishops in their session at Portland, Ore., on May 27, took the following action regarding this appointment:

"The Bishops are pleased to approve the selection of the Rev. Allan MacKinnon, O.B., as Educational Director of the Commission on the Conference Courses of Study, and they commend that said carefully to the Boards of Trustees in the universities in order to make undergraduate lists and in the churches and cents everywhere."

The office of the Educational Director is in the rooms of the Board of Education at 120 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Mrs. Fred B. Fisher Dies in India

A cablegram from India announces the death of Mrs. Fred B. Fisher, wife of Bishop Fisher, at Darjeeling, June 9, from influenza. The news is a shock to their best of friends, as her last letter reports good health and buoyant spirit in the clear mountain air, where the Fishers have been staying since April.

Mrs. Fisher was Mrs. Edith Lemon Jackson, of Muncie, Indiana. She was a graduate of the Muncie High School and of the New England Conservatory of Music, Boston. On February 4, 1912, she was married to the Rev. Fred B. Fisher, also from Muncie, and a year later they sailed for India. For three years she taught in the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society school at Agra, where her husband was stationed, but her impaired health then made their return to this country imperative.

Her entire time was given to the service of home and the Church. Among their friends the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fisher was known as one characterized by unusual devotion and service.

Mrs. Fisher gave her time to many kinds of church work, teaching Sunday school, promoting various enterprises of local churches in the vicinity of her home and freey contributing of her superior musical talent. During 1917-18 Mrs. Fisher was Superintendent of Young People's Work in the New England Branch of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society. Proceed to their recent departure for India, Mrs. Fisher studied business administration in order to aid her husband in the details of his new work abroad. Funeral services will be held in Calcutta, where they have resided since December last.
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Legacy to Young Women of India

Endowment Scholarship for Isabella Thoburn College in Which She Will Live in Abiding Usefulness

Dorothy L. Moore

The greatest legacy of Mrs. Fred B. Fisher to the young women of India, besides which no other gift could be compared, is, of course, the memory of a radiant personality. God's unspeakable gift to the world was a life. The greatest gifts ever made on this earth cannot be packed in jewel cases or shipped by express; they cannot be written in books; they must be carried in a human personality. When God was ready to communicate his greatest gift to the world, "the Word became flesh and dwelt among us." So Mrs. Fisher's greatest gift to India was herself and when her benevolent life came to a close last spring her influence in India only began in a new form. For a large company of people in India both natives and missionaries she became part of that invisible choir.

"Of those immortal dead who live again
In minds, made better by their presence: live
In pulses stirred to generosity; . . .
In deeds of daring rectitude, in scorn
For miserable aims that end in self."

Mrs. Fisher's will, however, (very recently made public) has thrown a new light on the depth of her devotion to India, for she has left a concrete gift to the young women of India in the form of an endowment scholarship for Isabella Thoburn College. This gift of an endowment will stand as the outward and visible sign of the inward and spiritual grace of love. The scholarship founded by Mrs. Fisher will send worthy Indian young women to the United States for post-graduate work. Anyone with imagination can visualize the service which this scholarship will do all down the years to come. It will provide trained teachers with the best educational advantages for our Indian girls' schools.

It will induce the girls in the college to study with this great prize in view and thus equip for larger service many others besides the fortunate ones who win the prize. It will prepare Indian Christian women so that in the long future Indian women can do for their own states the kind of service that was done by Miss Fisher, and as the missionaries and the philanthropic work of the women's mission schools do, it will carry on, his and her tradition.

As we think of this we remember the words of Presi-
understanding among the nations. Whoever contributes to the interpreting of one people to another, whoever shows the world its own heart, that person strengthens the bonds and contributes toward peace. I have talked with many who are conversant with conditions in all these lands and everywhere I have heard the highest words of praise for organizations like the Quakers Relief and the American Administration for Relief which have been active all over Europe in relieving misery and hunger. From the tone of many conversations I have realized that there peaceful agencies have done more for establishing a better understanding among the nations than any amount of political manipulation ever could accomplish. I have stood in the midst of hundreds of school children here in Germany who were being helped back to health by the gifts of food from America distributed by these organizations, and I have read in their eyes and heard in their voices the spirit of gratitude which spoke to me of the establishing of bonds of understanding which should serve to aid in counteracting the evil influences of war. The gifts of food, medicines and supplies for hospitals, all the other many gifts from the nation which, finally by the right of its vast power ended the war, have served to create among the childhood of these lands a deep appreciation for American friends. Who can count the doors which

of the various children are to assemble in summer convention at the home for a week's intensive study of the children's problem in the field here. They will have instruction in Bible study, in Sunday School methods, mission study and counsel in the duties of the new citizenship now devolving upon them here in Yugoslavia. In the fall courses in the new Home School will begin.

"The splendid Sunday School offering has found its way even further afield. It is doing its work in the distant provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the picturesque old city of Sarajevo, with its Mosque and Synagogue side by side with the Christian church, and its King Peter Street where was fired the shot heard round the world, there is great need. The care of the babies has been exceedingly poor and the death rate is still alarming, reaching as high as eighty-five per cent in some parts. But here contributions from the children's fund have kept a babies' home in medicine, milk, food and equipment for nearly five months. Forty babies and fifteen mothers are cared for constantly in the home. In their efforts to save the little ones and teach the mothers, the government representative in the Child Welfare Department, as fine a Christian social worker as I have seen anywhere, is appealing for a permanent Methodist institution."

"The care of the Russian refugees has been one of Serbia's heavy tasks, and here the Methodist church has come with special relief. When men and women were dying in the hospitals, provided as the best the Serbians could do, for only a few and hundreds together, without proper clothes may collection came. Over nine hundred and sixty children and urgently needed orphans have been relieved. Disease is one of livelihood. In some cases the Russian work for the adults. One soldier note: 'My wife's name has been in the field and the hungry were

a look into the face of a man small shoes for his child who

in country and his own town.
Mrs. Fred B. Fisher Dies in India

A telegram from India announces the death of Mrs. Fred B. Fisher, wife of Bishop Fisher, at Darjeeling, West Bengal, India. The news is a shock to their host of friends, as her last letter reports good health and buoyant spirits in the clear mountain air, where the Fishers have been spending since April.

Mrs. Fisher was the wife of Dr. Fred B. Fisher, of Munroe, Indiana. He was a graduate of the Munroe High School and of the New England Conservatory of Music, Boston. On February 11, 1893, she was married to the Rev. Fred B. Fisher, also from Munroe, and a year later they sailed for India. For three years she taught in the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society school at Jarn, where her husband was stationed, but her impaired health made their return to this country imperative.

Her entire time was given to the service of home and the Church. Among her friends in the house of Mr. and Mrs. Fisher was known as one characterized by unselfish devotion and service.

Mrs. Fisher gave her time to many kinds of church work, teaching Sunday school, promoting various enterprises of local churches in the vicinity of her home and freely contributing of her superior musical talent. During 1915-16 Mrs. Fisher was superintendent of Young People's Work in the New England Branch of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society. Previous to their recent departure for India, Mrs. Fisher studied business administration in order to aid her husband in the details of his new work abroad. Funeral services will be held in Calcutta, where they have resided since December last.

A Last Message from India

By Mrs. Fred B. Fisher

These glimpses of India and Burma are taken from a personal letter of Mrs. Fisher to a friend in America, one of the last letters received in this country from her.

"How interesting is this Oriental life! What different types we see along the streets! The Burmese, wrapped in their various-colored shawls, clean and polite, on their way to university or office, the Rajputs from Central India, strong and powerful; the Sikh from the Punjab, with his horse, baggage, and long hair wrapped around his head under his silk turban; the dhoti, with the mark of his caste on his forehead, seated in his shop, making a mess; the faithful Mussulman, bowing prayer, oblivious to all around him; the barber, seated on the sidewalk, shaving his customer in rude fashion; street-side case woman of India peeping out the shutter of a closed carriage, or woman of India, riding by in an ar with her husband. The poor, the beggars with indelible deformity always in evidence. Crowds of little children playing in the streets are a distraction. There is always the mixture of ancient and modern. Annum, also temples and bazaars; there is the ever-present bazaar cart, shaw, the sedan chair, and the palanquin.

"We made a recent trip to Burma, a Methodist work there is most fascinating. We have worked among not only the Burmese people, but Chinese and Indians, both Tamil and Telugu. Then we also have a fine work among the English-speaking people. We attended the exercises given in the children of the Chinese Sunday school, and a more interesting evening we have never spent. The little boys entertained us with songs and recitations, some of them in English. In China they repeated whole chapters from the Bible, and a family of four sang "Allan a Night in English, accompanied on the organ by an older brother. We were impressed with the earnestness and work among the English-speaking people. We attended services conducted in the four languages, where the Bishop preached through an interpreter to the various congregations, and baptized babies of the four nationalities.

"We are now in Darjeeling, the top of the world, elevation over 7,000 feet. This house is situated on one of the mountain tops. The great wide valley is stretched out below us, the mountain ranges encompass us, and above them all the great snows, the highest peak being Kanchenjunga, over 27,000 feet high, and which seems to pierce the very heavens. We have decided that this place exceeds the Alps in grandeur and beauty.

"But as we see the great masses of India we are ever conscious of the fact that Christianity is the only solution for India's problems. We ask that as you read this letter you offer up a fervent prayer that India may cast off her cloak of superstition and idoltry and accept Christ. Pray for us that our lives may be so filled with Christ's grace through us others may be drawn to Him."
The Founder of Asbury Park

JAMES A. BRADLEY

The Rev. James Adam Bradley, who died at his home in the Grand Hotel, New York City, June 6, at the age of 81, was a well-known Methodist physician. He was born in the old "Rivington Inn," at College, Staten Island, in 1836, and was baptised a Roman Catholic. When able to make his own choice, he joined the Methodist Episcopal Church, and was an active worker and Sunday School Superintendent at Central Church and South Second Street, Brooklyn. In later years, his membership was in First Church, Jersey Park, N. J.

Beginning in poverty, Mr. Bradley amassed a fortune in the manufacture of who. He invested $50,000 of it in 1870.

The New Courses of Study

The General Conference Commission on Courses of Study consists of Bishop Edwin H. Hughes, Chairman; Bishop Charles R. Mitchell, Vice-Chairman; Bishop Francis J. McGovern; Professor Harris Franklin Hall, Secretary; President George H. Groves; Professor F. Watson Hamann; the Rev. Wallace MacMullen; the Rev. Pomeroy H. Swift; the Rev. Lumas H. Bagbee, and David G. Dowen, Book Editor.

The list of books selected by the Commission has been submitted to the Bishops and ecumenical approved by them as follows:

**Annual for Admission to Annual Conference on Trial, 1921**

1. The President, His Life and Work—35c.
2. Laymen in Action—50c.
4. Leaders Who are Candidates for Diaconate—50c.
5. Laymen in Action—50c.

**Annual for Admission to Annual Conference on Trial, 1921**

1. The President, His Life and Work—35c.
2. Laymen in Action—50c.
4. Leaders Who are Candidates for Diaconate—50c.
5. Laymen in Action—50c.
The Coronation of Edith Jackson Fisher

Bishop Fisher's Loss-The Playmate of His Childhood; the Sweetheart of His Youth; the Companion and Helpmate of His Responsible Maturity.

Bishop H. Lester Smith

Six months of glorious service and then eternal glory. After only a half year in India—months filled with splendid, eager and efficient service in the interests of the great area to which the church had appointed Bishop Fisher for this quadrennium, Mrs. Fred H. Fisher received the "well done" of her Master and entered into rest at Darjeeling, in the Himalayas, the rest of the world, on June 5.

Mrs. Fisher had eagerly and enthusiastic entered into the work of the Calcutta Area. She had visited Rangoon with her husband and his party for the session of the Burma Conference, and had won the hearts of all the members of the conference, both missionaries and preachers. At the session of the Bengal Conference her helpful interest in the work was again manifest.

At 181 Abbey, her summer home in Darjeeling, it was evident to all that she was eager to make the home the center of a helpful andheartening community life. It was to be a home in which her gracious courtesy and open-handed hospitality would forward the work of the Mission by strengthening the bonds of friendship and brotherhood and establishing an esprit de corps which would make all the leaders of Calcutta Area a unit of cooperation in Christ-like activity.

The first month of her life was filled with loving plans of a beautiful soul endeavoring to interpret her conception of her share of her husband's task in a spirit of ministry and service. During this month these notable groups were entertained in her home in the interests of the work of Christ in India.

The first group was the bishops of southern Asia and their wives in their semi-annual conference. Mrs. F. W. Warne was the only member of the group who was not present. Bishop and Mrs. Robinson, Bishop Warne, and Bishop and Mrs. Smith, with their host and hostesses, Bishop and Mrs. Fisher, formed a happy and congenial group for a week of fellowship and service. An important and significant meeting was in which important problems were discussed and far-reaching decisions were made. It was during this busy week that Mrs. Fisher beautifully entertained in a reception where approximately one hundred American Methodists enjoyed her gracious hospitality.

The second group was the cabinet of the Bengal Conference, the Rev. Moses Henderson, Rev. Lee, Manley, and Swan. The cabinet was in session for five days during which time patient and careful attention was given to every conference problem.

The third group was composed of nine of the outstanding Indian bishops of the Indian Methodist Episcopal Church. They present were: Professor L. J. Chatterji, the Rev. J. K. Chandra, the Rev. M. K. Chatterji, the Rev. P. J. Chatterji, and the Rev. J. J. Chatterji.

It was at this group that Mrs. Fisher, in her beauty, her spirit, her helpfulness, her Christian character, and her magnificent service, was the "well done" of her Master.

The event of the week was the funeral service held in the Bengali Church, of which Mrs. Fisher had been the pastor, the Rev. H. K. Bhattacharya, in which the body of Edith Jackson Fisher lay in state. The service was held in the afternoon and was a great tribute to the memory and the service of Mrs. Fisher. The service was conducted by the Rev. Moses Henderson, the Rev. Lee, Manley, and Swan.

The service was a beautiful tribute to the life and service of Mrs. Fisher, who was held in the highest esteem by all who knew her. The service was a fitting tribute to the memory of a great worker for Christ in India.
Methodist Episcopal Christian Community in Foreign Field Increases by Over 60,000 During 1920

The Rev. Samuel Cookson, who is serving the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society's Clinton, New Jersey, and Philadelphia and Central Pennsylvania Conferences, completes the list of changes.

Area Changes
Since 1916, Indianapolis Area has been abolished, consisting of North Indiana and Northwest Indiana Conferences, taken from Chicago Area, Indiana and Lexington Conferences from Cincinnati Area.

New Orleans Area is now composed exclusively of colored conferences. The two white conferences formerly in this area, namely, Gulf and Southern German, have been transferred to Wichita Area in exchange for West Texas, the only colored conference in Wichita Area according to the old alignment.

Wichita Area in 1920 continued West German Conference, which has since been joined to Denver Area in accordance with an apparent master plan that no two members of the same family of foreign-speaking conferences shall be attached to the same episcopal area.

The only further shift is that of the Northern Swedish Conference from Detroit to St. Paul Area.
Fisher at their home city, Muncie, on February 4, 1903. He had graduated from college that year and was stationed as pastor in a nearby city.

As young missionaries they came to India for the first time in 1904 and were stationed atAura. Mrs. Fisher became very ill and it was necessary for them to return to America in order that she might regain her health. For several years the illness clung to her, and it seemed impossible for them to return to the field. Three years ago, in 1917-18, they were enabled to take a tour to the several mission fields, including a winter's stay in India. At the General Conference of 1920 her husband was elected to the episcopacy and assigned to Calcutta. They arrived in India November 22, 1920, so that Mrs. Fisher's stay in India this time has but slightly exceeded a half year.

May I be pardoned for closing this account of a real tragedy to Indian Methodism with a personal word. And in speaking as I do, I wish not only to speak for myself and wife, but for the Methodist Episcopal Church. A beautiful soul has left us. A rarely devoted and attractive woman of immeasurable value to the Kingdom of God has been cut off in the very beginning of her larger usefulness. When we consider the tremendous service which she would have rendered to the Kingdom of God in cooperating with her able and gifted husband in the coming year, we are at a loss to explain such a tragic providence.

We are grieved at the great loss which the Methodist Episcopal Church of the world has sustained. More deeply even we are grieved for the personal loss which we have sustained. A gifted, attractive and beautiful personality such as she has manifested to her friends, bound them to her with bonds of steel. Loneiness and sorrow are our portion. We mourn and cannot be comforted. But even more deeply than we mourn for our church and for our personal loss we mourn for our friends who has lost the playmate of his childhood, the wise and loving friend, the wise and loving friend, and the comrade and helpmeet of his responsible maturity. How empty and dark and drear the future seems as we know but too well into his great we cannot enter. We can only reassure him of our sympathy in his loss and pray that the comfort of the Holy Spirit may be his strength and stay until the day dawn and the shadows flee away in the brightness of the eternal morning.
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FOR CHURCH AND PASTOR

EVANGELIST JOSEPH LUDGATE, Wheaton, III.

EVANGELIST REV. ELMER LOOSE, Waukesha, Wisconsin. One or more helpers.

FOR SALE: STEAM HEATING SYSTEM.


GOSPEL SONG LEADER, PIANIST, AND trombonist. Terms, free will offering. Earl Davis, Oregon, Kan.

PASTORS DESIRING THE CONVER TRIO, singing evangelists and pastors' helpers, to assist them in a meeting should write them at once at Great Bend, Kan.

WANTED TO EXCHANGE PASTORATE IN equal college city above the Ohio. Salary $3,500 plus two modern parsonage and competent pastor six farther north. Address College City, Adv., Dept. 740 Rush St., Chicago.

SITUATION WANTED

HOUSKEEPER—A CHRISTIAN WOMAN, middle aged, to keep house. Has two neat neat little girls. Room and board available. Apply Secretary, West Branch, Ia.
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ILLINOIS

Canton—The Rev. Ogden Spangler, a long-time friend of the Central Illinois Conference, has recently from the shores of an indefinite period at sustained life at Yakima, Wash. The funeral services were conducted by the pastor of the church at Yakima, the Rev. N. H. Jones. He was in his ninetieth year. He joined the Creek River Conference in 1864 and two years later came to the Central Illinois Conference and was at that time a steady man engaged in agriculture. He removed to Yakima in 1890.
"new work" section of the message, the following amounts were requested: $450,000,000 for the PWA, $100,000,000 for flood control, and $25,000,000 for public buildings. It was also recommended that $300,000,000 be set up as Housing Administration loans and $1,000,000,000 as loans to states and local subdivisions for public works. Surely all this constitutes plenty of canvas with which to "sail ahead."

**A Virile Leader**

In the death of Rev. Frederick B. Fisher, pastor of Central Methodist Episcopal Church, Detroit, Mich., which occurred at the Henry Ford Hospital in that city on Good Friday, world-wide Methodism has lost a virile leader whose versatility led him to significant achievements in preaching, lecturing, writing, and other endeavors. Dr. Fisher had a host of friends who throughout his picturesquely career knew him simply as "Fred" Fisher. He spent his early days in the pastorate, later going as a missionary to India, and from 1920 to 1930 was a bishop of the church with residence in Calcutta, India. He was a progressive in theological and social outlook, a scintillating writer, a magnetic preacher, an enthusiastic worker, and a warm friend of thousands of persons in both America and India. He had personality.

Dr. Fisher was born at Greencastle, Pa., February 14, 1882, was graduated from Ashbury College in 1902, and later took postgraduate work at Boston University and Harvard, earning the bachelor and doctor of sacred theology degrees at Boston University. He was also the recipient of a number of honorary degrees.

After a short pastorate in Kokomo, Ind., Dr. Fisher spent two years in missionary work. He then came to New England for a period of study. His pastures here were North Cohasset, a student appointment (1907), and First Church, Boston (1908-10). A ten-year period as a secretary with the Board of Foreign Missions and the Laymen's Missionary Movement preceded his election to the episcopate in 1920. After his resignation from the episcopacy at the Laymen's meeting in Boston in 1930, he became the pastor of First Church, Ann Arbor, Mich., where for four years he achieved a great success. He accepted a call to Central Church, Detroit, in 1934 and once more attracted wide attention through his virile preaching.

Dr. Fisher was president of the Free Church Fellowship of America, and was a fellow of the American Geographical Society and of the Royal Geographical Society. Among the books that came from his pen may be mentioned: "India's Silent Revolution" (with Gertrude Marvin Williams), "Indians in South Africa," "Personology," "That Strange Little Brown Man Gandhi," and "Can I Know God?"

In 1903, Dr. Fisher was married to Edith Jackson of Muncie, Ind., who died in 1921. He is survived by his second wife, the former Welthy Honsinger of New York.

Two thousand persons were packed in two auditoriums of Central Church for the funeral services Sunday afternoon. Bishop Edgar Blake of the Detroit Area of the Methodist Episcopal Church officiated, assisted by Bishop Herman Page of the Protestant Episcopal Church, Rev. Edgar DeWitt Jones, president of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, and Rev. Shurley Johnson, associate pastor of Central Church.
CHRISTIAN ATHEISM

The words "Christian atheism" seem to cancel each other. If a man is an atheist, how can he be a Christian, and if a man is a Christian, how can he be an atheist? Surely the noun excludes the adjective. Strictly speaking, there is a contradiction in the caption of this editorial, and yet it may serve to call attention to the disguise under which unbelief too often masquerades in these modern times.

A generation ago churchmen held up their hands in horror over the books of Tom Paine and the lectures of Robert Ingersoll. Even today there are many persons who are inexpressibly shocked over the forthright disbelief of the late Clarence Darrow. But the old-fashioned skepticism was largely theoretical. It was

aly to God or of the wide ramifications of their influence as living deniers of what the Bible teaches, but nevertheless they retard the progress of the kingdom by their unbelief. What could not the church do for this sin-sick world if every member were an ardent believer in God in his every thought, word, and deed!

To give the church absent treatment both by hit-or-miss attendance at its services and by failure to support its work financially to the limit of one's ability is—yes, let us use the word—a species of atheism. To prize doctrinal statements of the faith and make them the tests of the Christianity of our fellow men, while in business and social life we deny by our actions the very truth of Christ's teachings, is practical Ingersollism. To endeavor to limit gospel preaching and teaching to the narrow range of personal life and to do everything in one's power to impede its application to all our human relationships is nothing less than a repudiation of the wisdom and love of God. To become so interested in building up a strong church or in giving the organization social standing in the community that we forget the purpose for which the church was founded is to lapse into unbelief. There are many other ways in which well-meaning persons, almost without sensing the seriousness of their fault, may slip into a practical atheism and still keep on going through the motions of church life.

Organized Christianity today is facing a grand-scale test of its theism. Does the church believe in God? We do not now refer to formulated creeds, but to living actions. The church in many parts of the world stands just now face to face with government. And government demands all power. What are German Christians to do? What are Italian Christians to do? What are Japanese Christians to do? No time now for mere recitation of beliefs! No time now to compromise on the ground that "the government gives us full freedom—we can hold evangelistic services anywhere," while the church is commanded to keep silent on "political questions" and on the great social issues that vitally affect human welfare! There are evidences here and there that the church in some instances is about to sell out to Caesar and once again crucify its Christ.

Here in America, also, it is time for the church to reexamine its beliefs and convictions. For it may not be many years before organized Christianity in this country will be called upon to choose between keeping its faith in the living God and evidencing its belief by its works, on the one hand, and kneeling submissively before some dictator and swearing allegiance to the state as a substitute loyalty for love and obedience to Christ, on the other.
When Bishop Thoburn Ordained a Boy

When the Student Volunteer Convention met at Toronto, Canada, in February, 1880, there were present hundreds of delegates from the colleges and universities of North America. Among this great crowd was a young man from Asbury College in Kentucky. It was Fred B. Fisher, then in his eighteenth year. One afternoon Bishop James M. Thoburn was the speaker. His subject was, "The Kind of Missionaries That Are Needed Ahead." On the evening of the same day, he presented the great challenge of India. Young Fisher, who was then in his junior year at college, was greatly impressed by the earnestness and message of the speaker. In relating his experience at that time, Bishop Fred B. Fisher, now of Calcutta, India, tells this interesting bit of history:

"Every time I saw Bishop Thoburn during that convention I felt a strong thrill in my heart. After hearing his challenge of India, I was restless all the night through, and early in the morning, I read several chapters from the Acts of the Apostles. This simply increased my restlessness, I felt impelled to do something. After while, I went down to breakfast and hurried out through a snow storm to the convention hall, where I might find the address of this man I was disappointed not to find anybody in the office, and waited until someone might come to inform me where this great man Thoburn was stopping. I had a consuming desire to see him and to talk to him. I wanted to offer my life for India. After while, two young men came to the office and gave me the desired information.

I rushed out again into the snow. The storm had blocked the street cars, and I trudged away until I found the house where Bishop Thoburn was being entertained. When I pressed the button, the door bell gave a loud ringing ring. A servant came to the door. I was timid and nervous, but I asked if Bishop Thoburn would be willing to see me. The servant very gruffly informed me that the Bishop was at his breakfast and ought not to be disturbed, but invited me into the vestibule. I breathlessly waited the report. Meanwhile, I was been scurrying away the halls of snow that had gathered on my hands and shaking the flakes from my clothes. Scurrying I heard through the corridor that wonderful voice saying, "Bring the lad in! Did you ever hear Thoburn's voice? I shall never forget it. I can see him now, standing on the platform at some big hall of church, a man of small stature, and I can even hear the resonant ringing notes of that voice. It could fill the remotest corner of a large building, and yet he always seemed to speak without effort. My very soul was lifted in response to that voice. So the lad went in. We sat in the vestibule. I had forgotten to remove my overcoat and muffler, and my hat was on my hand. He did not shake hands with me, but as he stood before me, pointing his index finger in my face, said, 'I know what brought you here. You are one of those devout college boys attending the convention. I will wager you want to go to India.' Oh how happy I was that he had guessed my secret! I knew he understood from that moment I was at perfect ease.After talking with me in a humorous way for not more than five minutes, he said, 'Now lad, let me say a word about it. And without drama to expect him. I stood there in the middle of the floor, bold, clear, as he should have and had never tried it before me in both hands. He reached out and put his hand on each of my shoulders and looked me straight in the eye. I will never forget those eyes. 'Now,' he said, 'I am going to say that God will take you to India, that you will lose the balance, and that you may be a great Christian worker.' "

"What a prayer! It was short, but full of appeal. It was so thrilling. When he arose, I stood before him, not knowing whether it was proper to offer to shake hands with him. But suddenly, he reached out and took my left hand in his and placed it on his right hand upon my head. These were the words he said: They have followed me through the years: 'Now remember, my lad, I have put my hand upon your head and set you apart for India.' "

"He asked where I was in college, and when I would be through. I told him probably in two years. He said, 'Finish your college course, I will be waiting for you in India.' It may be a strange impression that I had, but I pictured him out there in India waiting for me to come. I can scarcely remember my visit from the house. I can't even think that as I walked with lifted head down the snow-covered street I was singing.

'I'll go where you want me to go, dear Lord, over mountain or plain or sea. I'll say what you want me to say, dear Lord, I'll be what you want me to be.'

"The months went by and within three years from that day I was in India and had launched into the study of North India's beautiful vernacular. I have always called that experience at Toronto my first ordination. It was Chaplain McCabe who ordained me in the spring of 1884, on the eve of my departure for India, and it was Bishop Fred W. Wayne who ordained me Bishop in the north of India in the very center of the mass-movement area. When people say, 'Who ordained you?' I reply, 'I belong to the apostolic succession. Three great souls ordained me—Thoburn, McCabe, and Wayne.'

"For the past two thousand years, the Church has been remembering those first ordination ceremonies. In the far-off East of India, a Bishop was speaking yesterday morning, and in that speech he paid the highest compliment to Bishop Thoburn, who had acted for that young man before him. He said, 'When I look on that young man who was ordained by Bishop Thoburn, I see the hand of Thoburn, and I see the hand of God.' "

"In the achievements of Bishop Thoburn and those who were called into the mission field through his efforts THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE has a peculiar interest. It is recalled that it was through reading a copy of the CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE that Bishop Thoburn became interested in India. What a mighty stream of missionary activity has resulted from that fountain head! Many pastors are now engaged in placing THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE in the homes of the people. Who knows what an impetus to the Kingdom this work may result in? This is the story; and the inspiration in the effort to place a CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE in every Methodist home."
Why Bishop Fisher Sought Release

[The Christian Century asked the former Bishop F. B. Fisher to explain the reasons underlying his action in leaving the episcopal office, not primarily from the standpoint of the administrative situation then created in his own denomination, but in the light of the issues it illumines for the Christian world at large. In this article, reprinted by permission from The Christian Century, Dr. Fisher attempts to answer that request.]

When I reached the final decision to seek release from the administrative, judicial and technical duties of the modern Methodist episcopacy, it did not occur to me that the act would create any sensation or even discussion. Perhaps I had lived too long in contact with the older churches. During the century and a half of American Methodism no leader of any denomination had ever voluntarily sought release except for reasons of broken health. Perhaps this made it seem to some incomprehensible that a man on the sunny side of middle life, with apparent health, good standing, and moral success, should voluntarily step out of a high position that carried with it privileges, emoluments, prestige, and opportunities for service.

The Roman, Greek, and Anglican episcopal churches have had many instances of this kind in their longer histories. Even the hierarchal heads of Roman orders have returned to brotherhood ranks with honor and approval. Greek bishops have been assigned to the pastorate of educational institutions and to parochial tasks. Recent Anglican examples include the scholarly Bishop Gore, who resigned from the see of Oxford at the height of his powers; Archbishop Welldon, formerly metropolitan of India, now the dean of an English cathedral; and Bishop Pakenham-Walsh, who resigned from the bishopric of Assam to become the principal of a theological seminary in Calcutta. Scares of precedent, ancient and modern, could be cited in the older ecclesiasticalisms. It seems probable that the only reason my own case produced so much stir in our denomination was because of its novelty. The future will doubtless take care of that.

DURABILITY, GRIEF AND SLAVERY

But why did I do it? Let my soul speak its irresistible subjective urge. There were, of course, specific objective reasons, but these were intrinsically interwoven into the personal spiritual fabric. The simple truth is that technical obligations, incessant travel, judicial trials, ecclesiastical umpiring, responsibility for the actual destiny of fellow ministers, financial and temporal management, with other kindred burdens, brought distress, grief and slavery.

To allow my soul full play of expression in times of crisis in church or state become embarrassing to a large organism which looked upon my official self as its conservator rather than as a prophetic spokesman. For instance, it proved impossible to identify myself completely with Indian aspirations because I represented foreign powers which threatened economic and other reprisals unless certain policies determined by some supporting foreign society were carried out to the letter on Indian soil. In spite of all the justly modifying explanations which any of us can make, I was expected to be a calm supporter and a diplomatic advocate of policies, provisions, regulations, and laws determined largely by foreign customs, management and support. If missions need anything in this new day it is complete spiritual emancipation from a ubiquitous imperialism that is racial, political and economic.

This patent situation makes a spirit such as mine a constant source of irritation and confusion. Peace could come by two methods: I could yield or withdraw. The former would bring outward success but inward surrender. The latter meant self-respect and soul freedom. I took the sweet leap out into the unoffi- official ministry, where I hope to find joy in liberty.

DANGER IN WITHOLDING POWER

I would not be guilty of the slightest implication that everybody else is wrong. That would be unfair to beloved friends. Hundreds think as I do, and yet believe it best to struggle within the machine instead of jumping out of it. Thousands are conscientious in their support of things as they are. Each soul must face the issue for himself and follow his own divine leading.

Let me now come to matters less controversial. Power is a strange thing. Those who wield it are in constant danger. It affects not only those who are ruled, but the ruler himself. Several years ago I took a personal one that if and when I found myself taking any pride in power I would renounce it forthwith. I gradually became conscious of the almost unparalleled power of our episcopacy, not at all in prestige, but in administrative fact. Most officers have strong convictions in principle or policy. If one is in a minority he is impelled almost unconsciously to augment his personal influence by the application of official power. He wins many a victory, but often loses instantly by weakening his hold dependence upon the free expression of truth buttressed by hope and persuasion. Especially is this true in moral, spiritual, and educational vocations.

At my age, had I remained in the episcopal office until normal retirement, I would have had twenty-six more years of power. It was simply unthinkable. Adaptation or release became imperative. I could not afford to drift nor to fight. If freedom could not come by remaining within the organism and becoming increasingly loyal to it, then the only honorable and Christian thing to do was to withdraw from it.

CRITICISM WITHOUT COMRADESHIP

Two years ago I wrote an article for Zen's Herald entitled "To Be or Not to Be a Bishop." Those who recall that revelation should not be surprised at the present out-
THE United States Congress, after a period of nearly fifteen months of hard labor, partisan contentions, numerous investigations, executive and legislative disagreements, and intra-cabinet differences as to national policies, came to an adjournment at 10:30 on the night of July 3. Although the writer has witnessed a number of congressional sessions adjourn under varying circumstances, some in which the hands of the clock have been turned back, he has seen none close in a more orderly manner. Legislators, weary and nervously tense after many months of debate over a tariff bill in which every member of Congress had certain interests of his particular constituents to protect and on which divisions without regard to party lines often arose, were pleased to come to a rest.

While much legislation which should have been completed was still left upon the calendar of each house, it seems that a steadier and more settled spirit will now return to the whole country, inasmuch as the agitation and uncertainties which always attend the initial congressional session of a new administration will now subside.

However, each member of the Lower House goes back to his constituency facing the issue of re-election or retirement. One third of the senators, also, will determine for them at the ballot boxes next November the issue of continuance in service. Days before Congress adjourned, many in both houses had departed for their homes in order to look after the interests of their elections. Others of the national legislators are planning to spend the summer months abroad studying conditions in various countries of Europe and some are going to the Philippines and the Far East. On the day of adjournment there were only a little over half of the congressmen present—about 200 of them already having left the capital. At the last roll-call taken in the Senate only fifty-four of the ninety-six senators responded to their names.

PRESIDENT'S CALL OF SPECIAL SESSION

Although twenty-four senators had signed a round-robin letter requesting the President to delay consideration of the London Naval Pact until next fall, the Chief Executive felt that the matter is of so much concern to the nation as a whole, there should be no delay in its ratification. Acting under this conviction, he called the Senate into special session to convene on July 15, to quash and determine whether the advice and consent of the Senate shall be given to the ratification of a treaty for the limitation and reduction of naval armament, signed at London on April 22, 1920.

As these lines are being written in the Capitol there seems some question as to a quorum remaining in the city until a vote on the treaty may be taken. As indicated above, many senators are anxious to leave Washington. The presence of forty-nine members is required for the Senate to carry on business. Any senator may at any time raise the question of a quorum. If upon roll-call a quorum is not present no business can proceed, but the record-keepers may be directed to report the absence of absentees. However, his task in the present circumstances would be a difficult one, as a number of senators are great distances from the capital.

A COMPARATIVE PRESENT

During the long months in which Herbert Hoover has been in the White House, he has had to deal with the most difficult situations which have confronted a Chief Executive for a generation, except in the time of war. Even in war times there is a patriotic unity and enthusiasm which gives a President support quite irrespective of party. President Hoover comes into office at a time when our own country is indulging in an era of extravagance unparalleled in all history. Never did the people of one of the constituent houses ... Senate which face President Hoover will help many to understand some of the things which are not always clear when viewing Congress from a distance.

Of course it is natural that the opposition party should do what it can to embarrass the administration. This is the customary practice of the party which may be in the minority. The President's greatest difficulty, however, has been caused by the situation which exists because of the altitude of those who were elected as members of his own party. Some of these conditions existed before Herbert Hoover became President and some are due to the personal feelings of men holding key legislative positions. Keeping in mind a few examples aids understanding of recent events in Congress.

The senators occupying seats on the majority side of the upper house are so divided because of minor alignments that they never join their forces on major issues. There are such groups as the Regulars, or Old Guard, the Insurgent Group, the Radical Group, the Young Senate Group, the Irreconcilables, the Independents, etc. Certain of the majority party members are found first in one of these blocs and then another, on occasion. When there are so many variations within a group of sixty senators there is not only inability and lack of force, but most always there is a certain number that an organized minority side of the chamber can use to thwart the administration.

A FRESHENED LEADERSHIP

The President faces another handicap in the fact of a loyal and enthusiastic group of legislators in the positions of leadership in the Senate. In the Vice-President, who was also a candidate for the Presidential nomination at the Kansas City convention, the President has an admiring and loyal supporter. We
Two Bishops in Calcutta

Parallels in Lives and Hymns of Bishops Heber and Fisher

By Carl F. Price

Two bishops went to India under appointment to the Church of England. Each was the author of a missionary hymn, more or less associated with that field. Their names were Bishop Reginald Heber and Bishop Fred K. Fisher. Each was appointed to Calcutta. Each was a comparatively young man when made bishop. Heber was forty years old and Fisher thirty-eight, when elevated to the episcopate. A century, however, separated them and they held almost the same years in their respective centuries, up to the third year of their episcopacy (Heber born 1784, Fisher born 1822). Fisher wrote his missionary hymn in 1890. Fisher wrote his in 1821; Heber was made bishop, 1823; Fisher in 1820.

To add to the parallelism it is a singular coincidence that Bishop Fisher has been living in the same place in Calcuta where Bishop Heber lived; that is, in a modern building erected on the site of Heber’s episcopal residence. Heber was made bishop in 1821; Fisher wrote his missionary hymn in 1890. Fisher wrote his in 1821; Heber was made bishop, 1823; Fisher in 1820.

The analogy between their lives finally comes to a head. When Fisher started upon his episcopal duties in Calcuta, it was his first year in India; and, not being able to endure the climatic conditions, he died less than three years later (1826) on his second visit to India. Heber was first appointed to India, however, less extended over eighteen years, and we pray that his life may be spars for many decades of useful service for the Master.

The missionary hymn of these two bishops of Calcuta, while both voicing the appeal of the mission field, present the appeal from different points of view. The hymn, written in England in 1819, represents the standpoint of the Christian Church at home, bearing from distant fields the call for deliverance. Fisher’s hymn, written in India in 1821, represents the foreign field and is filled with imagery, picturing the wonderful need of India for redemption through Jesus Christ.

“From Greenland’s Icy Mountain”

Everyone knows how Heber’s hymn, “From Greenland’s Icy Mountain,” came to be written. While Visor of Bishop, he was visiting his father-in-law, Dean Shipley, at Wrexham, in 1819, when the latter asked him to write a missionary hymn for the service to be held the following Sunday in the interests of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. Heber withdrew to a quiet corner of the rectory and not long afterwards returned with three verses of his famous missionary hymn. Although the dean urged him not to write a fourth verse, he insisted upon adding to the hymn, withdrew again, and returned a second time, with the stirring verse, “Welt, welt, ye winds, His story.” The hymn was printed on Saturday, and used at the Sabbath service for the first time. Heber’s hymn had been penned in India, probably the author would have used some other place for India than the phrase, “India’s cordial standard,” as objection has been raised that India’s standard is not cordial. It is of interest, however, to notice in Heber’s diary of his journey to India and years later, the hymn was written when he was on his way to Calcuta, and only later returned with three verses of his famous missionary hymn. Although the dean urged him not to write a fourth verse, he insisted upon adding to the hymn, withdrew again, and returned a second time, with the stirring verse, “Welt, welt, ye winds, His story.” The hymn was printed on Saturday, and used at the Sabbath service for the first time.

The hymn was penned in India, probably the author would have used some other place for India than the phrase, “India’s cordial standard,” as objection has been raised that India’s standard is not cordial. It is of interest, however, to notice in Heber’s diary of his journey to India and years later, the hymn was written when he was on his way to Calcuta, and only later returned with three verses of his famous missionary hymn. Although the dean urged him not to write a fourth verse, he insisted upon adding to the hymn, withdrew again, and returned a second time, with the stirring verse, “Welt, welt, ye winds, His story.” The hymn was printed on Saturday, and used at the Sabbath service for the first time.

“Behold the millions”

The bishop on that last August day turned away from this scene of hardship. Walking back through the streets he came to a park, or “manthan,” in the heart of the city, and there sat down upon a bench to rest and meditate. Gradually his thoughts framed themselves into poetic language, and he began to write the hymn which was later completed in this form:

Behold the millions in their tears
Of sorrow, shame, sin, and shame!
They grope through superstition’s fears;
Unknown, unknown is Jesus’ name.

Dull worshipers of stones and trees;
Blind children of a blind god.
Weary they crawl on hands and knees,
But know not why they toil and plod.

Giant women faint with loads of care,
Unnurtured children fade and die,
Nude pilgrims seek for lives in prayer,
Yet find no answer to their cry.

O Master of the ransomed life
Give me the word to set them free;
Let them reach calm replace the strife;
Teach them the joy of trust in thee.

No cost too great to make them thine,
These hungry crowds that seek in vain.
Oh, fill the Church with power divine.

Threefold a new into Bengal was it first sung publicly by the Bengal Christian Church in Calcutta in their native tongue to the tune, "Tonder". In September, 1921, it was officially adopted by the Missionary Society and translated into many languages. It is the first hymn in the East Indian language to be published in Calcuta, and in this country it has been sung in many different States during the "Will Maintain" campaign, in which Bishop Fisher was so effective a leader. Knowing the millions in their tears, one can trace its allusions in terms of India’s spiritual plight. "Behold the millions"—India’s population number consists of more than the total population of the western hemisphere, and yet crowded into a territory half the size of the United States. "In their tears," the voice of India are eloquent. Her hunger is proverbial, her poverty is despairing, her leaders. The average wage is from seven and a half to eight cents a day. "Sorrow, shame, sin, and shame, "over India. The outcasts, 25,000,000 of them, are worse than many slaves; they are scavengers, they eat carrion flesh; they are regarded as a part of India’s society. They grope through superstition’s fears. Hardly can they find the pilgrims grooping on their knees through the blood at Kollatt, but "Unknown is Jesus’ name.

“Worshippers of stones and trees” they reverence immortals, to this and other places of heathen worship. In this famous shrine, the Hindoos worship the goddess Kali, in which manner they enter into the body of the worshipers of the "Buddha and Kali." She is a monster of repulsive countenance and wears as a necklace the skulls of her former husbands, whom she is supposed to have slain. She is the goddess of blood and of pestilence, and in the Hindu belief her wrath must be appeased by constantly sating her thirst for blood. Consequently, this place has been developed into a great shrine of sacrifice. Whole hordes of goats and lambs are to be seen, driven through the streets of Calcuta and along the country roads leading to the city, destined for combustion. Thus the "temple" is not long since a place of pilgrimage from a great distance, and many of them old and worn, some very bare and threadbare upon their head and legs, and placing their fingers in the blood, smear it upon their foreheads. The sight is most revolting.

Ulster At Peace

BY THE REV. FREDERICK HART, M.A.

Peace, I am glad to say, continues to reign in Ulster. The people of Belfast can now sleep quietly in their beds undisturbed by the echoes of fistfuls of bullets. The Sinn Fein gunners, finding their position in the North something more than uncomfortable, have driven themselves to the "Sunny South," where they find occupation congenial to their temperament in fighting the "Irish "conspirators. But particularly is this the case in one deep valley, where, according to the traditions of Ulster, the place has been marked down in stone from the earliest times as the "Holy Ground." Peace, I am glad to say, continues to reign in Ulster. The people of Belfast can now sleep quietly in their beds undisturbed by the echoes of fistfuls of bullets. The Sinn Fein gunners, finding their position in the North something more than uncomfortable, have driven themselves to the "Sunny South," where they find occupation congenial to their temperament in fighting the "Irish "conspirators. But particularly is this the case in one deep valley, where, according to the traditions of Ulster, the place has been marked down in stone from the earliest times as the "Holy Ground."
Mistress Spring-In-A-Hurry
By Isabella Eccleston Mackay

Dearie O'Me! I am quite in a flutter, I've forgotten to clean the new butter-cup butter.

I've forgotten to set all the lily-bells ringing.

I've forgotten to tune up the robins for singing.

Dearie O'Me, and Dearie O ny!

Was ever a Springtime as illustrated as IP?

Come, Mr. Sun, shine a little bit hotter.

Don't hide your face, please, and stop drinking water.

Mr. Wind, get out your big beams for sweeping.

Shame, Sulm Rain! This is no time for weeping.

Come now, look pleasant, the swift hours fly.

Shake out your chandlery and hank them to dry!

Young Jalousie Frost, you run home and remember

You're not wanted here till some time next November.

Ha, now we have it—a little more green,

Brighten that yellow, slip pink in between,

Don't talk to me about colors that blend.

Ship them all on, 'tis the same in the end.

Send up the Mayflowers, sweet smelling piles of them,

Cathkins and maribou-shawls, I can use miles of them.

Shake all those boy trees, tinkle their toes—Don't plant lilies's silly in rows.

Jumble them up a bit, crimson and blue,

Windflowers, violets, trilliums too!

That's the idea, and now for the gardens—Pick up the hyacinths ere the soil hardens.

Mass purple lines down there by the walk,

Line up the dahlias here—and don't talk—Rainbow-bunched everlasting, narrow white,

Suck all in perfume and leave over night.

Here come the birds! What a stirring and
greeting,

Pat robins chattering, bobolinks nesting,

Gay sparrows chattering, meadow-larks racing—

Swift as the shade of the clouds they are

Gross on the hillside and gold in the sky!

Was ever a Springtime so sprightly as IP?

—The Whining Ship.

Some Wild Animals I Have Known
By W. D. Beach

1. The Un الخط Animal in the Zoo

I have called it the unhappiest animal in the zoo, but really it isn't in the zoo at all.

That's why it is so unhappy, for the rest of

We don't mind the lion and the tiger and the elephant, at least in our country, because they are all shut up in cages or in pens so that they cannot hurt us, unless we have to be in a hurry to put our lives in danger.

It is that the lion is to be used in Syria. Why you will see what comes of a pet in the worst hours.

You will read about it down on Main Street, I

On bright morning you are aware at the

Heart talk to happy, and thankful—and

all at a sudden you will hear a sound of a

and right Ayes in the room with you

This animal, not a bit afraid, just as though it belonged there. You will be walking down the side of it, with the slightest motion of

away thing within miles of you, and all

at once right there by your side will sound a

or some, and you'll say, Oh, I could tell you the man, didn't I. But I didn't quite, and I'm not going to for a moment longer. I don't want to disturb it and so, if you can use—.

It walks on two legs, and is about as high

as—well, I have seen them as small as they

children, and I've seen them as tall as grown men. They look very much like boys and girls. In fact, I don't believe you would be able to tell the difference if it were not for their tails, or their voices. For one, they have some marks across the forehead, lines like, which make them look very cross; and their lips

back out in a perfect roar, just like a pan, and they make a sound, these animals do, I hard know how to describe it, something be-

between a snort and a whine, just a little more a whine, I think.

I wonder if you know what this animal

in I am asking about? If you have ever

seen or heard one? Shall I tell you its name? A friend of mine told me once, or I should never have guessed, for it isn't even in the dictionary. Well, listen hard, for I don't want you to be surprised.

It's the WINGOSHORE, the little animal

just the size of a boy or a girl, which goes

around whimpering and growling and snarling and complaining at everything, with fur and whiskers and sister hardly

know what to do. Nothing suits them—the
day is too hot or too cold.

At dinner there is nothing the whiskers

likes, and he never wants to play the games

the others are feet long and so it goes all
day. The Whinooshore is never happy, nor

will be ever let anyone else be happy.

When we hear ourselves making that kind of a noise, or feel those lines coming in our

forhead, or our lips curling up, just run as

hard as you can for the looking-glass, and take a look, for very likely we are beginning to change into whisker-ness, and of course that won't ever do. For we never

mean to be anything else than thankful, loving, happy boys and girls as God means us to be.

Flinlaurt, N. Y.

How Far a Fly Flies

Worn days will be bringing out the flies. Having survived the winter in warm nooks in our homes, they surprise us by buzzing around wools before we expect to see any of them. By feel the winter has disposed of two already this season, and it is not yet mid-March.

Last year government officials made experiments with several thousand flies to see how far they fly and, thus to determine what extent they carry disease. The Scientific American says, in regard to the experiments:

The flies were first captured in large conical traps and were sprinkled with finely powdered red chalk or paint pigment. Then they were released. Within twenty-four, thirty-four per cent of them were caught in a large number of traps placed at varying distances and in different directions from the point of liberation.

House flies may travel anywhere from one mile to 50 or 100 miles. Most of the flies that were captured had flown at right angles, and from a variety of places, which was thirteen to twenty-four miles in the hour. Seventy-seven per cent of them had flown west; for some unexplained reason females went south than in any other direction. The insects covered the first 1,000 feet from their place of release in a few minutes and seemed on an average to fly from five to nine miles in the two days immediately following their release.

Alumina, Ga., is to have a traveling school ship. This, presented and worthy students of that city have purchased a former army transport. It is to be retailed with libraries, laboratories, dormitories, athletic courts, and all the things necessary to a school. The boys who attend this school will have a nine-months' tour of the world, and lessons will be designed to fit the place visited. The cost will be about $1,000 per pupil. The boys will be old of other lands will learn to understand them, and the good of that, in regard to international relations, will doubtless be great. How many of our boy readers wish they could go.

A Painted Wooden Horse

and Rider

At the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York there is a number of rooms filled with relics from Egypt. Life, as it was lived several thousand years ago, is faithfully pictured by these little wooden men and animals. This particular horse and rider are from the eighteenth dynasty, a time when the power of Egypt was at its height. Horses and riders, such as this one represents, were doubtless the kind that pursued the Israelites as they left Egypt for the promised land. That was about thirteen hundred years before the birth of Christ, and as a proof of the present day it is fortunate that the Egyptologist, Dr. Dunning, has observed a chariot burial in the hill of that king. Over the discovery, which has been made, and are being made in their lands today, enable us to look across 5,000 years, and to see how things were done then. Among the recent discoveries found at the tomb of Tutankhamen are chariots, ladders, trunks, and many other things of young princes of long ago.

AN EGYPTIAN WOODEN HORSE AND RIDER

The wooden horse is 500 years old.
Dr. Fred B. Fisher to Lead the Area Centenary Forces

Bishop Wilson announces the appointment of Dr. Fred B. Fisher as executive secretary of New York area for the Missionary Centenary. Dr. Fisher is one of the best known and most popular men in detached service in this area.

He knows the mission field from actual service in India, knows the work of an apostle, has an extensive knowledge of the Church, through his secretaryship of the Laymen's Missionary Association. Furthermore, he is an inspiring speaker, has large gifts as an organizer and wins the local and even affectionate support of those who work with him. Through the area organization is somewhat late in forming, invaluable preliminary work has been done by the district superintendents in all the Conferences and the new secretary will find the field well prepared.

Dr. Fred B. Fisher

Dr. Fred B. Fisher has most recently occupied the position of general secretary of the Laymen's Missionary Movement, succeeding S. Earl Taylor. He has been a missionary in India and has been one of the most efficient workers in this country in expanding the work, financial plan and securing its adoption. He is a minister and a member of New England Conference.
Howard Street, Rochester, N. Y.

Professor Richard Morris, of Rutgers College, has been supplying the church at Milltown, N. J.

Corporal Charles Willard Craver, son of Dr. Samuel Craver, of Buenos Aires, Argentina, has arrived in France.

The Rev. R. H. Crowder, pastor of Grace Church, South Bend, Ind., has been appointed chaplain in the army.

The Rev. W. E. Bancroft is returning to America to represent the interests of Bombay, India, in the Centenary campaign.

The Rev. and Mrs. Arthur R. Wesley and Mr. and Mrs. Otto Lehner, new missionaries, have arrived at Buenos Aires, Argentina.

The Rev. Isaiah S. Winters, a retired minister of North-East Ohio Conference, died November 15, at his home in New Philadelphia, O.

Captain Morris M. Anderson, son-in-law of Bishop Lease, received the cross for distinguished service on the battlefield of Soissons.

The Rev. J. A. Brets has been transferred from Oklahoma Conference to Kentucky Conference and stationed at Trinity Church, Covington, Ky.

The Rev. J. W. Mahood, the evangelist, begins a revival campaign in First Methodist Episcopal Church, Ottawa, Ill., December 1. He will be assisted by his daughter.

President William H. Crawford, of Allegheny College, preached at Central Church, Decatur, November 17 and lectured there the following night.

The Methodists of the south side of Chicago held a union Thanksgiving service at Saint James' Church. Bishop Nichols was the preacher.

Bishop McConnell, who preached the Thanksgiving Day sermon at Carnegie Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa., will be the preacher at Chicago University next Sunday and the week following.

Dr. John Brown, biographer of John Bunyan, in whose church at Bed ford, England, he has been pastor and pastor-emeritus for fifty-four years, has just observed his eighty-eighth birthday.

The Rev. B. Sebold, of New York Conference, is supplying for the remainder of the Conference year at Ashby Church, Mount Vernon, N. Y. His address is 32 West Fourth Street, Mount Vernon.

The unthoughtful stranger an anarchist spirit, even and dwell near kings' courts and queens' men from the greatest social distances, real understood. There is nothing in their minds the king, the emperor, the caesar. The small men as brothers, our American gospel with them. Hence they so often fall to our systems of education, our hospitals and Young Men's Christian Associations, our "everything," and wages so large in no country that the very lavishness creates in for what is called, in common parlance, the most fortunate that anarchism with them is a rule.

of the boon of comprehension came the other friend. It was from a cultured lady who preceeded the deepest feeling of others. The few with one of these strangers within the world, simple. The humble visitor, who passion of household upheavals, feeling was.

The father was thunderous by both and easily, but the boy's heart and lamp appreciation of kindness which demanded a little girl by the hands-a well-dressed young man, seems, was an adopted child. She, the narrator, in quiet manner, the different and the other necessities in the region. "I ten I like to work. I work t. Goll. He told, "In the lady said, in reply, "Yes, for the
Fifty Wonderful Years

In these days of the "divorce problem," of unhappy marriages, and of a multitude of alleged remedies for domestic infelicity, a golden wedding that marks the close of fifty wonderful years of harmonious, serviceful companionship is, in the best sense of the word, "news." Such an event is even more significant when viewed in the light of a half-century of conspicuous success in the training of children that rise up to call their parents "blessed."

On Tuesday of this week, James Edward Fisher and Josephine Bohn Fisher of Hingham, parents of Bishop Frederick B. Fisher of Calcutta, India, celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage. They were both born in Greensdale, Pa., but soon after their marriage on Dec. 4, 1878, moved to Indiana. Mr. Fisher traces his ancestry back to Hingham, Norfolk, England, the home of Abraham Lincoln's forebears. Referring to a visit to that historic place, Bishop Fisher once wrote the editor of the Herald: "I have stood in the old churchyard at Hingham, England, and have read on the gravestones the names of James Edward and Frederick Fisher. It is awesome to see one's own name beside that of his father's on a seventeenth-century stone." Mrs. Fisher, whose maiden name was Josephine Bohn Shirey, comes from a long line of Dutch Reformed ministers, most of whom bore the name of Bohn, which is Bishop Fisher's middle name.

Mr. and Mrs. Fisher's Hoosier home was in Muncie, Indiana, from whose school their four sons, Charles, Edward, Frederick Bohn, James Howard, and Harry Geer, were all graduated. Charles and James (who in 1902 was ordained a Deacon in the Methodist Episcopal Church) presently engaged in social settlement work in Indianapolis; the next oldest, Maurice, is a law student at Indiana University; the third, Helen, has completed her second year at Illinois Woman's College; the two others, Charles and Louise, are students in the Muncie High School.

SERVICE? What service of greater significance can two Christians render than the making of a home in which the living Christ is always the "Unseen Guest"? Fifty years of high achievement for the kingdom of God must be credited to Mr. and Mrs. Fisher. In their pictures, which appear on the cover of this issue of the Herald, discerning readers of the paper will discover the secret of a happy married life.

For months plans have been in the making for a quiet celebration of the anniversary in which a few relatives, neighbors, and friends should participate. The event takes place on Tuesday evening at the joint home of Mr. and Mrs. Fisher and Bishop and Mrs. Fisher in Hingham.

The Herald joins with the many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Fisher in extending congratulations and best wishes upon this golden wedding occasion.
Mor year.

eled yea.

guad.

—Jas. newest President-elect Herbert Hoover sailed for South America, Bishop William F. Oldham, formerly of Buenos Aires, sent him a hearty invitation "to step into Santiago College when you are in Santiago, Chile, and see a place in which goodwill between the nations is now being promoted." Bishop Oldham has announced that a group of men in New Rochelle, N. Y., have made it possible to provide a library in the new building of Santiago College.

—Dr. Edgar Young Mullins, president of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky., for the last twenty-nine years, died recently at his home in Louisville. He was sixty-eight years of age. In the late nineties Dr. Mullins was pastor of the First Baptist Church of Newton.

—Among New Hampshire Republicans, Rev. Dr. Willis P. Odell of Chester is being looked upon with much favor for the office of chaplain of the state legislature. The election does not take place until the legislature assembles in January.
MR. AND MRS. JAMES EDWARD FISHER
PARENTS OF BISHOP FREDERICK P. FISHER OF YALAGUTIY, INDIA

See page 1550

"Fifty Wonderful Years"
A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT

Lasting Sixty-Five Weeks

We will send Zion's Herald on our Special Offer to your friend or relative for one year and three months for the price of one year. What better gift could you find than this paper filled with information and inspiration?

WE WILL SHARE THE COST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offer No. 1</th>
<th>Your Contribution</th>
<th>12 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All for the price of one year, $3.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offer No. 2</th>
<th>Renew your own subscription and send Zion's Herald for 15 months to a friend or relative for $6.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offer No. 3</th>
<th>Renew your own subscription and send Zion's Herald for 15 months to each of two of your friends, all for $8.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

These Christmas offers are on a cash-in-advance basis. Fill out the blank below and mail with your check or money order.

Renew my subscription for Zion's Herald: __________

Name: __________
Address: __________

Enclosed find check or money order for $3.50

Send Zion's Herald for 15 months to __________

Name: __________
Address: __________

Enclosed find check or money order for $6.20

Name: __________
Address: __________

Enclosed find check or money order for $3.00

Name: __________
Address: __________

On the Stage of Human Affairs

Walter W. Van Kirk

What are the obligations imposed upon the United States in the ratification of the Paris Peace Pact? In the first place, we renounce war. We do not outlaw war. The outlawry of war implies police action and a court pronouncement against an aggressor nation. These procedures are not provided for in the Paris Pact. There are no "sanctions," military or economic, to be set into motion against a culprit nation. The enforcement of the terms of the Kellogg proposal rests—upon an enlightened public opinion.

The nearest approach to "sanctions" is the reference in the preamble to the effect that "any aggression which shall hereafter seek to promote its national interests by resort to war—should be denied entrance to the courts of justice." There is no indication at least that the United States, in the event of the treaty being broken by one of the covenant powers, will not, through the exercise of its inherent right, become an accomplice of an aggressor nation.

Nor is there any court procedure involved in the United States' becoming a signatory to this pact. This is, of course, a fact to be regretted. The term "measures" spoken of in the second paragraph of the Kellogg treaty are not formally specified. Until they are specified, and until a court has been instituted to function under the terms of this treaty, it cannot be said that we have outlawed war.

But we renounce war. In the last analysis, that is just as important, perhaps more so. It means that the force of public opinion will register itself against the continued dominance of war lords and military technocrats in the formulation of world policies.

It is to be remembered that this treaty does not renounce all wars. Secretary Kellogg repeatedly affirmed in his supplementary correspondence that "defensive wars" were to be thought of as being outside the scope of the particular treaty. We, too, have another interpretation of the Kellogg pact to the effect that defensive wars are to be interpreted by the United States Senate as including armed intervention in Central and South America. Or are such wars to be interpreted as Great Britain has indicated, as including combat in those "special spheres" where England has so much at stake?

It is just at this point that the possible effectiveness of the Kellogg pact may be compromised. It armed intervention in South America is to be construed as an act of self-defense on our own part, and if a military combat in Egypt by Great Britain against another power is to be thought of as a defensive gesture, then we haven't really renounced war, to say nothing of outlawing it. The public, in the United States and elsewhere, want all wars both renounced and outlawed. The Kellogg pact can become sufficiently inclusive if the imperials and "spread eagle" type of ambitious are threatned in their purpose to do harm.
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A Good Word

Dear Dr. Joy:

As I look back over the year 1927, I am
impressed by the valuable service which you
have rendered to the cause of Christian fellow-
ship, cooperation and unity, and particularly
to the Federal Council of the Churches,
through the columns of your paper. I do not
want to let the beginning of the New Year go
by without expressing to you my very warm
appreciation.

Faithfully yours,
S. Parker Cadman.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Bishop Fisher's Calcutta
Enterprise

Editor The Christian Advocate: Sir! The
pleasure and satisfaction with which I note
on returning from a business trip to India
that my own church, First, Plainfield, N. J., is
contributing directly to the maintenance of our
own missionaries in India gives me courage to
present a matter very dear to the heart of
Bishop Fisher in his work out there.

Just about two years ago I spent three
weeks in Calcutta, where I heard Bishop and
Mrs. Fisher tell of their work and their plans.
Since then, correspondence has brought out
some facts not generally known to our Church
members, and I am afraid, not entirely appreci-
ated by the Board.

When during the Centenary movement it so
surely appeared that our church members had
definitely committed themselves to furnishing
the required funds for a large expansion of
the work, Bishop Fisher with others made
their plans accordingly, which they were en-
tirely justified in doing—for who, for one
moment, thought it possible that Methodists by
the thousands would not carry out their
commitments?

The plan for India included the purchase of
a piece of property in Calcutta, on which stood
a fine old residence, which was intended for
the home of Methodists in India, and it was
proposed to build on one corner of the prop-
erty a small chapel as a place of worship for
our own nationals as well as Europeans. This
is much needed, and the property is well lo-
lated with reference to the center of that
population.

To make the property carry itself until
such time as the entire building could be
needed for and converted into offices, the old
residence was divided into flats, which were
being rented. The income thus secured would
have more than covered the outlay had the
Bishop been able to make payments on the
purchase price, as he had every right to expect.

For a time, for obvious reasons, as expected,
and it has been necessary to draw from dimin-
ishing current accounts to keep up interest on
the loan.

Personally I went over the matter from a
business standpoint, made independent in-
quires with reference to the present value of
a home and its probable increase, and
now, as said Bishop Fisher not to tell, as
a result of the facts which were urging him to do
it, he decided to hold for many years, to
redevel, and possibly to tak-

able increase of value in which Calcutta
has shown, and assured me was bound to come.
It further developed that a payment of $5,000
annually would eliminate sufficient interest
charges to allow the income from rents to
carry the property, and keep it in repair.

From sources not known to me, Bishop
Fisher has since received $5,000, and until
he and the board promised him another $5,000,
so it is available in 1928, but that it may not be
possible to make good on the promise.

I want to urge that every possible effort be
made to make this promised $5,000 available,
for the stability of our work in India depends
largely upon the Calcutta properties. I have
no hesitation in saying that Bishop Fisher has
done wonderful work in India, the schools be-
ing maintained in Calcutta and elsewhere be-
ing more than justification for all his time and
effort. To let him down now is not even short
of criminal.

This property on Middleton Street, which he
wants to and should continue to hold, lies right
in the center of one of the important European
residential districts and is sure to increase in
value. It is out of the business center, yet
close enough to be accessible, and when one
day more executive office space is required, the
site will be at hand. It will also furnish space
for more mission school buildings, in addition
to the chapel already mentioned.

Bishop Fisher is giving his life for India.
He has paid off old debts, he has increased the
work and added to the property and resources
of his area. He must be sustained. To the
extent of my limited ability I have given him
more than moral support. I hope it will be
possible for the board to send him the prom-
ised $50,000 in July of this year. If that be
an utter impossibility, some of Fisher's friends
at home who believe in him and in the work
which he and his good wife are doing should
forget all about "credit" and send him the
amount he so surely needs at this time.

My dear Dr. Joy, may I not enlist the
support of your good self and of many others
in this enterprise? Fisher has been asked to
make bricks without straw. Some one should
furnish the straw at least.

L. D. Arms.
Ingersoll-Rand Co., Executive Office, 11
Broadway, New York.

Bishop Fisher Returns to India

Bishop Fisher of Calcutta, India, sailed on
the steamship Rotterdam from New York on
December 9. He will stop in England, holding
three conferences with the India Office and
various missionary societies. After a brief
stay on the continent he will sail from Mar-
seilles December 20, arriving at Bombay
January 11.

Bishop Fisher returns to his field bearing
the deep gratitude of the Church in America.
His services as a missionary leader during the
period which was not by the "I Will Maintain
Campus" cannot be overestimated. At a
time when there was a slump in missionary
work and interest, he caught the spirit of the
people with his message on "A Living Christ
in a Changing World" and fanned into a flame
again the enthusiasm of the Church. The re-
ports from the fields of great harvests and
of tens of millions awaiting missionary labors
speed the Church to carry on.

There were many factors entering into the
success of the campaign which culminated on
October 31. Locality and resources were evident
in every locale. However, in six cities and
most of the back country in the interior of the
area, the church office contributed to the
mission work of the Church. It was felt to be a
public leadership for a particular task.

The missionaries in India will give a great
reception to their returning bishop. Cal-
burgues from the headquarters of the Board of
Foreign Missions have already written to the
missionaries in India as urgent needed pro-
jects which were stepped to the "ago" have been
announced.
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East Arlington, Harry Lightbody, Pastor. This church has been in the midst of extensive repairs. New hardwood floors, re-decorated interior and new furnace installed at a cost of over $600.

The Evangelistic Conference at Syracuse has been carried back to the Rutland District. Group conferences were held at Wells, Burlington and Pittsfield, where the messages of the Syracuse meeting were retold. Preaching missions, in the interest of evangelism, have been held at Wells, North Granville and Rippon. At Wells, M. W. Baker was assisted by E. C. Lyman, of Middletown Springs. Several services were made to the church. A class of new members have been received at North Granville, where F. R. Tatling is pastor. At Rippon, Ralph Mittler was assisted by neighboring pastors.

Georgewick, W. C. Hanesia, Pastor. Extensive repairs have just been completed in connection with the social rooms and Sunday-school plant, about $2,500 being expended. One of the active organizations of this church is the Armstrong Brotherhood, named after the late John H. Armstrong, retired, a former pastor. Brother Armstrong is residing in the highest terms of appreciation for the leadership of Mr. Williams.
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A Woman's College of first rank. Offers Laboratories, Library, Astronomical Observatory, swimming pool, large athletic field, health and Christian influences and at moderate cost in 33 States and 3 foreign countries. We can take a limited number of new students, space being limited.

Reservations for September, 1928, should be made at once. For catalogue and information address
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You need a retirement income of $100-$500-$1000 or $10,000

$100—$500—$1000—or $10,000 can be invested with equal safety and assurance of a permanent, fixed income for life, in the Annuity Bond of the American Bible Society.

For over 50 years the Society has issued bonds, returning as high as 6.5% according to the age of annuitant, without the loss to a single investor, with payments made in perpetuity half yearly, with no trouble whatsoever on the part of the annuitant.

Just send for the booklet, read the interesting story of this remarkable Christian enterprise, buy a bond, and that's all. You are assured a regular income for life.

Send in the coupon NOW!
Bishop Fisher in Australia
A Welcome Guest
By Rev. J. W. Burton, M. A.
(General Secretary, Wesleyan Missionary Society of Australia)

To Australians a Methodist Bishop is somewhat of a curiosity, and we scarcely know how to treat him. To an ordinary bishop we give respect after the usual manner of our race, secretly smile at his gauntlets and apron, and with democratic reluctance address him as "My Lord;" but a Methodist bishop dresses like the rest of us, and lordly titles do not appear to fit him, so we hail and hesitate and finally pounce upon "Doctor" as the most suitable form of address. And no one can possibly go wrong in calling an American cleric by that name.

It was a great joy and privilege to many of us to meet Bishop Fisher of the Central Area of the Methodist Episcopal Church. He came unheralded, and entered without ostentation our life, so that we took him to our heart at once. He showed himself friendly, and he could have made any demands upon us after that. We found him a strong, lovable, human sort of man, with a piquancy of speech, a touch of humour, and a widely-rolling mind that ever knew the direction it was taking. He talked to us in his frank, easy, almost laconic way about the big things of the world that were upon his heart and little by little there was revealed a man of broad culture and of a daring mind, disciplined by much experience to practical use. Yet with it all there was a gentle humility which softened even the most challenging and critical things he said, and made us feel that he came to learn, even though we had but little to tell him.

And we liked Mrs. Fisher just as much and saw in her the best type of "College woman" a type that America alone produces. Being also a wise woman she allowed the spotlight to rest mainly on her husband, though now and then there were flashes of independent thought that made us feel that even a bishop is moulded by his wife.

Bishop Fisher gave us of his best whether to large audiences running up to 2,000 or to little groups of a dozen or less. He told us in graphic words of the work and influence of Mahatma Gandhi, Dr. Rabindranath Tagore, C. F. Andrews, S. K. Datta, and many another; these were no longer mere names to Australian audiences but real beings of flesh and blood, of mind and soul. It is not too much to say that he has given thousands of people a new and more intelligent outlook upon the Eastern world.

Some of us were particularly glad to hear the Bishop because he spoke with an American accent (the best Bostonian, of course). He came on the eve of the American Fleet Festivities and the visit of these warships was looked upon by some Australians as a demonstration of naval power. The Bishop, a convinced anti-militarist (as most thoughtful Christians must be), made it plain that, while proud of his country, he had no sympathy with mere display of force. It was a wholesome correction for some people to learn that the nation that is just is not one that is always ready to go to battle. The Bishop spoke at a time when there was a strong current of thought in the nation who work and pray for peace and for a less world and for less war. The war clouds hung heavy between the British Commonwealth of Nations and the United States of America. That must be an alliance of heart, and mind, and spirit, and not some military pact, so that there may be a general penetration of the world with those ideas of human liberty and solidarity which alone can make war impossible.

Between Australians and Americans there are many points of resemblance: for example, they both play fast and loose with orthodox English speech. While New Zealanders favour the more conservative types of old England, Australians have more in common with the democratic and free spirit of America. Both Americans and Australians have a certain independence of mind and a passion for freedom though lately we in Australia have been somewhat doubtful of America since we heard the angry echoes of the "Fundamentalist" controversy and the "Evolution" trial. Such discussions and charges would be impossible in Australia—perhaps because we do not care enough.

But in spite of these resemblances Americans are still apart. We do not understand America and America scarcely knows of our existence, and yet we feel somehow that Fate bound us in the same bundle.

It was here that the visit of the Bishop was of great value to us. He helped us to understand America, and we rather think we helped him to understand us. He had to admit that he liked us, in spite of our faults.

The most valuable service the Bishop rendered, however, was to help us to a new point of view as to our relationship with the Orient. We Australians are far from the great race streams of the world; we are isolated and just a little parochial. We take our views of the East, for the most part, from our daily papers—those modern incarnations of Agamemnon and Soproora—continually lie against the Holy Ghost. Every now and then, when other sensationalism has flagged, one of our newspapers will erupt a puff of hot air about the Yellow Peril, or the Brown Menace, and we sit up from our slumbered minds, but many years are not required for, though the people half-believe the press, it has its effect in muffling the view of the mass.

The Bishop helped to correct this. He showed us Gandhi, not as the dangerous political agitator of our leading articles, but as the really vastly more dangerous spiritual leader of a new idealism (for shall we say of an ancient one?). He challenged us to a certain complicity by showing us how much more nearly Mahatma Gandhi followed Christ than most of us do who profess to be His disciples. Consecration did some fine work among us after the Bishop's talks, and lots of stones fell from unavowed hands. He opened large casements which allowed us to look out upon the life of India, and many saw forms of truth and advent of beauty beyond our ken: before, and yet the Bishop was passionate in this that only days, the real heart of the country, not the bloodless creation of dramatic values would permanently satisfy its spiritual hunger.

It will be a great thrill when the Bishop returns, he can interpret to us, and lead our six million vast mass across the one hundred old million of that land, but we are anxious that our Indian warships should not mislead our eyes or do mischief to those who are waiting for the day when we learn to love and understand the other. The Bishop is a musician. He is both artistically trained and sincerely musical with the ill-used crescendo as his theme. It is chiefly an economic barrier which is breaking down year by year, and which we trust will continue to do so. But meanwhile let us remember the Bishop's words, and his wish that we should live and be together in a spirit of love and brotherhood, and not by making war, but by making peace.

We trust we may ever look forward to the Bishop's visits to Australia—let us hope that before long the Bishop's window will be open to us.
liberal provision is made for the student, the traveller and the merchant to come to our country, and I think I can say that such have every courtesy extended to them. It may be that the natural corollary of this policy is a "Brown India Policy," and I do not think we should object to that. We are passionately democratic and want to rule ourselves; but we are so democratic that we desire other people to rule themselves.

In missionary work, the Bishop has made us feel that we ought to do more for India. He made it plain that while India does not want official "leaders" (after the old Student Movement model) she does want brothers who in the loyalties of love and service will help India to express her best self. And India's best self will find, we believe, richest expression through the life and teaching of our Master, Jesus Christ. When she has yielded herself to Him, she will give us, we believe, an interpretation of His life and character such as the world is still waiting to receive; for we without them cannot be made perfect.

The Trend of Prohibition

REV. DEETS PICKETT

When you drive your car you glance at the speedometer to see how fast you are travelling; you examine it to find whether or not your car needs greasing and what mileage you are getting out of your tank. To other instruments you turn to learn whether or not the battery is charging and the oil is flowing freely. These instruments are indicators informing you whether there is cause for satisfaction or alarm.

* * *

For some time the indicators of prohibition progress gave ample cause for anxiety. Just after prohibition, there was a tremendous improvement along the line. Then arrests for drunkenness commenced to increase, as did cases of alcoholism and there were other indications that we were beginning to lose the ground that we had gained. This tendency continued for several years although at the very worst the balancing of accounts showed a clear net gain over conditions existing before prohibition. Seemingly we "turned the corner" just after the last election when it was clearly indicated to this administration and to every intelligent politician, Republican or Democrat, that prohibition is an established policy of the people and wet support is a political liability. There have recently been several studies and statements issued by responsible parties which show the present tendency to be favourable.

* * *

First, a report by Mr. Robert E. Corradini, who has collected statistics showing arrests for intoxication in the cities of the United States. In 1918, which was the last really wet year, the following year being partly under war-time prohibition and partly under war restrictions, there were 22,578 arrests per thousand of population in 140 cities, in 32 states. Then came prohibition in 1920 following the same restrictions. In 1920 the rate was 12.4 per thousand, in 1921, 1922 and 1923 the rate fell to 9.1, 6.3 and 5.1. In 1924 the rate fell to 4.1. In 1925 the rate fell to 3.6.

There is reason to believe that within another year or two, we will again touch the low rate fixed in 1920, the first year of prohibition, and it is certainly to be hoped that the nation as a whole will duplicate the experience of states which have gone dry and continue from now on to decrease steadily the intoxication rate. Note the following three facts.

First, there was an enormous decline in the first year of prohibition. Second, there was a steady increase over this first year prohibition rate up to last year, but this increase did not bring the figure back to the pre-prohibition rate. Third, the rate has started once again to decline, already being far under the rate of last year.

* * *

Now what about the demoralization of our young people by prohibition? We have heard that they are all drinking as never before. The Scientific Temperance Federation sent an inquiry to 250 Superintendents of schools and Principals of high schools in the State of Massachusetts asking for information. Nearly 100 replied. Only 6 said that young people are now drinking more than before prohibition. A number of high school principals said that in all of their experience they had never seen a single pupil under the influence of liquor. The Inter-collegiate Prohibition Association queried 60 Presidents of Colleges and Universities. These men were emphatic that so far from prohibition having lowered the ideals and moral life of young people, that it had proven a boon of inestimable value. President George B. Cotten, of Colgate University, said—

"I shudder to think what they might be if the saloons were in vogue during these restless days."

The President of South Dakota State College said—

"The ideals and moral life of young people are being raised rather than lowered.

President Hunt of Bucknell, declares, "The representative attitude of students is more and more in behalf of the enforcement of law."

Professor Carver, of Harvard, calls Prohibition "the greatest experiment of modern times," and President Smith, of Washington and Lee thinks it a national blessing.

* * *

Touching upon this matter, a Brooklyn, New York, school master, Mr. Gilbert J. Raynor, principal of Alexander Hamilton High School, has issued a statement intended to be read at a Conference on law enforcement at Round Lake, New York, which is truly remarkable and we quote it in part:

"The attendance at this high school varies from three to four thousand, made up of young men from all ranks of society. I am personally or by representative present at practically all of their social functions. For the past four years there has not been a single instance of observable violation of the prohibition law by any of these young people.

"About a year ago one of our New York newspaper representatives came to the school and asked if he would be permitted to take a straw vote in the Senior Class, composed of 264 young men, to ascertain how many of them were in favour of a modification of the Volstead Law. I gave permission to take the vote which was done without comment. The vote stood 229 against modification and 35 for modification. The paper did not publish the results. I have my suspicions that if the results had been practically reversed, it would have been shouted from the front pages of the wet press throughout the country.

"Before the days of prohibition in this great city high school, we always had present with us cases of distressing poverty. For years our teachers maintained a charitable relief fund from which were distributed milk and sometimes dry food for boys whose school in the morning were yearly wasted and evidently verging on collapse. We frequently bought shoes and overcoats in the winter to relieve distressing cases. It was not unusual for small boys to come to school in the morning more or less dazed and admitting they had nothing for breakfast but beer.

"Since prohibition, the teachers' voluntary relief fund has been discontinued, and we have not seen for years any boy coming to school in the morning showing the appearance of insufficient nourishment. We have had no cases for three winters of boys nee—

(Continued on page 8.)
Burma Welcomes Her New Bishop

William B. Norton

KIPLING was wrong," said Bishop Fred B. Fisher after spending his first day in India as bishop, in being whizzed from one place to another day at a fast pace in an automobile. "He was wrong when he described the foo! who died trying to hustle the East. The way these Indian automobile drivers go and the hurry-up calls for immediate action on a dozen questions indicate that the East is trying to hustle me. This makes my third trip to India and I am amazed at the rapid changes which have taken place since my first coming sixteen years ago and even from my second visit in 1917.

There is a new India and it must be reckoned with in settling the international questions of the world. I love the Indians. Some of them love me and some of them don't, but I love them all whether they love me or not."

Calcutta filled Bishop Fisher with an enthusiastic optimism. He had been to this city before, but his policy would be to get acquainted with his episcopal area, Bengal and Burma, to hold what the church had already established, to strengthen it and to study where changes and new moves were needed. A district conference was held at Paharpur in which he had every local preacher, ex-sheriff, and Bible woman make a report on his or her work in open conference. Various committees were set working in Calcutta on an episcopal residence, on new plans for the ladies' center on Bhowanipore Street and on new ways for reaching the Indian population and especially the young men who throng in thousands to Calcutta, drawn by the great University of Calcutta and the commercial opportunities of the city. While Bishop Fisher comes to India in a new capacity he has long cherished convictions as to India's needs and opportunities and does not need to wait as would a bishop unacquainted with the situation before taking action.

After a few days in Calcutta Bishop Fisher made a quick trip to Burma, which forms part of his area. He expressed amazement at the development of the Methodist work there.

"I knew we had an English-speaking church in Rangoon but I had no idea of its size," he said. "Think of the boys' high school with eight hundred in attendance. If we believe it is worth while to reach the Chinese where is there a better opportunity than in Rangoon, where the Chinese are pouring in as they are into Singapore and Penang?"

On Christmas Eve Bishop Fisher addressed our Methodist Chinese Sunday School and the parents who had gathered at the celebration. The number present was as large as we saw one year ago at Christmas time in Singapore. So rapid had been the growth of the Chinese work here that the Rev. N. A. Price, the missionary in charge of that special population, was obliged to utilize what had been a boys' institute. We saw the old stable with a four or five-foot break in the roof where the boys and girls where only allowed to dance the "Yankee" which served as a church was when the girls were to the platform and sang or recited. They then were still sixty at a time. One group recited in Tamil and another the story of the birth of Christ in Chinese, and still others spoke in English. The Chinese consul was present in full dress and delivered an address in Peking Chinese, which was translated to the audience in Cantonese Chinese, which is spoken there.

The writer from Calcutta to Rangoon took two and a half days. The weather was perfect and the screw up near Rangoon is a city of 80,000 people. It ranks next to Burma and Calcutta in commercial importance in the Indian empire. It is a city of electric lamps, automobiles, pedicab, in the future shows, and world famous Buddhist monasteries. Methodist work on English, Burmese, Tamil, and Chinese. The Burmese are without caste and are a literate people, nearly ninety per cent of the men and forty per cent of the women being so educated. It is a city teemingly adapted to Christian work in schools and through the spread of good literature.

Bishop Fisher and party have made three excursions to centers of work in the interior, Thongwa, Syrma, and Pegu, and will make others.

THE TIDE WILL RETURN

RUSSELL H. COWELL

This tide will return and the religious interest will be more extensive, and more intense than ever before. The sense of need which depresses all classes now is the promise of a great revival. It will be naturally miraculous, if history is to repeat itself. The few courts, the money markets, the continued warfare, the starving children are rustling for favor back to Christ. The airflow of the gospel that Jesus Christ came into the world to save sinners" can now be asserted boldly and men will listen. Tell them now that the world needs the Saviour and they will believe it.

Of! It is such a comfort to find in my age that "the Church's one foundation" has not moved a hair's breadth. Then, too, that old Book is the book of life. Once the Bible my dear Methodist father read told me the truth that Jesus called little children to him, and that then meant me. Then, later, the Bible said a youth came to him and that Jesus loved him. That then meant me in youth. Then the old Book told me of the need of a Saviour and Friend, in college, in business, in travel, in the home, in the ministry, and in the administration of a university."

"I am so soon to go on a journey taken but once. I find the dear old Book with its mean ed is a complete guide to the country I am going to visit. No other book can tell me anything about the roads, the cities, the clergy, the songs of the redeemed. Take away all but the Bible and I have beyond my zedge and in my case, I must lose them all, but leave me this Book in my memory and heart!" Then I can wait or go on knowing that it is an unyielding truth, that all things work together for good to them who love God, Jesus is all the world to me now, and I yearn to tell all the world about it. He is surely coming soon.

February 23, 1921
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BISHOP AND MRS. FRED B. FISHER ARRIVING IN INDIA AT BOMBAY

Bishop and Mrs. F. B. Fisher arriving in India at Bombay
Vulgar Sports in the Name of Charity

John Thompson

As an outline of a sermon preached at First Methodist Episcopal Church, Chicago, Sunday February 6. Text: "I was hungry and ye gave me meat," Matt. 25:35.

There should be a large margin for amusement in life—a time when the belts are loosened and the pressure lifted—the nerves relaxed. The slightest knowledge of history has led us to feel that our race is not quite tame and soberly compared with much of the past. Yet who dare affirm that it is a colorless age when a young lady of refinement and culture will stage a prize fight in the city of New York—a fight which was so gory that the referee had to stop it—and another young lady of similar wealth and station place a wrestling match in Chicago? Both of these vulgarities are instances of the name of charity. It is no indication of these two thrilling sports to say that their being fostered in this way is immoral to our best Americanism. Either of these wealthy ladies could give the amount raised by these spectacles and never miss a meal.

The Most Sacred Element Eliminated

The most sacred element in the exercise of charity is the spirit of sacrifice. But that element seems to be entirely wanting. It is not given when we get something in return. Contrast this with the flagrant meal arranged by Mr. Hoover, when a goodly number of New York's wealthiest men sat around a table and were served a dish of rice and then gave large sums to feed the hungry. That was a direct laying of money on the altar of humanity, while here it is paid out for sport. There is more of the selfish than the sacrificial element in it. It is not elevating.

Life is altogether too selfish. We wear the cross on a chain, but there is no mark of it in the daily life. Paul said: "I bear in my body marks of the Lord Jesus." The people go to the matches and the fee is given to charity. We are each in the center of a world of our own suffering, and need all around us. What we give enriches another and blesses us. Selfishness is a synonym for sin. Miser is miserably abbreviated. The young ruler was and he was selfish. God is black when. When burning it shines like molten gold. Salvation comes through sacrifice. The world is made better by our giving, not by our getting. Lucifer aspired to be a god and lost heaven. Adam cherished a similar ambition and lost Eden. Jesus counted it no prize to be equal with God, and sits on the throne.

In the time of the Crusades when Jerusalem was taken they met to elect a king. The choice fell on the valiant Godfrey de Bouillon. They wanted to place on his head a crown of gold, but he spurned it saying "he could not wear a crown of gold in the state where Jesus had worn a crown of thorns." We are in a world where Jesus wore a crown of thorns. What are we waiting? It would not hurt us to call off some church banquets and send the money to the starving millions, and wear something cheaper that the thievings might be clothed.

It Weakened the Human Appeal

Surely the fact that there are starving millions eating roots and thistles and leaves, and even chewing on their old clothes or anything that will give them a sense of fullness and save them from immediate death should be enough to appeal to us without the bait of lucrative sports. Mothers are downing their children to save them the agony of dying hunger. Our Methodists Tuesday Schools have given $40,000 for the sufferers of Central Europe and Armenia. There should be enough in the sufferings of these people to loosen all our purse strings. In these matchings the sense of human brotherhood is lost. It is selfishness at its very rise. There is no helping hand held out to only a cold cash, that way of a mortifying parent.

The dean of Prince's Hall said "What the poor need is more money, not less." But here only money is offered. These boxing and wrestling matches are exhibitions of brutality and gratuitous.

In this new phrasing day by day the old boxers and wrestlers say: "Surely we deserve the money, we have trained up our bodies for the sake of humanity, etc.

Now I agree that the boxers and wrestlers are trying to help them. Christ loved them and they must feel what there suffering and how our brother endures.

We need more of the freemasonry of brotherhood.

Speaking of family, we must remember that the darker than white. The Lord of love, the Lord of hour, humanity lifts the human race together in a high chain of ministry. He is the Father to Man without brotherhood. Are the Chinese and Japanese who worship [illegible] they are men, therefore our brothers. This is the Christian position. Any other is pagan.

The Lowering of Our Ideals and Motives

We need a great effort of our ideals. We are not lost. Choking and media-critic vote at the ideal, but ultimately the world craves him. The musician who refuses to yield to the glibness of the cheap music hall crowd may suffer monetary loss, but by and by he gets the standard defeated. The artist who spurns the ready profits of the cheap and shabby, even though he suffers hunger, creates an ideal by which the choicest productions of time will be thrown off and the pressure lifted, the nerves relaxed. The slightest knowledge of history has led us to feel that our race is not quite tame and soberly compared with much of the past. Yet who dare affirm that it is a colorless age when a young lady of refinement and culture will stage a prize fight in the city of New York—a fight which was so gory that the referee had to stop it—and another young lady of similar wealth and station place a wrestling match in Chicago? Both of these vulgarities are instances of the name of charity. It is no indication of these two thrilling sports to say that their being fostered in this way is immoral to our best Americanism. Either of these wealthy ladies could give the amount raised by these spectacles and never miss a meal.

The GOSPEL SWORD

That will save by the gospel still; only let it be the gospel in its purity. This grand old sword will split a rock in halves.

Spurgeon. How is it that it does so little of its old conquering work? I will tell you. Do you see this scabbard of artistic work so wonderfully elaborated? Tell many keep the sword in the scabbard, and therefore its edge never gets to its work. Pull off this scabbard! Here is one that fine steaks to blades, and then see how, in the Lord's hands, that glorious two-handed sword will smash down high walls of man as man does the walls with his voice. There is no need to go down to Egypt for help. To induce the devil to help Christ is humbling. Please God we shall see prosperity yet, when the church of God is resolved never to seek it except in God's own way.

THE FAMILY ALTAR

The Rev. G. S. RYAN

Faith Amid Trial

Let us count it all joy when we are persecuted, because of the faith of Christ. James 1:2.

Monday 2:30 P.M. Sunday School... 1 Pet. 4:17
Tuesday 7:30 P.M. Bible Class... 1 Tim. 4:8, 51:1
Wednesday Evening Prayer... Phil. 2:13
Thursday 9:15 A.M. Sunday School... Phil. 2:17
Friday 10:30 A.M. Lord's Supper... 1 Tim. 5:21
Sunday School... 5:15

F. Searle's Text: "For in praying we ask for the day of grace that our faith will be strengthened."

O Christ, we are in the contact with the world and the love of our Father. Help us to know that the industry by which we may be called to much love in the day of adversity.
Dr. Fred B. Fisher Quits the Pastorate

Dr. Frederick B. Fisher, former bishop, has resigned as pastor of First Church, Ann Arbor, Mich., to take effect on September 1. He has been at Ann Arbor four years, preaching to great congregations, but he says, "I feel my place is out in the world." The Michigan Children's Advocate says:

"He will fill engagements in the Philippine Islands during January and February, China and Japan in March and April, Singapore in May, New Zealand in June and part of July, and in Australia from mid-July to the end of September. After that he will return, and, from Boston as his headquarters, will go out on detached service to carry out the same type of work in this country.

"Doctor Fisher's friends feel that the controlling motive in his decision is his urge to get away from administrative work and do the work of an evangelist in this world crisis, not an evangelist of the old order but an evangelist of the changing order."

Doctor Fisher is quoted as saying:

"My idea of missions abroad is that the churches over there ought to take control—should gather courage to stand on their own feet. It is that goal toward which we will work. In Melbourne, Australia, I will be accepting an invitation as an American delegation to conduct services during the celebration of the centennial."

Dr. Fisher was born in Indiana fifty-two years ago, educated at Albion, Boston and Harvard, was ordained and settled in Ann Arbor. Returning to the United States, he was secretary of the Laymen's Missionary Movement (1916-1920). Elected bishop in 1920, he was assigned to Columbia Area. In 1926 he resigned and became pastor at Ann Arbor. Mr. Fisher was former Willy Homberger, young women's worker and writer.
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V.I. June 20-20. Among him was a second
facultv of specialists in the various depart-
ments, including the Rev. and Mrs. T. Boyd
Young, the Rev. Harry E. Titus, Mrs. Roe R.
Mitchell, and Miss Marion Armstrong. The
New York State Council of Churches and
Religious Education co-operated with the
Vermont Inde.

Summer Program at Round Lake

The summer program at Round Lake in-
cludes several important and helpful gather-
ings. The Troy Conference School of Minis-
terial Training will run from July 10 to 20,
with the Rev. E. W. Gould, chairman of the
Conference Board, as dean. In conjunction
there will be held the fourth annual Graduate
School, with the Rev. H. C. Ackley as chair-
man. The faculty of the Graduate School in-
cludes Dr. Hazen G. Wemer of Flint, Mich.;
Prof. L. B. Lehman of DePauw University;
and Bishop F. J. McConnell.

The School of Mission, Mrs. Margaret
Tucker, dean, will meet July 21 to 28. On its
faculty are Mrs. F. C. Reynolds of Baltimore,
Md.; Mrs. Ray L. Tucker, Elmira; Miss
Helen Johnson, Miss Mabel Taylor and Mrs.
H. B. Wynkoop, Mrs. G. W. Pike, of Schen-
nectady, is registrar and treasurer.

On July 26 and 27 the Eastern District of
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union
of New York State will hold its summer con-
ference at Round Lake. The speakers on
Sunday will be Dr. Harry E. Woodall of
Washington, and Mrs. Loug Colman, state
president, and others.

The World Wide Guild, the missionary so-
ciety for girls and young women of the
Northern Baptist Convention, will meet
August 13 to 18. Mrs. C. W. Gammons is
chairman, and Mrs. Ruth Alice Swift, regis-
ter.

The Epworth League Institute, August 4 to
12, was announced in a former letter.

(4) Adjustments between estates or
trusts and their beneficiaries; or
(5) Changes in respect to the basis
of property for purposes of deprecia-
tion, depletion or gain or loss which
affects returns for previous year.

Conclusion

The above digest covers the major
changes in the new 1938 Revenue Act
which might prove of interest and im-
portance to members of the Kiwanis
clubs throughout the United States.

We have tried to make the statements
brief and to the point for quick reading.

A Good Will

(Le 432)

to Capt. Arthur Slater of the C.P.R.
steamer "Princess Joan." At Port
Angeles, Mayor Ralph E. Davis was
similarly honored.

At a luncheon address at this city
Byron L. Johnson, president of New
Westminster Kiwanis club, gave a fine
talk on the necessity of Canada and
United States standing united in de-
fense of liberty and democracy. At
Everett, Mayor A. E. Edwards received
his framed message, as a hevy of pretty
girls distributed refreshments.

All Stanwood and East Stanwood
turned out to welcome the hurrying
ambassadors. Dinner was served by
Mount Vernon Kiwanians, where May-
or W. Vaux received his message
Presentations to Mayor Burleigh Hamilton
of Burlington and Mayor J. W. Sheeks of Blaine were made at the
Peace Arch ceremony.

Dr. John MacKay of
Winnipeg Dies
a policy of greedy imperialism. Let the foreign nations develop, without any ultimate political or religious purposes, the economic resources of the Near East; let them develop these resources strictly on business lines, and their co-operation will be welcomed. But let them recognize, once for all, that we have as much right as any other nation in the world to political, economic, and spiritual independence.

Let it be realized, finally, that only when we remain the undisputed masters of our own home will the Near East become once more a center of peace, civilization, and culture.

From “How the Turks Feel,” in Asia Magazine for November.

Some Fisher Stories

Bishop Fred B. Fisher is a “fisher of men,” and his stories are not like regular “fish stories” except for relish and enthusiasm. These accounts were picked up from his spoken discourse at Cincinnati.

“Seventeen years ago,” he said, “I was a young missionary with the first blush of consecration. My language teacher was a great student of the New Testament, although not a Christian. One day in the village he fell to arguing with some Mohammedans and shook the New Testament right under their sacred beards. These bigots snatched the book from his hands, tore off the cover and the leaves to shreds and trampled them under feet. Because I could not yet speak the language effectively, I went away with an utter sense of sorrow and defeat.

“Contrast the difference now. In that same village I was invited to address the Mohammedan students in a Moslem school. I told the principal that I would not speak on morals and ethics without speaking of my Christ. He said, ‘Go ahead.’ I went into their fine building, placed my New Testament on the speaker’s stand on top the Koran, and proceeded to preach to them Jesus of Nazareth. They gave me hearty applause many times.”

Another interesting story has to do with the dedication of a Hindu temple as a Christian church. “A Hindu came to me asking that I dedicate a temple as a church. I asked, ‘Will not the idolaters make trouble for us if we try to steal their place of worship?’ No, was the answer, from this man, because he was the priest now converted, and all the people were quite ready to make the change not simply in their temple, but in their hearts. Being in the possessive mood, I went over and started to perform the ceremony. I found it full of idols. Taking an idol under each arm, I carried them out and sent many away to America as trophies of Christ’s victories. Then I opened the Methodist Discipline and read the service dedicating this centuries-old idol temple to the worship of God.”

Showing the utter abandon with which many Hindu Christians enter the kingdom of heaven, he told two stories connected with baptisms. “As I was walking down a long line of waiting people, I noticed a young man with the tuft of hair still on. This tuft of hair is supposed to give a handhold for rescue in the future world, according to their beliefs. I asked this man, ‘Would you be willing to have your hair cut?’ He answered quietly and decisively, ‘Why, yes, if that is necessary. I have decided to be a Christian, and will pay any price.’”

The second story has its setting at an immersion service. After the service was over, one of the men remarked that his foot was in very bad shape and needed bandaging. The bishop asked him, “How did this happen?” The man replied, ”As I stepped into the water I felt my foot cut severly by some sharp blade.” “Why did you not tell us, and we would have gladly attended to your foot then and performed the baptismal service at your convenience?” The man humbly confessed, “I supposed this was a part of the ceremony.”

Bishop Fisher made 296 public appearances while speaking in the English language in India within two years, showing the rapid rise of education and the spread of our tongue. The Bengal Conference was held in English from start to finish. Students are exceedingly numerous in certain centers. For three days he spoke at a university and held private interviews with multitudes. After a speech, he announced that one missionary would write in names for interviews at ten-minute intervals for the following morning, and another missionary likewise for the afternoon. The interviews were swamped with applicants. Bishop Fisher had to see them in relays by groups.

At the Bengal Conference he opened fifty-four men on trial. Eight are college graduates and seven are high school graduates. Immediately following this “teenage exception” he received a cablegram from America announcing a 50% cut in appropriations, and he had to tell six of these young men that they could not be used. One man broke out vehemently against the church and the bishop for holding out false hopes to him during his educational career and then allowing him to be thus stranded just when he was ready to render service. “In the days of McCabe and Thuburn, a 5% cut in appropriations sent the Board of Foreign Missions to its knees in cries of agony, ‘O Lord, avert this crisis.’ But now that a 30% cut is imminent, I see no bishops, secretaries, or pastors, or laymen at the altar asking God to help his church out of this threatened calamity.”
Europe and the League

UGLIELMO FERRERO, the distinguished Italian historian, whose study of modern peoples is as profound as his knowledge of ancient Rome is accurate and detailed, speaks a grave message to those who have come to think that the League of Nations offers the most substantial hope at present of a peaceful world. In an interview given the writer at Bagno di Caccia, Mr. Ferrero said: "Unless something unforeseen occurs to save the situation, the League of Nations is tending toward exhaustion and decay. This is due first to the indifference of the masses. The failure and the activities of the League are remote from the daily interests of the great majority of the people. The multitudes are concerned with questions of daily need. Consequently they do not bring the pressure of public opinion to support the aims and methods of the Society of Nations.

The second obstacle to the successful action of the League is the hostility of the nations toward one another. These have not been minimized by the war, nor by anything which has taken place since the war. How are the national hostilities to be displaced by understanding and co-operation? This is the great and as yet unsolved political issue of Europe.

"The futility of the League is further evidenced in the nature of the questions and issues submitted to it for solution and action. These have been either simple and trivial, of comparatively slight importance, or else they have been questions too difficult for the individual nations concerned to deal with directly. The really solvable problems have not gone to the League. The really vital issues the allied powers have kept within their own control. The real political life of Europe goes on apart from the League. The League is well-conceived. Theoretically it is good, practically it is not functioning in any large significant way."

Excessive Nationalism

There are no doubt many Americans whose opinion of the League corresponds with the judgment expressed by Mr. Ferrero. If this view of the League and its accomplishments is correct, the inability of the League to function in any notably constructive manner is due, not only to American jealousy for its national prerogatives, but also to the actions of nations whose national feeling in Europe. The idea of nationality which has worked such destructive havoc in the world, and which was so continuously invoked in the peace discussions as the new principle of world-peace and world-progress, remains an obstacle in the way of any grouping of peoples for the purpose of world-action and world-civilization.

Even the warmest advocates of the League of Nations realize only too well the limitations which an excessive nationalism places upon the purpose and the methods of the League. This is recognized by everyone connected with the secretariat at Geneva. When the visitor is shown the ledgers in which the abstracts of more than 250 treaties are recorded in conformity with the constitution of the League, he is told in answer to his question whether all have been recorded, "We hope so; but we have no assurance that the days of secret treaties even among the members of the League are past."

Are European nations taking the League seriously? The failure of the United States to enter the League weakened its value at the outset and has continued to lower it for Europeans. There is a genuine desire among Europeans, grateful recognition of America's part in the war, and especially because of the vast amount of relief work done in the years succeeding her military effort, to understand the reluctance of the United States to share further the responsibility for European conditions. Yet there is an undercurrent of feeling that the United States has shirked a moral responsibility. It is pointed out that the League is not a league of European peoples; it is a League of the nations of the world. The failure of the United States to see the League in its world proportions and to accept a measurable share of responsibility for a new world order undoubtedly has tended very greatly toward the skepticism exhibited by England and France to commit their forces to the unfolding of this Society of Nations.

Political Settlements Are Basic

At present international conferences are concerned almost wholly with economic questions. Every European nation has its nightmare of an unbalanced budget. In the United States there seems to be a gradually increasing acknowledgment that the economic life of any people, even a nation as self-sufficient as our own, is intimately connected with the industries, the wage, the market, and the financial groups of other peoples. There is even in the school of thought which holds that the basis of national life and civilization is the economy. Yet the root of European difficulties today, and eventually of world disturbances, is political and not economic.

The primary question which is disturbing Europe at the present time is, How are the peoples of Europe to be governed? The moment has passed when the local body
The Cross above Siva

[Courtesy of The Florida Christian Advocate, Lakeland, Florida]

"The bishop is coming!" The cry was repeated throughout the little Hindu village until all the inhabitants had heard the good news. As if they had waited only for a signal, they began pouring out from their huts, old men and women, the middle-aged and the young, all bound for a central point, the village square where the little temple of Siva stood in white-washed majesty.

When the bishop came into view, the crowd began singing in their native tongue a hymn to Christ, and the singing, cheering crowd made way for the man of God to come to the open space before the temple.

Thus was the entrance of Bishop Frederick Bohr Fisher to a little Indian village some twelve years ago, as he told it just a few months before his death this Easter Holy Week.

"I was so surprised that I didn't know what to do," said Dr. Fisher. "I had received a call from the village to come and baptize some new Christians, but I did not know I was to receive the whole village into the church.

"I dismounted from the cart in front of the temple. The shaven priest, with the emblem of Siva on his forehead, greeted me with outstretched hands. 'I am so glad you have come,' he said. 'My people are anxious for your coming and they are all ready for you to baptize them.'

"Do you mean to say that the whole village wants to become Christian?" I asked.

"Yes," he answered. "They are all candidates for baptism and they expect to be baptized.

"But do they know the catechism? Can they repeat the creed? And do they understand what it means to be a Christian?"

"Yes," said the priest, smiling at the crowd, which smiled back. 'They are ready. Shall we test them?'

I gave assent and there was a murmur of excitement among the crowd. Small children in the front row began moving their lips as if repeating a well-learned lesson. I noticed an old grandfather who sat near the front. He, too, was moving his lesson. Evidently they had been studying diligently.

"But I was completely surprised when I began to ask the questions. 'How many gods are there?'

"'There is but one God,' came the answer from five hundred threats in unison.

"I was startled at the sudden roar from the hollowed silent crowd, but when I came to the next question the response was the same. 'On the line I went. Finally, I asked if one could repeat the Twenty-third Psalm. Never shall I forget the beauty of that chant as five hundred men, women, and children repeated in unison the Shepherd Psalm.

"Then this lead to me to memory the Beatitudes, the Lord's Prayer, and the ten-commandments. I heard them repeat in unison my thoughts. 'I wish I could tell you who taught them this.'

"The priest of Siva smiled as he offered his yellow robe, which was the sign of his rank and calling. 'I think what I taught them,' he said, and 'I want to be baptized with them.'

"All day long I baptized there, and my arm was tired and I had to lean against the temple wall to stand. And as I baptized them they chanted softly a new song and I thought of the words of the Book, 'He hath put a new song in my mouth.' "Sorrow and sighing shall flee away.'

"I had heard them singing long months before, when I had first visited the village. Such singing! The walls of lost souls condemned to endless torture could not have been more hopeless. I had heard the chant of the lowest of the outcasts, the street sweepers, painfully creeping along the filthy streets, brushing, with a wisp of straw, the dung that was used for fuel. They had moaned as they swept. 'There is no hope, there is no hope. Not even in another life may there be a chance for such as we. There is no hope, there is no hope in this life.' It was an eerie sound that chilled my blood as I listened. Could these people ever come up out of the depths to which their religion had consigned them? Could Christianity, even, with its message of love, lift them out of this slough of despair so that they could really sing a song of joy?"

"I confess that my faith was weak as I preached Christ to them.

"That had been long months ago, but now I was seeing the fruits of our labors. Here in this ancient village, without a missionary or a preacher to stay with them, they had taken the words that I had spoken and the books that I had left among them and, with the help of the priest of Siva, had learned enough of the Christian religion to be received as probationers in the church. Had they really learned Christ? That was my first question. It would be comparatively easy to learn the words which they had recited, but it would be a different matter to really accept Christ as their Saviour.

"I could ask the question no longer now. The song had answered it for me, for they were singing:

"Jesus has taken our burdens away. He has lifted us up from the mire of sin and superstition. He has given us hope where we had no hope. Glory be to Jesus, our Saviour."

"That is not their exact words, but that is the idea. It was a joyful song, and coming from these outcast villagers it was an miraculous song.

"When the baptizing was finished, I was so tired that I should have liked to rest. But there was more to be done and I must do it."

"So it was that, about sundown, I climbed up a rickety twenty-foot ladder to the top of the little Hindu temple. While my knees trembled beneath me and the ladder wobbled dangerously, I followed the directions of the priest whom I had just baptized.

"'Kneel down, the emblem is there,' I heard the priest say. And, putting the cross of Christ in its place, then the world will know that we are Christians.' I fixed up the image of Siva as I had told him and when the carved figure threw the oil, the people.set up a rapturous shout. But when I set the cross in its place they sang, with at first, thin, palpitating, then song of dauntless Jesu, 'Jesus has taken our burdens away.'"

"This was the story that was told me by Frederick Bohr Fisher some months ago. I listened and, when Dr. Fisher had apparently finished, I asked his permission to tell the story.

"But there is more," he said, "I carried a temple like that home with me when I left India. I wanted to have something to remind me of that little Christian village. I found one like it in Benares, the sacred city, and bought it.

"If that sounds incredible, remember that a Hindu temple is not a large affair. It is small—just big enough for one worshiper at a time—and the cost of a temple is not too great. Anyway, I bought one and it had transported down the Ganges to my home in Calcutta. There it was dismantled and ready for shipment to America. With the help of the natives, Mrs. Fisher and I numbered each piece according to a diagram so that it might be put together again, and then it was loaded on a ship bound for America.

"After a journey of more than thirteen thousand miles, the temple arrived at my home in Hingham, Massachusetts, just outside of Boston. I had resigned my position as bishop and expected to make my home there and to erect the temple in my garden. But my plans were changed and I went to be pastor of the church at Ann Arbor, Michigan. Following this, I came to Central Church, Detroit, and I did not have time to do anything with the temple. They told me that it would be unwise to rebuild it in the cold North, as it could not withstand the freezing temperature without crumbling to bits.

"During all these years it has lain packed away under a shed in my garden at Hingham, but now since I have seen your beautiful campus at Florida Southern College, it is so much like India that I have decided that this is the place for the temple, and I have told Dr. Spivey, the presidenl of the college, that I will erect the temple there.

"I think that I shall come down here when I retire, and I can spend the evening of my life in the shadow of this little temple that symbolizes one of the greatest experiences of my ministry."

Dr. Fisher left for Detroit that night and I never saw him again. In less than one month he was dead. The same day that saw the beginning of the long journey of the temple from Hingham, Massachusetts, to Lakeland, Florida, saw also the last journey of Frederick Bohr Fisher. He died on Good Friday, but the temple, which is more than anything else a memorial to him and to the things which he believed, stands today on the campus of the college which he admired and where he had planned to make his home.

Men and women are coming from all over the country to see the temple which has been erected in memory of Dr. Fisher. They have asked, 'Who said a Hindu temple stood on the grounds of a Christian college?' and the answer is very simple. 'It is because of Dr. Fisher.'
Wednesday, August 24
The mouth of a righteous man is a well of life—Proverbs 10:11.
Very few of us will ever be able to preach great sermons or sing great songs, but any of us can make the world brighter by speaking kind words and offering bits of encouragement to the weary folk we meet. The word of criticism aimed at some hard-working leader in the cause of righteousness can do more to defeat the work of Christ than a vicious attack from the forces of evil. More people lose heart because of the unkindness of their friends than because of the assaults of their enemies.
Grant me the spirit of patience, dear Lord, in dealing with the folk who misunderstand me and impute evil motives to me.

Thursday, August 25
Hated mischief as strife—Proverbs 10:12.
No one can estimate the losses the world has sustained because of strife. Contentions over money, power, privilege, praise, and place have consumed the best efforts and the greatest strength men have had to give. Of all the causes of strife, none is so prolific of trouble as hatred. The amount of hatred in the world dismutes us, but the way to cure the hatred of the world is to get hatred out of our own hearts. What a terrible thing it is to live inside of a heart that hates!
Forgive me, O God, for asking Thee to make Thy dwelling within a heart that is befouled by the hatreds I hear toward men who are also Thy beloved.

Friday, August 26
A sound of the locust is a sound of fear—Proverbs 10:15.
Thomas Brooks Fletcher, the Ohio congressman, in a Chautauqua lecture of years ago, was accustomed to say that some people were martyred for what they thought, but that many more were martyred by what they thought. The evil mind invites disaster, while the pure in heart naturally gravitate toward the heart of God. Even a cursory study of the experiences of wicked people reveals the fact that many suffer terrible trouble because of their inability to learn from their burns. They constantly seek the explanation for their troubles outside themselves, instead of within their own hearts.
Help me to watch my own heart for the causes of my troubles, and after that let me look with charity upon the world about me, O God.

Saturday, August 27
Wisdom is a well of life—Proverbs 10:14.
"We take great satisfaction," said a wise woman, "in the fact that we accumulated some things during the prosperous days that cannot be taken away from us during the depression. We made a trip to Europe, and no one can rob us of the beautiful memories we have. We bought books and read them in those old days, and no one can rob us of the great ideas we gleaned there. We gave some money to the missionaries and to the church colleges, and these investments have never depreciated in value. We helped a boy through college in those days, and his gratitude is a big dividend to us now."
Teach me to give my best effort to the things of permanent value, O Lord, that I may never suffer a depression of the soul.

Sunday, August 28
He is in the way of life that keepeth instruction—Proverbs 10:17.
We hear an occasional complaint to the effect that there are very few good public speakers. But it can be said with a greater measure of truth that there are few good listeners. Too many of us listen in the attitude of defense. We hear a word of rebuke or correction and we immediately build up a defense in our minds against the word. Thereafter it is powerless to do us any good. God's best efforts in our behalf can be frustrated if we refuse to listen to His voice when it is correcting or reproving us.
Help me, dear Father, to listen carefully to the word of counsel and the word of correction, even when they are spoken by those whom I have esteemed my enemies.

Monday, August 29
The righteous is an everlasting foundation—Proverbs 10:25.
"I have a profound belief in the law of gravity," said a young business man who was engaged in a life-and-death struggle with certain evil forces in his community, "I have an equal confidence in the moral order of the universe. I know that no building can stand which has ignored the law of gravity, and I know that no cause can stand which violates the moral conscience of God. Therefore, I have no fear when I know I am right." This young man had his feet on foundations that were eternal. He could speak with assurance because he believed he was speaking words that would last forever.
Teach me the meaning of the everlastingness of goodness and truth, that I may never fear when I know that I am true, and that I am doing the works of goodness.

Tuesday, August 30
The fear of the Lord prolongeth days—Proverbs 10:27.
There is a certain sense in which fear renders us a great service. There is, for instance, the fear of hot iron that saves us from burns, the fear of suffering that saves us from disease, the fear of criticism that makes us careful in speech. In a fashion somewhat similar, the respect we have for the mind and law of God saves us from many a distressing experience with evil. The only safeguard against unrighteousness that will save us is a wholesome fear of God which makes it impossible for us to sin. And sin has always resulted in death, in some form.
Keep me mindful of Thy presence, that I may never lose the protection that Thy presence brings, O God.

feed, including his invalid mother, with the children to educate, he is serene and brave despite the grind of poverty. In spite of all, one sees very quickly in talking with him that he is happy. His serenity and happiness are due to the fact that he is a sincere Christian, enjoying and reciprocating in the affection of every other member. Regularly every Sunday he loads his entire family, except the invalid grandmother, into his old model-T Ford, and takes them to Sunday school and church, where all are active workers. He looks forward without discouragement to a life of toil and hardship, for, more than any other living man I can think of at the moment, he knows the meaning of what Paul called "the unsearchable riches of Christ."

What is the meaning of Romans 6:23? "And in like manner the Spirit also helps us in our infirmities; for we know not how to pray as we ought; but the Spirit himself makes intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered?"
It would be easy to let this passage lead us into unprofitable controversy. Is the Spirit a separate Person who intercedes with God for us? Is the Spirit God, does He intercede with Himself for us? Laying aside such questions, it seems clear that God's Spirit assists in our prayers. We are not alone in our struggles. God helps in all our weakness. He cooperates with us in our deepest and most passionate yearnings, and even when we are unable to frame them in words, He understands. "To them that love God all things work together for good" (verse 28), including the suffering that comes upon us unbidden, as well as the beneficent pain experienced in the travail of achieving love and integrity.
In fact, all experiences of reality are marked by the dimension of depth, involving inmost struggle and often anguish of spirit. Mary Austin insisted that creative authorship is not a matter of taking pains so much as having them. And now Professor Edgar Wallace Knight of the University of North Carolina is quoted by the press as saying: "Knowledge is produced not by taking pains but by having them." Almost 1900 years ago the apostle Paul found that the same is true of productive religion. He shows at length in his letter to the Romans that by merely taking pains he could not get beyond surface religion. In short, he failed. It made him a petty legalist, never a social creator. But when his commitment went so deep that he laid pain, his release came, and he became spiritually productive in all areas of life. "My little children, of whom I am again in travail until Christ be formed in you . . . " (Gal. 4:19).
The particular praying in the deep self, where God is helping to direct the motions of personality, is just one stage of the process of prayer. When sincere, such praying does not remain unexpressed. It fruits in the art of living, and particularly in the art of evangelism. It makes one a missionary in this savage world.
Bishop Fisher Resigns the Episcopacy

We cannot conceive of any announcement which at this moment would more startle the Methodism of this country and of Southern Asia than the statement that Frederick B. Fisher of the Calcutta Area has surrendered his office as bishop. He has concluded to do it that he may once more enter the pastorate, and do a work he cannot do in the field even in India. We have known for some years that this was heavy on his heart. Under this burden he could not find in the distinctions of the great office of the episcopacy a compensation for the price he felt he had to pay as to what was and now is his heart's deepest desire, and in what he has so many times found he was an instrument in God's hands for doing.

In a letter to the Board of Bishops meeting in Boston, he stated that he had indicated to the resident bishop of the Detroit Area and to the official board of the Methodist Episcopal Church in Ann Arbor, Mich., his acceptance of a call to become the pastor of that church.

From a wire from Dr. L. O. Hartman, editor of Zion's Herald, Boston, where the bishops' meeting was held, we have the statement that Bishop Fisher's decision seems to be based upon his love of preaching, his comparative distaste for administrative technicalities and his desire at this juncture "to make way for the larger Indianization of the church in the empire." The present decline in World Service interest and the fact that as a result of the diminution of financial resources and the need for more high-grade young missionaries influenced him. The big problem in missionary work now being transferred from the field itself to the home base also influenced the bishop to accept the call to the Ann Arbor pastorate.

Our people all too little understand the havoc these falling receipts for World Service have played in the foreign field. It is a tragedy of tragedies. Sometimes it would seem that we are closing every door we have in the foreign world. We must speak plainly on this question, and we are preparing to do it. Within thirty days we anticipate we will be ready to draw that curtain aside.

But today here is the action of the bishops at their Boston meeting, which is kindly transmitted to us by Bishop H. Lester Smith, secretary of the board:

Since Bishop Fisher has signified to the board in writing his desire and purpose to "cease from traveling at large among the people," as required of a bishop; and has expressed his earnest wish to reenter the pastorate; and since he has stated in his communication that he does not intend hereafter to "travel in any degree the episcopal office in our church," the bishops think that his request may be construed as falling under Paragraph 263, Section 2, of the Discipline. They have, therefore, in harmony with Paragraph 374, Section 3, readjusted the Calcutta Area and are sending Bishop Fisher's statement to the General Conference for its final action.

The bishops having taken action on the statement of Bishop Fisher, wherein he expresses his desire and purpose to cease from traveling as a bishop, and his wish to be appointed to pastoral service, the question naturally arises as to the power of a bishop to appoint Bishop Fisher to a pastorate. While we do not find any clear law or precedent relating to this question, so that it would appear to be an extra-disciplinary matter, the bishops are fully agreed in sanctioning and supporting the action of any bishop who may place him in the pastorate of a church, pending some ruling or legislation by the General Conference on the questions now left somewhat uncertain.

In addition to the formal action taken by this board with reference to the request of Bishop Fisher, the bishops wish to record an unqualified expression of affection for their colleague. We have greatly enjoyed his ten years' association with us and have had great pride in the wonderful magnetism and earnestness which he has consecrated to the missionary platform and program. We have the fullest confidence that he is now acting in harmony with his conscientious conviction in his decision to surrender the office and work of a bishop. Loving him in the most brotherly way, we wish him a most prayerful god-speed as he goes to take up some other form of service for the Master's Kingdom.

Important Items of Bishops' Meeting

The most startling item coming from the semiannual meeting of the Board of Bishops in Boston is the resignation from the episcopal office of Bishop Frederick B. Fisher of the Calcutta Area. This is treated fully elsewhere. The conviction has deepened in the breast of Bishop Fisher that he should give what is left of his life to other than episcopal administration of local situations. It would seem to be the same conviction that made E. Stanley Jones, his college mate at Asbury College, halt and put aside the episcopal distinction and "office." See elsewhere for fuller statement.

From Bishop Smith, secretary of the Board of Bishops, come these added items:

Bishop Anderson was elected to write the episcopal address to the next General Conference.

Bishop Welsh and Mr. Warren E. Keplinger were elected trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church to take the places of Bishop Henderson, deceased, and Mr. James N. Gamble, resigned.

Bishop Nicholson was designated as fraternal delegate to the General Council of the United Church of Canada, which is to meet in London, Ontario, in September.

Bishop Warne was appointed the official representative of the Board of Bishops at the seventy-fifth anniversary of the founding of Garrett Biblical Institute.

Rev. M. A. Marcy of Eugene, Ore., was elected as the Portland Area representative on the Board of Home Missions and Church Extension to take the place of Rev. Byron H. Wilson who transferred out of the area.

The presence of the bishops administering our work in foreign areas introduced, as it always does, a note of extraordinary interest and inspiration into our meeting. The reports were filled with statements of problems as well as of victories. Coming direct as they did from fields in which extraordinary movements are going forward in the life of the world, the words of our bishops in foreign residence were challenging to an unusual degree.

More than an entire session was given to the consideration of our World Service projects, and unlimited time was given to the reports of our overseas work.

The two subjects which received major consideration
at this session of the board were the spiritual life of the church in the light of the approaching Pentecost, and the World Service and missionary program of Methodism. These two subjects lifted the thought and action of the board to a high spiritual level. There has not been a more vital and helpful meeting during my connection with the work of the board.

Commencement Days

GREAT are these commencement days. How colorful are the college yards, how spirited every hour. The home folks are there to see their daughters and their sons march in their academic gowns and stand before the presidents for their precious parchments. Everything is prophetic. Everything is romantic. Everything throbs with the heart of youth.

Blessings on you, young folks, and wonderful days ahead. Be worthy of your alma mater. Be worthy of your mother's prayers—the sacrifices that have kept you in school and that is praying for you amid unseen tears that you make good!

Blessings on you, colleges and universities! You have done your part. Your daughters and your sons go forth these days to win laurels for you in the character and career they achieve for themselves.

College Finances

Seldom do we see, as just now at Columbia University, how great wealth is pouring added millions into our great universities, but we wish those men would take a look at the smaller colleges of the West. The West wishes the East rich. The East invests its spare change in the Eastern institutions. The agricultural sections of the United States are collectively rich, but individually in close circumstances. Ought not men of wealth to be tall enough to see them also?

In other years we knew a man who was made rich in a Western community. He did not forget whence he came or what the West had done for him, and is to-day. He took an interest in the institutions of the West as a debt of gratitude or debt of practical sentiment. He helped the community we have in our mind and through the years, it has revered and blessed his name. Years ago he passed through the portals of death. But he lives on in the good he is doing every day to youth, who in turn go forth equipped, he and they in that choir where music is the gladness of the world.

Look Before You Jump

By George Robinson

Look before you jump! Yes, it is uncomfortable here in the frying-pan; but to jump into the fire would be worse! Think the matter through to the end before you give your approval to a change in the Volstead Act.

If we are to have wine and beer they must be sold somewhere. Would you like a wine parlor next your home? If not, would it be fair and just to ask for it next some one else's home? Would you like your wife, husband, son or daughter to frequent wine parlor?

O! You would not have wine parlor. You would have beer and wine sold only in hotels and restaurants. Would you like young men to take your adolescent daughter to a hotel to drink wine with them? Whether we admit it or not, it is a fact that wine inflames the baser passions and at the same time deadens the conscience or moral sense, thus causing much immorality, as past history proves.

Do you think it would be safe for young girls to be taken to hotels to wine parties?

O! You would have wine and beer sold only by the bottle and not drunk on the premises. Would that help the situation? The young men could easily step and buy one or more bottles of wine or beer when taking your daughter out. Would you feel quite comfortable about it? If not, how about other mothers' daughters?

O! You would have wine and beer sold only by the case at wholesale and through mail orders! Then Uncle Sam would be using the mails to further the liquor business and so become a partner in it. Besides, the poor man having no bank account could not send a check, neither would he be likely to have sufficient ready money to spare to buy a whole case of wine or beer, and the wets have always been so solicitous about his being deprived of his beer, so that would not do.

Besides, with wine and beer bought by the case and kept in the house one would not even have to go out to get a drink, so having it so handy naturally more of it would be drunk, and it would always be ready to treat one's friends when they dropped in. Even the young people would find it convenient to treating their friends, some of whom would not get it in their own homes. The home itself would lose its sacredness and become a kind of refined saloon!

O! You would have it sold not in quantity but just by the bottle in grocery and drug stores, and not to be drunk there. How would you like it when you went to the grocery or drug store to find the place filled with men like those who used to hang around saloons waiting to get their bottles of beer and to be justly and crowded by them while you stood a long time in line to be served? Would it lend a pleasant air to the store? Would you enjoy it?

Do you like to send your child to such a place on an errand?

O! You would have it sold only at government stores? Would you like your government to become a liquor dealer?

Every one, even ardent wets, say the saloon must not come back. But neither is there any other satisfactory place for the sale of wine and beer, as we have just seen. Also let us remember that it was not the place where the liquor was sold that caused the harm, the evil was inherent in the liquor itself. Saloons selling only non-alcoholic beverages would never have been objectionable!

Furthermore we find in prehistoric times as shown in inscriptions on the ruins of ancient Egypt that even then they made laws trying to prevent some of the evils of wine drinking.

Noah himself, after coming out of the ark, planted a vineyard, and became disgracefully drunk on his pure, so-called, harmless homemade wine, before distilled liquors were ever invented. France, flowing with wine, had to suppress abstinence; it was destroying her people; and now they leave their wines for cocktails, and it is said they are considering prohibiting cocktails.

You might as well seek to prevent crime by striking out laws forbidding theft, burglary, and murder, as to try to cure the drink evil by striking out the laws against the sale of wine and beer. The only cure for the drink evil is Prohibition properly enforced. We have a President in the White House who can do it if we give him a fair chance. He wants to do it, he believes in it. Will you help him?

Our Cover Page

The corner page of this issue presents a historic scene of great value. It is a photograph of an oil painting recently presented by Borell Limited to the trustees of the Wesley Chapel, City Road, London, England. The painting was produced by W. Hatherell, R.I., R.W.A.

The picture presents John Wesley, the prime of open-air preaching, holding a service on a public square. He had been refused one pulpit after another. The conservative church and its clergy did not enjoy his message. Indeed, it was disturbing. It smacked of enthusiasm. That meant religion enforced by emotion and a religious experience illuminated by a decided intuition.

When he could no longer preach in the churches, he took to the open commons and the city streets. The people came to hear him by the thousands. They were as hungry sheep. They heard him ably, if somewhat in the heat and in a way to be princely and by preaching the gospel of the Unction of the Holy Spirit.

He was a scholar, but in his preaching farrook the classroom and the library and took himself to the fields, where the multitudes roamed, bore him and hear the call of Christ.

Out of his labors come a worldwide Wesley movement, numbering many denominations with millions of adherents.
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Rev. Frederick Fisher, D.D.

Born in 1882 in Greencastle, Pa.

Educated -
Grad. - Lancie, Ind. High School, 1900
B.A. - Asbury College, 1902
A.B. - " " 1902
Grad. - Harvard Prep., 1907
Ph.D. - Boston University, 1908
D.D. - Asbury College, 1915

Went to India as a missionary of the U.S. Church in June 1904, and
began his work in Agra, India July 12, 1904.

English and village work 1905 - 1906, and pastor of Agra
   English Church, Jan. 1906 -
Returned to America in March 1906 and withdrew from our work,
as a missionary
Pastor, First Church, Boston, Mass., 1907 - 1910
Field Sec'y, Laymen's Missionary Movement, Jan. 1910 -
Elected fellow of the Royal Geographical Society in 1921 in
recognition of his book "India's Silent Revolution".
Elected Bishop of the U.S. Church in 1920

Oct. 20, 1926
But four considerations made them take a different attitude to the Sudeten Germans. First, the larger number makes the problem more acute. Second, political opportunism closes any immediate prospect to Italy. Third, Mussolini has promised improved conditions in Southern Tyrol. Fourth, Italy is the only sure ally of Germany, and the price of friendship must be paid. Yet I did not meet a German who considered the question of South Tyrol closed.

One frankly admitted that the Sudeten Germans (so named because of the Sudeten Mountains where they live) have "a heavenly existence" as compared with the Germans in Italy, where neither schools, churches, nor official representation exists, in contrast to the liberty of the Czechs in this regard.

A member of the Czech parliament said to me: "You will find no country in Europe so fair to other national groups within the country. Compare our treatment of the Sudeten Germans with the fate of the Polish minority in Germany." A Czech woman was quoted as saying: "We have sought to be considerate, not in material aid only, but in the welfare of the sick and unemployed among the Sudeten Germans. The figures on relief documents our humanity." It is true that the Sudeten Germans have a better economic lot. A number

Austrian Anschluss, Hitler propaganda machine loses its former effectiveness. Friends of mine who had respect for the Czech independence and who needed an improved status for their country now look upon the nation as uncivilized oppressors.

I asked the Western part of Austria is an original Germanic epoch." I asked him if he knew Prague as possible since it had much architecture and the oldest universities. The pastor that while Prague was ancient in its development, was not taken from the political and racial reasons that one or another claims of original influence in Bohemia. They are that the territory has given evidence early in prehistory. It is true that Prague has a Celtic tribe that from what is today France, as the site of Bohemia, and that was once Slavic in name, as in Prussia, Saxony, and Bohemia is a part of the Bohemian nation. As for architecture in a Czech point to two building periods—Bohemian influence for the Germans. I found no Nazi who admitted that the 300,000 Germans in Tyrol were far worse off than the 3,500,000 in Czechoslovakia.
Bishop Fred B. Fisher, bishop of India for the Methodist Episcopal Church, stationed at Calcutta, was elected to a Fellowship in the Royal Geographical Society at its last meeting in London, according to information reaching the Board of Foreign Missions of that denomination, 150 Fifth Avenue, today. Bishop Fisher contributed a study of Bengal and Burma to the library of the Royal Geographical Society while in London last fall, and is the author of several books on Indian life and institutions, the best known of which is "India's Silent Revolution." Previous to his election as bishop at the General Conference, Des Moines, Iowa, in May last, Bishop Fisher was Assistant General Secretary of the Methodist Centenary Committee in its drive for $1,000,000,000, with headquarters at 111 Fifth Avenue, New York.
SKETCH OF DR. FRED B. FISHER.

Dr. Fred B. Fisher, a missionary in Agra, India, under the Methodist Board of Foreign Missions, from 1904 - 1907.

He came from Newcastle, Indiana, and was educated at Asbury College and Boston University. He also took a post-graduate course at Harvard. After returning from India, he was for three years pastor of the First Methodist Episcopal Church in Boston. Later he became general secretary of the Methodist Laymen’s Missionary Movement. Following that work he took up the general secretarship of the Interdenominational Laymen’s Missionary Movement when the India Mass Movement Commission of the Methodist Episcopal Church was organized, Dr. Fisher was asked to become its Executive Chairman. In the fall of 1917 Dr. Fisher made a trip to India and the Far East in the interests of the Commission. He has raised over a million dollars for the depressed classes of India, among whom is going forward an extraordinary Mass Movement toward Christianity. This movement is economic, social, and religious, and affects about 50,000,000 of India’s people.
Dr.述べich, later is leader of the first Methodist Episcopal Church in Moro, Cebu, where he is still in charge of a special ministry to the large number of Methodist students at the University of Cebu, in addition to all other responsibilities.

Dr. Sodoma long been associated with the mission of one of the Methodist Episcopal church in India. He served over years as either a missionary or in India and was, relatively in 1966 to assume the全长 in India. In India he closely associated with Mahatma Gandhi, a leader in of Indian thought in life. Many of India's social, economic and political problems he has considered, which are of interest to him in his lifetime. He is the leader of "India's first evolution" of other notable volumes in Indian life and situations. Or the present he lives in India, he is the fellow of the Royal Historical Society, England.

In the life of this country, in an intensive way, he's served in leadership and dedicated to education. He is a member of the Royal Historical Society, England,
In order to create a functional foreign mission, several considerations must be taken into account. The leader of the mission's selection is crucial, as it will significantly influence the mission's success. The leader must possess the necessary qualifications and experience to handle the challenges faced in a foreign environment. Additionally, the mission's goals and objectives need to be clearly defined and communicated to all involved parties. Cooperation with local authorities and organizations is essential for the mission's success. Communication among team members is also vital to ensure smooth operations and effective decision-making.
February 3, 1923

SILAS FRED R. FLEET

Fred R. Fleet was born February 16, 1882, at Greensville, Ill. He was educated at Illinois College, at Jacksonville, and Oberlin, in 1902. He joined the North Indiana Conference in 1903 and the following year he went as a missionary to Burm, India. In 1907 he was appointed pastor of First Church, Vinton, Iowa. He was served on Field secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions, general secretary of the Board's missionary department of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and associate general secretary of the Board's missionary department of the United States and India. He was secretary of the national division committee of the Board Centenary Committee and of the Missionary Fund. He was elected Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church in 1917, and was consecrated to the episcopate in 1918, which includes a grant of the diocese of southern Illinois and southern Indiana.
W. F. Fish
Secretary of Foreign Missions
Methodist Episcopal Church
186 Fifth Avenue, New York City


Bishop Frederick Fisher, resident bishop of Calcutta, sec of the Methodist Episcopal Church, ranks as one of the outstanding leaders of American Christianity in foreign lands. Not only is he listened to with eagerness by large audiences in his native land, but in India he has the attention of British government leaders and of Indias of all castes and religions. He has been in conference on numerous occasions with Mahatma Gandhi and other leaders of Indian thought. Recently he returned from a visit to Australia and South Africa; in the latter country he made an intensive study of the anti-Indian legislation in recent years. He presented his views to official bodies in India, Europe, and America.

Bishop Fisher was born in Greenport, Pennsylvania, and received his education in nearby colleges and the Western University. He served for some time as a missionary in Ceylon, India, and later returned to the United States where he was successively pastor of the First Methodist Episcopal Church in Boston, field secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions, general secretary of the Laymen's Missionary Council, and present secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions. He served for several years in an editorial capacity identified with the organization in the United States, but has been for some time the focal point of Missions and representatives in the Indian continent, and is now a standing member of India's Parliament.

In 1921 he wrote with a few others a book in which he set out to be a truly religious leader and to the best of his ability to lead.
in Boston, Field secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions, general secretary of the Laymen's Missionary Movement, and associate secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions. For several years he was prominently identified with the organization in the United States which raised funds for aiding the "Burn Movement" toward Christianity which has been largely influential in raising the economic, social and religious concerns among millions of India's lower castes.

In 1926 Dr. Fisher was elected a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church and assigned to the Alaska, where he had ecclesiastical jurisdiction over South, Chicago, Central Provinces and Lower Conferences.
The Rev. Frederick Bohn Fisher, D.D., pastor of Central Methodist Episcopal Church, Detroit, and long identified with the missionary enterprise in India and America, died in the Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, after a brief illness, on Good Friday morning. He will be remembered by the Board of Foreign Missions as a former missionary in India, an associate secretary of the Board, and later as bishop of the Calcutta Area. As an advocate of the missionary enterprise before American audiences he had few equals.

Dr. Fisher was born in Greencastle, Pa., on February 14, 1882. He received his education at Asbury College, Boston University School of Theology and Harvard University, earning Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Sacred Theology and Doctor of Philosophy. Later he was awarded doctorates in Divinity, Sacred Theology, Laws, Humanities, and Literature by various universities.

After a pastorate in Kokomo, Indiana, he was appointed a missionary to India in 1904, going there with his bride who was Miss Edith Jackson of Muncie, Ind. Illness of Mrs. Fisher forced their return to America after three years of Indian service, but not until the young missionary had shown some of the gifts which later distinguished him as a church leader. For several years he was pastor in North Cohasset, Mass., and in First Methodist Episcopal Church, Boston, from which he was called to an associate secretership in the Board of Foreign Missions and to the service of the Laymen's Movement Missionary Movement. Under his leadership and
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genius, the Movement held great missionary conventions in Boston, Indianapolis, Columbus and elsewhere.

In 1920, when Dr. Fisher was but 38 years of age, the General Conference elected him a bishop, with the largest vote ever accorded a general superintendent up to that year. He was assigned to the Calcutta area where he remained in charge for ten years. During this decade he made friends with Mahatma Gandhi, the poet Tagore, and many other India leaders, and helped to interpret India to America through his pen and his voice. No, speaker was more eagerly sought in America during his occasional visits to this country than was Bishop Fisher.

In 1930 he resigned from the episcopacy and accepted the pastorate of the First Church, Ann Arbor, Mich., four years later being transferred to Central Church, Detroit. In both charges he has great followings, his message being sought especially by the student bodies and by the educated classes of these communities. He also travelled throughout the country as a lecturer and preacher -- always interested in interpreting India and the world to American audiences.

Dr. Fisher was twice married. His first wife died some time after their return from India, and in 1924 he was married to Miss Welthy Honsinger who had been a missionary in China, and editor of the missionary magazine "World Neighbors." She survives.
Photographs from this file have not been included but are available upon request. For more information please contact research@gcah.org